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INTRODUCTION
The NASA Thesaurus contains the authorized subject terms by which the documents
in the NASA scientific and technical information system afe indexed and retrieved.
The NASA Thesaurus comprises two volumes - Volume 1 - Alphabetical Listing
and Volume 2 - Access Vocabulan The Alphabetical Listing contains all subject
terms (postable and nonpostable) currently approved for use. The Lifting includes
terms appearing in the NASA Thesaurus, Preliminary Edition (December 1967)
and the NASA Thesaurus Alphabetical Update (September 1971), and other terms
approved through May 31, 1975 The Listing contains 15,060 postable terms and
3,343 nonpostable terms The Access Vocabulan con ta ins postable terms,
nonpostable terms, pseudoterms, and other entry terms to provide multiple access
to the NASA Thesaurus terminology The Access Vocabulary contains 35,801 entry
terms.
The terminology of the NASA Thesaurus is based in large part on the actual
indexing vocabulary developed by NASA during the sixties Other thesauri, notably
the DOD Thesaurus oj Engineering and Scientijic Terms, (AD-672000), have provided
additional candidate terms The general guidelines in creating and maintaining
the NASA Thesaurus have been based on the COSATI Guidelines for the Development
oj Injormation Retrieval Thesauri (1 September 1967).
The NASA Thesaurus is updated periodically and perhaps reissued biennially.
The optimal revision of the Thesaurus terms and cross references will, however,
require the cooperation and input of users of the Thesaurus and of the NASA
scientific and technical information system Suggestions for term modification,
deletion, and addition should be addressed to National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Scientific and Technical Information Office, Code KSB, Washington,
D.C. 20546
DEFINITIONS and CONVENTIONS
The definitions and conventions employed in the NASA Thesaurus follow
Postable terms Subject terms that have been approved for use in indexing and
retrieval, and thus, can be "posted "
Nonpostable terms Subject terms that are included for cross-reference information
and cannot be used for indexing or retrieval The terms are also called "Use
references" which are mentioned in the section on Cross-Reference Structure (page
vi)
Term Selection Subject terms have been chosen on the basis of their significance
and use in aerospace literature and their effectiveness in incorporating productive
retrieval concepts Particular consideration has been given to frequency of use in
earlier NASA indexing and search vocabularies, to relationships with other terms
in the vocabulary, and to precise scientific and technical usage
Grammatical Form Subject terms are presented in the noun form Expressions
that were presented in earlier vocabularies as adjectives or verbs have been converted
to the noun form
IV
Singular vs Plural. The plural form has in general been used for subject terms
The s ingu la r f o r m , however, is occasionally employed for specific processes,
properties, conditions, and hardware
Punctuation Effort has-been made to minimize the use of punctuation within
subject terms. Where it is used, however, it becomes an integral part of the term
Term Length No more than 42 characters, including spaces, are used for any
subject term
Term Ambiguity When subject terms have more than one meaning in aerospace
usage, or where distinction between terms must be made, clarification is provided
in one of two ways
a) Parenthetical qualifying expressions are added, becoming part of the
subject term For example
SIZING (SHAPING)
SIZING (SURFACE TREATMENT)
b) Parenthetical scope notes are also added for explanation or defini t ion,
they do not become part of the subject term For example
SPECTROSCOPIC ANALY SI S
(USE OF SPECTROSCOPIC TOOLS IN CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS)
Direct Entry. Subject terms that consist of more than one word are listed for
direct entry, i e., in their natural word order rather than in the inverted form
For example
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY, not CHEMISTRY, ANALYTICAL
Abbreviations and Acronyms. Abbreviations and acronyms that are in common
use in the aerospace community are employed in this Thesaurus In most cases
USE cross references are made from the unabbreviated forms. For example
ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY
USE OSO
Synonyms When candidate subject terms are true synonyms, one is chosen to be




Array Terms Subject terms with meaning either too broad or ambiguous for
effective indexing or retrieval of information, have been designated array terms
and carry the following scope note (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS LISTED BELOW). Relationships
with other postable terms are shown by the Related Term (RT) reference only
For example.
BEAMS
SN (USE OF A MOKE SPECIFIC TERM
IS KECOMMENDED-CONSULTTHE
TERMS LISTED BELO W)
,RT BEAMS (RADIATION)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
An inf in i ty symbol oo precedes an array term in each of its appearances in
Volume 1
Identifiers In the NASA The<>aiinn identifiers, ic, subject terms that include a
numerical or alphabetical designation, or both, for a specific model or item, are
treated as regular subject terms and are provided complete cross references For
'example






G E N E R A L DYNAMICS AIRCRAFT
. F - l l l AIRCRAFT
G R U M M A N AIRCRAFT
. F - l l l AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
F- l l l AIRCRAFT
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
F-lll AIRCRAFT
RT VARIABLF SWEEP WINGS
CROSS-REFERENCE STRUCTURE







These cross references have the following applications
Broader Term This reference indicates that the term represents more inclusive
concepts In the Generic Structuring (GS), the Broader Terms appear above and





TELECOMMUNICATION, SPACE COMMUNICATION, and SPACECRAFT
COMMUNICATION are Broader Terms to REENTRY COMMUNICATION.
Narrower Term This reference indicates that the term represents more specific
concepts In the Generic Structuring (GS), the Narrower Terms appear below






SPACE COMMUNICATION, SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION and RE-
ENTRY COMMUNICATION are Narrower Terms to TELECOMMUNICA-
TION.
The Generic Structuring (GS) is complete for all terms and shows all relationships
to generically related terms. In the example for Broader Term and Narrower
Term, it is apparent that the term SPACE COMMUNICATION is a Narrower
Term to TELECOMMUNICATION and is a Broader Term to SPACECRAFT
COMMUNICATION and REENTRY COMMUNICATION.
Related Term (RT) This indicates that the two indexable terms are closely related
conceptually but are not structured within the broader or narrower "tree," or




- (b) RADIO EQUIPMENT
RT RADAR EQUIPMENT
Use (USE) This indicates that the term is not "postable," ic , not a valid term,
and that the following term or terms should be used instead For example
COLUMBIUM
USE NIOBIUM
Used For (UF) This is a reciprocal of the USE cross reference and identifies




The ordering of subject terms into an alphabetical arrangement can be accomplished
in several ways The most commonly used methods are the let ter-by-let ter ,
word-by-word, and the computer sorting order In the absence of any universal
agreement on a standardized ,'approach, a word-oriented modification of the compu-
ter sorting technique has been adopted in this Thesaurus as the most useful and
economic for this purpose.
VII
A L P H A B E T I C A L LISTING
Examples of entr ies and notat ions in the
Alphabetical Listing follow:
POSTABLE TERM












. . SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION



































































































































USE ECHO 1 SATELLITE
A-12 SATELLITE












































































































































































































































































































































































UP CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS
















































































































































































UF LOWER BODY NEGATIVE
PRESSURE (LBNP)
GS STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY)

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UP" ' SONIC WAVEGUIDES
GS DELAY LINES
ACOUSTIC DELAY LINES
RT COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES
DELAY CIRCUITS
..TRANSMISSION LINES
ACOUSTIC DUCTS ,"* ' " V '
GS DUCTS' -
, . ACOUSTIC DUCTS
RT NOISE REDUCTION
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION ' - t
OS, EXCITATION




















STABILITY , . ]
ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY
RT . .SIGNAL FADING ;
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS





























ACOUSTICS - , '
ELASTIC WAVES >
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
AD/I B
USE EXPLORER 25 SATELLITE
AD/I SATELLITE



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ADVANCED EVA PROTECTION SYSTEMS
USE AEPS
ADVANCED ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY
USE AOSO
ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP










ADVANCED RECONN ELECTRIC SPACECRAFT
UF ARES (SPACECRAFT)
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT




















NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
ADVANCED TEST REACTORS






























USE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
AE-B SATELLITE




















































SN (EXPLOSIONS OCCURRING AT























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM








































































UF SPACE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
GS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING






























































































































































































































































































































AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
RT DISCOVERER SATELLITES
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE




NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) AIR
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM -(CON'T)
RANGER PROJECT
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
PROJECTS
RANGER PROJECT
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
RT THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE



















AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE











AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA D ROCKET VEHICLE









THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
°° AGENTS













































































































































































USE EXPLORER 33 SATELLITE
AIMP-E
USE EXPLORER 35 SATELLITE
AIMP-1
USE EXPLORER 33 SATELLITE
AIMP-2















AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
GS BAGS
AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
SAFETY DEVICES






























































































































































SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM













AIR DENSITY EXPLORER A
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
AIR DENSITY/INJUN EXPLORER B



























































































































CEI ESTIAI REFERENCE SYSTEMS















































































































GLOBAL AIR SAMPLING PROGRAM
SMOG
AW SEA ICE INTERACTIONS
OS GAS-LIQUID INTERACTIONS
AIR WATER INTERACTIONS




USE AIR WATER INTERACTIONS
AIR SICKNESS
USE MOTION SICKNESS
AIR TO AW MISSILES
UF AIR TO AIR ROCKETS
GS MISSILES









SKYDART 2 ROCKET VEHICLE
SPACE WEAPONS
SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
AIR TO AIR REFUELING
GS REFUELING
AW TO AIR REFUELING
RT TANKER AIRCRAFT
AW TO AIR ROCKETS
USE AIR TO AIR MISSILES
AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
GS MISSILES









SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
















AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL



































































UP AIR SEA INTERACTIONS
OS GAS-LIQUID INTERACTIONS
AIR WATER INTERACTIONS





































































































































































































ROTORCRAFT AIRCRAFTRYAN AIRCRAFTSAAB AIRCRAFT
SCHLEICHER AIRCRAFT


















TILT WING AIRCRAFTTRAINING AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFTTUPOLEV AIRCRAFT
TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTSUTILITY AIRCRAFT
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT






































AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING .
GS SPACING














USE MILITARY AIR FACILITIES
AIRCRAFT BRAKES


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT
UF ASDE





















































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) ALGEBRA
AIRSPEED

























































OS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ALABAMA


































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ALASKA
RT BEAUFORT SEA (NORTH
AMERICA)
CHENA RIVER BASIN (AK)
COOK INLET (AK)
GULF OF ALASKA























































































































































































RT BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE




































































































































































































































































« ALKALI METAL COMPOUNDS
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)




















































































« ALKALINE EARTH COMPOUNDS
SN (USE OF A MOKE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)
UF GROUP 2A COMPOUNDS
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INVERTED CONVERTERS (DC TO
AC)































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) AMERICIUM 241
ALUMINUM BTHOXIDE ALUMINUM SILICATES -(CON'T) AMBIPOLAR DIFFUSION -(CON 'T)
OS ALIPHATIC COMPOUNDS SILICON COMPOUNDS AMBIPOLAR DIFFUSION
ALUMINUM KTHOXIDE ALUMINUM SILICATES RT ELECTRON DIFFUSION
ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS ANDESITE ELECTRON MOBILITY
ALUMINUM KTHOXIDK . KAOUNITE IONIC DIFFUSION
ESTERS MONTMORILLONITE IONIC MOBILITY
ALUMINUM ETHOXIDB . PYROPHYLLITE PLASMA DIFFUSION
RT MINERALS
ALUMINUM FLUORIDES MU LUTES AMBIT
OS ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS
 USE FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
ALUMINUM FLUORIDES ALUMINUM M
FLUORINE COMPOUNDS OS CHEMICAL ELEMENTS AMBIII ANPKS
ALUMINUM FLUORIDES ALUMINUM IS MPntrAl
HALOGEN COMPOUNDS ALUMINUM ISOTOPES RT
HALIDES ALUMINUM M T E w
METAL HALIDES NUCLIDES SAFETY DEVICES
ALUMINUM FLUORIDES ISOTOPES „.,„.„„,,,
. ALUMINUM ISOTOPES AMERICIUM
GSALUMINUM HYDRIDES ALUMINUM 26
OS ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS METALS TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
ALUMINUM HYDRIDES ALUMINUM ELEMENTS
ALUMINUM BOROHYDRIDES . ALUMINUM ISOTOPES AMERICIUM ISOTOPES
HYDROGEN COMPOUNDS ALUMINUM M
HYDRIDES
METAL HYDRIDES ALUMINUM 27 I«nTOPF«i
ALUMINUM HYDRIDES OS CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
ALUMINUM BOROHYDRIDES ALUMWUM
ALUMINUM ISOTOPES AMERICIUM
AMERICIUM ISOTOPESALUMINUM ISOTOPES ALUMINUM 27
OS CHEMICAL ELEMENTS NUCLIDES
ALUMINUM ISOTOPES
ALUMINUM ISOTOPES ALUMINUM ISOTOPES AMERICIUM ISOTOPES
ALUMINUM 26 ALUMINUM 27 AMFBiriHM Ml
ALUMINUM 27 METALS META^f
NUCLIDES ALUMINUM ACTINIDE SERIES
ISOTOPES ALUMINUM ISOTOPES TBAVSItRANIlIM VI FMFVTQ
ALUMINUM ISOTOPES ALUMINUM 27 AMEW^UM ELEME*TS
ALUMINUM 26 AMERICIUM ISOTOPES
ALUMINUM 27 ALVEOLAR AIR AMERICIUM 241
METALS GS GASES
ALUMINUM AIR AMRBIC1UM ISOTOPES
ALUMINUM ISOTOPES ALVEOLAR AIR GS CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
ALUMINUM 26 GAS MIXTURES °S CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
ALUMINUM 27 ALVEOLAR AIR TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
RT EXHALATION AMERICIUM
ALUMINUM NITRIDES EXPIRED AIR AMEH1CIUM ISOTOPES
OS ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS LUNGS AMERICIUM 241
ALUMINUM NITRIDES NUCLIDES
NITROGEN COMPOUNDS ALVEOLI ISOTOPES
NITRIDES RT LUNGS RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
ALUMINUM NITRIDES TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
AMALGAMS AMERICIUM
ALUMINUM OXIDES USE MERCURY AMALGAMS AMERICIUM ISOTOPES
UF ALUMINA HEAVY ELEMENTS
CORUNDUM AMAZON REGION (SOUTH AMERICA) AMERICIUM
OS ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS OS REGIONS AMERICIUM ISOTOPES
ALUMINUM OXIDES TROPICAL REGIONS AMERICIUM 241
SAPPHIRE AMAZON REGION (SOUTH TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
CHALCOGEN1DES AMERICA) AMERICIUM ISOTOPES
OXIDES RT BRAZIL AMERICIUM 241
METAL OXIDES FORESTS METALS
. ALUMINUM OXIDES RIVER BASINS ACTINIDE SERIES
SAPPHIRE RIVERS TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
RT ABRASIVES AMERICIUM
ALUMD4ATES AMBERUTE (TRADEMARK) AMERICIUM ISOTOPES
BAUXITE
 RT ASBESTOS AMERICIUM 241
ENERGY ABSORPTION FILMS THERMAL INSULATION
GEHLENITE AMERICIUM 241
KAOLDJITE AMBIENCE GS CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
PYROPHYLLITE
 RT ENVIRONMENTS ACTINIDE SERIES
RUBY TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
ALUMINUM PERCHLORATES AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ' AMERICIUM ISOTOPES
OS ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS VF ™*°™E£JAL TEMPERATURE AMERICIUM 241
ALUMINUM PERCHLORATES OS AMME^EMPERATURE NUCLIDES
HALOGEN COMPOUNDS ATMOSPHERIC I TEMPERATURE ISOTOPES
CHLORINE COMPOUNDS RT SppVATnSr TPMTORATORP RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
PERCHLORATBS ROOM^MPERATUM TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
ALUMINUM PERCHLORATES SATELLrrE TEMPERATURE AMERICIUMSATELLITE TEMPERATURE AMERICIUM ISOTOPES
ALUMINUM SILICATES HEAVY ELEMENTS
OS ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS AMBIGUITY AMERICIUM
ALUMINUM SILICATES RT INTELLIGIBILITY AMERICIUM ISOTOPES
ANDESITE POSITIONING AMERICIUM 241
KAOLINITE TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
MONTMORILLONITE AMBIPOLAB DIFFUSION AMERICIUM ISOTOPES
PYROPHYLLITE GS DIFFUSION AMERICIUM 241
29

































































































































































































































































































































































SAAB 401 AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
SEAPLANES
VA-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE







































































































































AMPLITUDE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
AMPLITUDE MODULATION-(CON'T)















































































































































SN (THAT PART OF THE FIELD OF
MATHEMATICS WHICH ARISES
FROM THE CALCULUS AND































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































H AGhl I ATA
COI PIDIA
TRYPANOSOME









































































































































































































































ANNULAR CORE PULSE REACTORS
GS NUCLEAR REACTORS
ANNULAR CORE PULSE REACTORS

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SUNDERLAND 5 FLYING BOAT
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE -(CON'T)













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































°° APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS





































































































































































































































































































































RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
































































































USE ADVANCED RECONN ELECTRIC
SPACECRAFT
A RETS









ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE










ARGO D-S ROCKET VEHICLE








ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE









ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO D-8 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE


















































































































































































ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNITS
UF ALU (COMPUTER COMPONENTS)
GS CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS





GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ARIZONA




























































ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES) NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
ABMED FORCES (FOREIGN) -(CON'T)
ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
GS ARMED FORCES




















USE AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT
DETERMINATION
oo AROMATIC COMPOUNDS







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SAN MARCO 3 SATELLITE
SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE
































































































































































































































































USE ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED
REACTOR
ASDE
























































































































































































































































ASTEC SOLAR TURBOELECTRIC GENERATOR











































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) ASTRONOMICAL MODELS


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
















































ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
OS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES








ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
OS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES





ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH
VEHICLE
RT AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MIDAS SATELLITES
RANGER LUNAR PROBES
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
XLR-81-BA-13 ENGINE















MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
MARINER « SPACE PROBE
OGO-A






















SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE














































































ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH
VEHICLE











ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH
VEHICLE





























ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS LAUNCH VKHICLES-(CON'D
YLR-10I-NA-IS ENGINE
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
UF STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 3
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES




ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE




USE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER B
USE EXPLORER 32 SATELLITE
o ATMOSPHERES








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































USE ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
ATR REACTOR



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)


































































































































































































































































































































































UF GLOSTER AW-650 AIRCRAFT
WHITWORTH GLOSTER AW-650
AIRCRAFT



















GS AXES (REFERENCE LINES)
AXES OF ROTATION
EARTH AXIS


























































































































































































































































































































































































































SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
SQUELCH CIRCUITS
BACKGROUND RADIATION














































SN (EXCLUDES PROCESSES OF
BACKWASHINO)
UF SIDEWASH











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT « ALKALINE EARTH COMPOUNDS








































































































































































































































































































































SN (FLUID FLOW AT THE BASE OR




























































































































































































(USE OF A MOKE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED -CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)












GS BAYS (TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES)
CHESAPEAKE BAY (US)
MONTEREY BAY (CA)
















USE BODY CENTERED CUBIC
LATTICES
BCH CODES





















USE BEACON EXPLORER A
BE B
USE EXPLORER 22 SATELLITE
BE C















































BEACON EXPLORER A -




RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
BEACON EXPLORER B
USE EXPLORER 22 SATELLITE
BEACON EXPLORER C
USE EXPLORER 27 SATELLITE
BEACON SATELLITES







































































BEAGLE-WALLIS WA-Il t AUTOGYRO
USE W A - I I 6 AUTOGIRO
BEAM CURRENTS
GS El ECTRIC CURRENT
BEAM CURRENTS



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UF TWO PHASE SYSTEMS





































































































SN (BIOLOGICAL, BEHAVIORAL AND
MEDICAL ASPECTS EXPECTED TO
BE FOUND IN SPACE VEHICLES
DESIGNED TO TRAVEL IN SPACE
AND ON CELESTIAL BODIES




































































































































































































































































































































B1OREGENERATIVE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

















































































































































































































































































BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
































































BLACK ARROW LAUNCH VEHICLE









KIRCHHOFF LAW OF RADIATION
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)






BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT ) SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET





BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING
ROCKET
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES











BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING
ROCKET
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES











BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES











BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
77
BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING ROCKET NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
B I A L K BRANT 3 SOUND1NI,-(CONT)
RT SOI ID PROPH I ANT ROCKET
HNOINKS











BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES











BLACK BRANT S SOUNDING
ROCKET













BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE















R U M A N I A
T U R K E Y




SN lUSk OF A MORk SPhClUC TkRM
IS RFCOMMfcNDJ-D -CONSU1 T THE
ThRMS 11STH) BklOW)










































































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)


















































BLOCK ISLAND SOUND (RI)
GS SOUNDS (TOPOGRAPHIC
FEATURES)




















































































































































































































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
BLUE GOOSE MISSILE














BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES




BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET
VEHICLE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES










RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE













BLUE STREAK MISSILE-(CON T)
ROCKET VEHICLES
BLUE STREAK MISSILE





































USE BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY
WARNING SYSTEM
BO P-310 HELICOPTER














































































































RT CLOSE PACKED LATTICES
CRYSTALS






















































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)





















































BOLKOW BO P-310 HELICOPTER














































ZERO POWER REACTOR 7
RT NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS



































































































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
BOMARC MISSILES
BOMARC A MISSILE







. SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
BOMARC MISSILES
BOMAKC B MISSILE








































































































































































BONNBVILLE SALT FLATS (UT)
GS LANDFORMS
FLATS (LANDFORMS)








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UF LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
























































































































































UF INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS
POINT MATCHING METHOD
(MATHEMATICS)







































































































































































BRAKES (FORMING OR BENDING)
BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
UF DECELERATORS
DRAGULATORS















































































USE BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
» BREAKDOWN



















































































LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER
REACTORS
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
BREEDER REACTORS-(CONT)









































































































































































































































BRISTOL-SIDDELEY MK 301 ENGINE
OS ENGINES

































































































































































































































































































































RT CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
SEMICONDUCTORS (MATERIALS)
«o BUCKETS


































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) BURNING TIME
BUFFALO AIRCRAFT
USE DHC 3 AIRCRAFT
BUFFER STORAGE









































































































































































































































SN (TERMINATION OF COMBUSTION
IN A ROCKET ENGINE BECAUSE
OF EXHAUSTION OF THE
PROPELLANT)























GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
DIGITAL COMPUTERS

























































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) CADASTRAL MAPPING
C-4t AIRCRAFT C-113 AIRCRAFT -(CON'T) C-141 AIRCRAFT- (CON TJ
UP COMMANDO AIRCRAFT C-123 AIRCRAFT TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
CURTISS C-46 AIRCRAFT V/STOL AIRCRAFT C-141 AIRCRAFT
OS CURTISS-WRIOHT AIRCRAFT SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT
C-4* AIRCRAFT C-123 AIRCRAFT C-141 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES MONOPLANES
C-4« AIRCRAFT C-124 AIRCRAFT C'M1 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT OS MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
c-4« AIRCRAFT DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CARGO AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT C-124 AIRCRAFT c-'41 AIRCRAFT
CARGO AIRCRAFT MONOPLANES RT TURBOFAN ENGINES
C-4« AIRCRAFT C-124 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT C-142 AIRCRAFT
C-47 AIRCRAFT CARGO AIRCRAFT USE XC-142 AIRCRAFT
UF DAKOTA AIRCRAFT C-124 AIRCRAFT
GS MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
 c.160 AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT C-130 AIRCRAFT
 UF TRANSALL C-160 AIRCRAFT
C-17 AIRCRAFT UF GC-130 AIRCRAFT
 GS HAMBURGER AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES HERCULES AIRCRAFT
 c.lia AIRCRAFT
C-47 AIRCRAFT JC-130 AIRCRAFT
 JET AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT KC-130 AIRCRAFT TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
CARGO AIRCRAFT NC-130 AIRCRAFT
 C-ltO AIRCRAFT
C-47 AIRCRAFT OS LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT MONOPLANES
C-130 AIRCRAFT C-160 AIRCRAFT
C-54 AIRCRAFT MONOPLANES NORD AIRCRAFT
UF R5D AIRCRAFT C-130 AIRCRAFT C-160 AIRCRAFT
SKYMASTER AIRCRAFT TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
GS MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CARGO AIRCRAFT CARGO AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT C-UO AIRCRAFT
 C-160 AIRCRAFT
C-54 AIRCRAFT RT T-56 ENGINE
 RT TURBOPROP ENGINES
MONOPLANES
C-54 AIRCRAFT C-U1 AIRCRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT UF SAMARITAN AIRCRAFT „„ rONTBOI I PD ATMOSPHPRES
CARGO AIRCRAFT
 GS GENERAL DYNAMICS AIRCRAFT °S C^S ^ATM^sl^R^
C-54 AIRCRAFT
 C.,3, A«CRAFT <
MONOPLANES ATMOSPHERES
C-»7 AIRCRAFT C-131 AIRCRAFT
 RT AIRCRAFT COMPARTMENTS
GS BOEING AIRCRAFT TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT „ ATMOSPHERES
C-»7 AIRCRAFT CARGO AIRCRAFT COCKPITS
MONOPLANES C-131 AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
C-97 AIRCRAFT OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT C-133 AIRCRAFT PRESSURIZED CABINS
CARGO AIRCRAFT UF CARGOMASTER AIRCRAFT SPACE CAPSULES
C-»7 AIRCRAFT GS JET AIRCRAFT
TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT ^ _-__._
C-IU AIRCRAFT C-133 AIRCRAFT _v _.-„ - MnBp ipurmrr TVttU
GS MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT SN £ sfrnuJfHnpnlrnN^JI T 'THE
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT TWMTtwn w7%W
C-1W AIRCRAFT C-133 AIRCRAFT __ A£^£ COMPARTMENTS
MONOPLANES MONOPLANES RT COMPAR™ENTS
C-1W AIRCRAFT C-133 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT W A r r T rABINS
CARGO AIRCRAFT CARGO AIRCRAFT SPACECRAFT CABINS
C-11S AIRCRAFT C-133 AIRCRAFT
RT T-34 ENGINE CABLE FORCE RECORDERS
C-ll» AIRCRAFT GS RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
GS FAIRCHILD-HILLER AIRCRAFT C-135 AIRCRAFT RCE RECORDE*S
C-ll» AIRCRAFT UF KC-135 AIRCRAFT RT
JET AIRCRAFT STRATOTANKER AIRCRAFT
C-119 AIRCRAFT GS BOEING AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT C-135 AIRCRAFT
CARGO AIRCRAFT JET AIRCRAFT «° CABLES
C-1H AIRCRAFT C-135 AIRCRAFT SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
MONOPLANES IS RECOMMBNDED-CONSULT THE
C-I11 AIRCRAFT C-1** AIRCRAFT TERMS LISTED BELOW)
UF LOCKHEED CONSTELLATION TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT RT CABLES (ROPES)
AIRCRAFT CARGO AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION CABLES
R7V AIRCRAFT c'us AIRCRAFT POWER LINES
OS LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT RT TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT SUBMARINE CABLES
C-U1 AIRCRAFT TETHERLINES
MONOPLANES C-140 AIRCRAFT TRANSMISSION LINES
C-121 AIRCRAFT UF JET STAR AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT GS JET AIRCRAFT CABLES (ROPES)
CARGO AIRCRAFT C-140 AIRCRAFT RT «° BELTS
C-1M AIRCRAFT LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT » CABLES
RT EC-121 AIRCRAFT C-140 AIRCRAFT CHAINS
L-1649 AIRCRAFT MONOPLANES CORDAGE
C-140 AIRCRAFT FASTENERS
C-123 AIRCRAFT TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT STRANDS
UF PROVIDER AIRCRAFT CARGO AIRCRAFT TOWING
YC-123 AIRCRAFT C-140 AIRCRAFT WIRE
GS FAIRCHILD-HILLER AIRCRAFT UTILITY AIRCRAFT
C-123 AIRCRAFT c-|4° AIRCRAFT CADASTRAL MAPPING
MONOPLANES OS MAPPING
C-123 AIRCRAFT C-141 AIRCRAFT CADASTRAL MAPPING
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT UF STARLIFTER AIRCRAFT RT GEOGRAPHY














































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
CADMIUM SILVER BATTERIES








































































































































































































































































































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
CALIFORNIA












SAN FRANCISCO BAY (CA)
SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY (CA)


























































































































































































































GREAT LAKES (NORTH AMERICA)














UF CANADAIR CF-104 AIRCRAFT
CF-104 AIRCRAFT






























































































































































































































































































CAPS (EXPLOSIVES) NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
CAPS It XPI OSIVhS)
OS KXP1 OSIVF DhVlCl-S















































CAPTURED AIR BUBBLE VEHICLES
OS SURFACE VEHICLES
CAPTURED AIR BUBBLE VEHICLES
WATER VEHICLES
















OS AI IPHAHC COMPOUNDS
CARBAMIDES
NITROOl-N COMPOUNDS





































































































































































GS STIMULATED EMISSION DEVICES
98
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ul- I OTS CARGO SHIPS'
GS SURKACK VI-HIC1 bS
CARGO SHIPS





SAVANNAH NUCI KAR SHIP
TANKER SHIPS
RP AK1IHCIA1 HARBORS
DI-hPWAThR T K K M I N A I S





































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)





































































































































































































































































USE CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
CDC COMPUTERS

























































CDC 6000 SERIES COMPUTERS
GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
CDC COMPUTERS
CDC 6000 SERIES COMPUTERS
CDC 6600 COMPUTER
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
CDC 6000 SERIES COMPUTERS
CDC 6600 COMPUTER
CDC 6400 COMPUTER
GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS




GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
CDC COMPUTERS
CDC 6000 SERIES COMPUTERS
CDC 6600 COMPUTER
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
CDC 6000 SERIES COMPUTERS
CDC 6600 COMPUTER
CDC 8090 COMPUTER



















SN (USB OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)














































































































































































































































SN (DETERMINATION OF THE FORM
OF THE EARTH, OF THE EARTHS





















































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
co CELLS






































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)



















CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGION (US)
GS REGIONS
CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGION (US)
RT UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGIONAL ECOL TEST
SITE































































GS CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS



















































































RT CENTER OF GRAVITY
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
CENTURION AIRCRAFT

















































































































































































































































































































































































































C h S I U M 137
C h S I U M 144




C h S I U M 134




























































































































































































































RT VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
CFRP









































































































































































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)



















































































USE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
» CHARACTERISTICS

































































SN (COLLISIONAL TRANSFER OF AN
ELECTRON FROM A NEUTRAL

















































































































































































































































STATISTICAL A N A I YSIS
CHECKOUT







COI D FI OW THSTS
COUNTDOWN
F1I F M A I N T E N A N C E (COMPUTF.RS)
INSPECTION
M A I N T F N A N C F
PFRFORMANCF TFST.S
PRhFIRINO TESTS






C H t l A T k COMPOUNDS




























































































CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POWER UNITS









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
CHEMICAL LASERS





















































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOUMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)

















































































































































































USE CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC
CHINESE PEOPLES REPUBLIC























































SN (A POLYSACCHARIDE WHICH IS
THE PRINCIPAL CONSTITUENT OF
'THE SHELLS OF CRABS AND
LOBSTERS, THE SHARDS OF
























































































































































































































































USE CH-34 Htl 1COPTER
CHOICE
US* SELECTION
SN (1-XCI.UDhS FUEL SYSTEM AND
FLhCTRONIC DEVlfhS)
RT CHOKhS (RFSTRICTIONS)


























































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
CHROMIUM STEELS -(CON'T)
CHROMIUM STEELS

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) CLEANING
CL-44 AIRCRAFT
UP CANADAIR CL-44 AIRCRAFT
CC-I06 AIRCRAFT
YUKON AIRCRAFT


















































































































































































































































Kl Cl CAN ROOMS








Jl I SI Rl AMS (Ml 11 OKOI (K>Y)
I H I R M A I INS1AB1IIIY






DA! DM (I I PVAT1ON)
SPACING
I1GHINPSS
IO1 I RANC1 S (Ml CHAN1CS)
Cl.hARIN(.




Ul SI ASHI S
Rl 1)1 I OKI S I A I I O N
HKI BRI AKS
I O R F S I S
IRI IS (PI AN IS)
CI KAVAC.K
Ul SCISSION
Rl BRln l 1 M A I I R I A I S
BRI n 11 NESS
CI h&SCH-CORDAN COHTICIENTS
C.S COI I I I C I I N I S
CH-BXCIM-ORUAN COKKHCIENTS
Rl ANGU1 AR M O M I N I U M
COUPI ING


















































I ANDSI IDI S
I I D G I S
SHI I VI S
SI OPI S
IOPOC.RAPHY





















IONG II RM HIFCIS
MI irOROIOGY





R T AN I ARCTIC Rl GIONS
ANVI1 Cl OUDS
ARCI1C Rl GIONS
AIMOSPHFRIC C1RCU1 A T1ON
CAP C1OUDS
CTRROCUMUI US CI OUDS
CIRROSTRAIUS CI OUDS
CIRRUS SHIFI DS
CI I M A M









































RT BODY CENTERED CUBIC
LATTICES





























CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS •




CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS ,





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (LIMITED TO HARDENING OF
MATERIALS BY COOLING TO
VERY LOW TEMPERATURES-
EXCLUDES PRECIPITATION





















COLD PLASMAS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
COLD PLASMAS








































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
COLLISION RATES










































































































































































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
COLORADO
RT COLORADO PLATEAU (US)
MANITOU ceo)





































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
COLS
USE GAPS (GEOLOGY)
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































U III ITY AIRCRAFT
V/STOI AIRCRAIT




































COMMITTEE ON SPACE RESEARCH
UF COSPAR (COMMITTED





































































































ORBITING DIPOI I S
P A C M TFI EMFTRY
























SATI U H ES






KARl Y BIRD SATELl ITFS
SYNCOM I SATE1 I ITE
SYNCOM 2 SATEI I ITE
SYNCOM 3 SATEI I ITF
WhSTAR SATEI I 1TES













SYMPHONII SATEI I ITFS
SYNCOM SATELl ITI.S
EARLY BIRD SATFI I I TLS
SYNCOM I SATELl FTP
SYNCOM 2 SATI.I I TTI
SYNCOM 3 SATEI 1 ITF














RADIO RI I AY SYSTEMS
SATELLITE NF.TWORKS










TI LSTAR PROJ1 CT
UNMANNFD SPACFCRAI'I
WIRI I I SS COMMUNICATIONS
134








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RCA SPECTRA 70 COMPUTER




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RESPIKAIORY DISI AS1 S
VASODII AI ION
CONGO (BRAZZAYTUl)
























SI 1 NDFR CONES
SYMMFIRICA1 BODIES

















MUI riPHASE 1 I OW
ShPARAILD HOW
THRFI DIMfcNSIONAl H.OW



















* JET NOZZI ES
NOZZI I. GEOME1RY
NO/ZIE INSERISNOZZI E WAI I S
* NOZZLES
PI UG NOZZLES













































GS ANAI YSIS (MATHEMATICS)
COMF1 EX VARIABI FS
CONJUGATES
CONJUGATE POINTS
RT LINES OF FORCE
MAGNETIC FIELDS
CONJUGATES
GS ANAI YSIS (MATHEMATICS)

































CONNECTICUTGS UNITED STATES OF AMERICACONNECTICUT






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (DEVICES WHICH EMPLOY AN


















































































CONVERTERS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
GO CONVERTERS
SN (VSE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSt/LT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)
RT ANALOG TO DIGITAL
CONVERTERS'





















VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (AC TO
AC)



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
CORPORAL MISSILE














































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) COSMIC GASES
CORRELATION DETECTION -(CON 'T)
PHASE LOCK DEMODULATORS




SN (DEVICES THAT DETECT WEAK














































































































































































































































INT ERST Fl I AR GAS
GAS1 S
RARI I ILD GASFS
COSMIC OASES
TN1PRPLANPIARY GAS
IN II RSI I.I JAR GAS







I N I P R I P R L N C P
B1ACKOUI (PROPAGA1ION)
I I ICIROMAGNF1IC NOISI
COSMIC NOISh
Kl BACKGROUND NOISI
BACKGROUND KADI AI ION
H rCIROMAGNF.HC NOISF
Ml ASURI MI NT
GAI ACIIC RADIAIION
GAI ACIIC RADIO WAVFS





SOI AR RADIO I MISSION
COSMIC PIASMA
GS 1 X I K A I I KRI SIRIA1 MA IT PR
COSMIC PIASMA
PARIIC1FS
CHARGID PAR MCI FS
PI ASMAS (PHYSICS)
COSMIC PLASMA
Rl INIPRGAI AC1IC MI DIA
IN 11 RPI ANPTARY GAS
PI ASMA Cl OUDS
PI ASMAPAUSF






USI. I X1RAIPRRPSTRIAI RADIO
WAVFS





AIMOSPHfRIC A I T I N U A T I O N
1 A R I H AI HI IX)
PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS
RI.HICIANCP
SI CONDARY COSMIC1 RAYS
COSMIC RAY SHOWUtS




Rl A U G I R 1 11IC1
* CASCADPS







COSMIC RAY SHOWI RS
PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS
SOI AR COSMIC RAYS
Sl.CONDARY COSMIC RAYS



















NUCLI AR PARTIC1 FS
NUCI I I (NUCI I AR PHYSICS)







SI LI I AR RADIAIION







BIG BANG COSMOI OGY
HUBBI I DIAGRAM
Rl AS1RONOMICA1 MODE1 S
ASIROPHYSICS
I-XISTLNCE
GALACTIC 1 VOI U ITON
MASS DISTRIBUIION
PI ANI IARY I-VOI Ul ION
RTD SHUT
S1AR DISTRIBUTION
STLLI AR LVOLUI ION
UNIVI RSF











SN (USI-. 01 A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RI.COMMFNDED--CONSU1.T THk




















COSMOS 8 SAPEI I PI I
COSMOS II SAPr.ll PIE
COSMOS 12 SAIF1 I ITI
COSMOS 14 SATFLI IT E
COSMOS 15 SATI 1 I I P F
COSMOS 17 SATILIPPI
COSMOS 41 SAII I I ITI




COSMOS 55 SATEI LPPF
a>SMOS 71 SATPI I ITE
COSMOS 110 SATKLIPTE
COSMOS 137 SATLLLIFE
COSMOS 144 SATP.I LTTE
COSMOS 149 SAII I ITTF.
COSMOS 166 SATEI I ITE
COSMOS 186 SATEIUTI-
COSMOS 188 SATELLITE










COSMOS 3 SATEI.I PTE
COSMOS 4 SATEL1JTK
COSMOS 5 SATELLITE
COSMOS 6 SATFLI TTL
COSMOS 7 SATLLirrE
COSMOS 8 SATI LI.ITF
COSMOS 11 SATELI ITE
COSMOS 12 SATH l.ITF
COSMOS 14 S A I E I I PT1
COSMOS 15 SATELLITE
COSMOS 17 SATELI ITP
COSMOS 4i SArn.irrr
COSMOS 44 SATI I LI IF
COSMOS 53 SATEIITIF
COSMOS 54 SAPPl I ITF
COSMOS 55 S A I H I I T F
COSMOS 71 S A I F I I I T E
a)SMOS 110 SATFI I PIT.
COSMOS 137 SAThl I PI E
COSMOS 144 SAlElini .
COSMOS 149 SATFI I-PIE
COSMOS 166 SATFI I PI E
COSMOS 186 SATFLI PT1.
COSMOS 188 SATI 11 PI C
COSMOS 206 SATFLI PTE
COSMOS 213 SATEI.I PIE
COSMOS 224 SATELLPI L
COSMOS 225 SATELLPIE


































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)


































































































































































































































USE COMMITTEE ON SPACE RESEARCH
153





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
RESONANT FREQUENCIES
CRITICAL LOADING











































































UF CRITICAL MACH NUMBER
CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER
CRITICAL SPEED




































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)



































































































































































GS COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES
CRYOGENIC COMPUTER STORAGE





































































































































































































































C70CHRA1SK1 MI I HOD
I.PI IAXY
HYDR01HERMAI C R Y S I A I
GKOWIH
IKAV1.1 INO SOI VPN I Ml I HOD
VI.RNI UII PROCESS
Rl BRAVAIS CKYSIA1S
CON I A I N ) Kl I SS Ml I IS
CRYSIAI I I/A I ION







VAPOR Dl POSH ION
CRYSTAI I ATTICh-S
OS CRYSTAI LATTICES
BODY C I N I I R I D CUBIC
I A I MCI S
ciosi PACK™ i A n ICES
CUBIC I AITICPS
t-ACI Cl NTl Rl I) CUBIC
I A I'l ICTS
Rl AIOMIC STRUCT URI
BRAVAIS CRYSIAI S
BRII I OUIN /ONI S
CHI M1CAI BONDS
CRYST AI I OGKAPHY
C R Y S I A I S
I PI I AXY
GIOMI IRY
HI XAGONAI Cl I 1 S
IONIC C R Y S I A I S
ISOMORPHISM
KOSSEI P A I T 1 R N
I A IT ICI PARAMLII RS
I ATTICE VIBRAI1ONS
i I AI ' I ICIS
I AUI Ml I HOD
Ml I Al CRYST Al S
M1TA1 10GRAHHY
MOI I CUI AR CHAINS




PAR MCI I IN t i l l I ICHNIQUr
PA IMI RSON MAP
P01 YMORPHISM
SINGI I CRYSTAI S
Ul IRAPUR1 Ml IA1 S
CTUSTAI OPTICS







GS C R Y S I A I S
CR^STAI OSCILI VTORS






















, SN (AGGIOMI RADONS OI
CRYSTAI S-- FXCI UDl S CRYSTAI
I AH ICI S)
GS CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
WIDMANSIAITEN S1RUC1URI






















































MAM KIAI S RIXOVI RY
MODUI AI ION



































x SOLID STA FF. PHYSICS
X RAY ANAI YSIS





































USE COMMAND SI RVICL MODULES
CT-IM AIRCRAFT
USE Cl ^11 AIRCRAFT
CTD












































































































































































































































































CURIUM ISO I OPES
CURIUM 244
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
*CURI.
SN JSI. 01 A MORI SPr.CIEIC n.RM
IS RI COMMl NDED--CONSU1 T THE
TLRMS IISIID HI1OW)








GS ANAI YSIS (MAIHEMATICS)
CAI CUI US















RT <* MA I HI MAT1CS
NUCI 1 AR PHYSICS
VECTOR CURRENTS
CURRENT AMPLIFIERS
GS AMPI II IFRS
CURRENT AMPLIFIERS »
PHOIOMUI IIPI IFR TUBFS
F R i y U I N C Y MODU1AIION
PHOIOMUI I1PI.IFRS
RT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
VOI IAG1 AMPI IFII-RS
CURRENT CONVERTERS (AC TO DC)





IN VI R TI D CON VI R11 RS (DC TO
AC)
RICII I1IRS




GS RA1IS (PIR TIM1 )
FI UX D I N S I I Y
CURRENT NNMTY
RI I I I Cl RIC CURRI N I
Fl I CTROI YSIS


















» El FCTR1C EQUIPMENT
F.I FCIRIC SWI TCHES
ELI Cl RONIC CONTROI
I IMIIER CIRCUITS














































RT * AIRCRAI I
CURTISS-WR1GHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT















































































CUSHIONCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACmNf

































































































USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
CV-7 AIRCRAFT
USE DHC i AIRCRAFT
CV-340 AIRCRAFT























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DASSAULT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
USE MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
DASSAULT MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
USE MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
»DATA




































































































































SN (MECHANICAL OR ELECTRONIC
MANIPULATION OF DATA)


















































































































































RCA SPECTRA 70 COMPUTER

















DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT -(CON T)
UNIVAC 1107 COMPUTER
UNIVAC 1108 COMPUTER































































































































































UF DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS
DATA READOUT SYSTEMS
DATA SYSTEMS-(CON T)









































































































































































































DE HAVILLAND DH tOt AIRCRAFT
USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH ios AIRCRAFT
USE DH 108 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH no AIRCRAFT
USE DH 110 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH 112 AIRCRAFT
USE DH 112 AIRCRAFT
DE RAVILLAND DH 115 AIRCRAFT
USE DH 115 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH 121 AIRCRAFT
USE DH 121 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH 115 AIRCRAFT
USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
USE DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND VENOM AIRCRAFT




































































































































































GS RATES (PER TIME)
DECAY RATES



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DELAWARE
RT DELAWARE RIVER BASIN (US)




































DELAY LINES (COMPUTER STORAGE)









































































































PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSVLT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)










































USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
DH 108 AIRCRAFT
UF DE HAVILLAND DH 108 AIRCRAFT

























DH 110 AIRCRAFT ,
1
DH 112 AIRCRAFT
















































UF DE HAVILLAND DH 125 AIRCRAFT
HS-125 AIRCRAFT
JET DRAGON AIRCRAFT




















DE HAVILLAND DHC 4 AIRCRAFT















DE HAVILLAND DHC 5 AIRCRAFT





































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) DIELECTRIC POLARIZATION
DIAL SATELLITE -(CON'T) DICARBOXYLIC ACIDS
DIAL SATELLITE -DIAPHRAGMS GS ACIDS
EARTH SATELLITES S N ^ U S E OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
DIAL SATELLITE '., avrnuupNrZlLZnNliri T TOP DICABBOXYLIC ACIDS
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES ?ERMS UCTED B«5w TEREPHTHALATE
»T ABRONotrJELUTK RT DIAPHRAGM (ANATOMY)
AvrenMnuirAi PHOTOMPTBY DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS) DICHLORIDES
EUMPEAN SPAC^ SoOTAMS ELECTROLYTIC CELLS GS HALOGEN COMPOUNDS
!A^FII^?BO»N| m^UMFNTS MEMBRANES CHLORINE COMPOUNDSSATKLL.lTIi-BUK.Nii UNSlKUMcN ID CHLORIDES
DICHLOBID RS
DULLYL COMPOUNDS ° ^ ^^^ATOMKAL) HALIDES
GS ALIPHATIC COMPOUNDS *N ^^i^ MECHANICS) CHLORIDES
. jsssss- s SEsrsss —
RT CATHOLYTES DICHLORODIPHENYLTRICHLOROETHANE
DIALS DIALYSIS UF DDT
UF POINTERS „ DIAPHRAGMS GS ALIPHATIC COMPOUNDS
RT DISPLAY DEVICES ELECTROLYTIC CELLS DICHLORODIPHENYLTRICHLOROE
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS UEUHD AMD CToiTr-TltDCQ THANE
S^L HALOGEN COMPOUNDS
DIALYSIS OPTICAL FILTERS CHLORINE COMPOUNDS
GS DIALYSIS OSMOSIS . DICHLORODIPHENYLTRICHLOKO
ELECTRODIALYSIS THIN PLATES ETHANE
RT DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS) THIN WALLS
DIFFUSION WEBS (SHEETS) DICHOTOMIES




DIAMAGNETISM CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM DICHROISMUF MEISSNER EFFECT CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
 Qg ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
GS MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
 RT BLOOD CIRCULATION °^«n,™
DIAMAGNETISM
 BLOOD FLOW -_ rn?™
RT CURIE TEMPERATURE BLOOD PRESSURE *T f,nrHRnMATlr<i
CYCLOTRON RESONANCE DIASTOLIC PRESSURE J^SJ^JSs BAniATinm
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES HEART (VISIBLE RADIATION)
FERROMAGNETISM H^ART RATE PHOTOELASTICITY
PARAMAGNETISM SYSTOLE
DICHROMATES
DIAMANT LAUNCH VEHICLE DIASTOUC PRESSURE USE CHROMATES
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES 7T^ PBC^iRF^
DIAMANT LAUNCH VEHICLE °S ^?!S£^BF««I«F DICKE RADIOMETERS
ROCKET VEHICLES ^^So^ «~«,»» UF DICKE TYPE RADIOMETERS
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES __ r'^^^pj^^f GS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
DIAMANT LAUNCH VEHICLE RT ^A.R£!A5:FVENTRICLES RADIATION MEASURING
RT LIQUHJ PROPELLANT ROCKET DIASTOLE INSTRUMENTS
ENGINES ACTINOMETERS
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET DIATOMIC GASES RADIOMETERS
ENGINES GS GASES DICKE RADIOMETERS
. MOLECULAR GASES RT BOLOMETERS
DIAMETERS POLYATOMIC GASES THERMOPILES
GS DIMENSIONS DIATOMIC GASES
DIAMETERS DICKE TYPE RADIOMETERS
RT CIRCUMFERENCES DIATOMIC MOLECULES USE DICKE RADIOMETERS
GEOMETRY OS MOLECULES
RADII DIATOMIC MOLECULES DICTIONARIES
THICKNESS RT LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHTS UF GLOSSARIES
MORSE POTENTIAL RT CODING
DIAMINE8 TRIATOMIC MOLECULES DECODING
GS AMINES " DEFINITION
DIAMINES DOCUMENTS
ETHYLENEDIAMINE DIBASIC COMPOUNDS SPACE GLOSSARIES
GU^Sr *T -£g5S"kCOMFOUNM TERMINOLOGY
GUANETHIDINE MONOMERS
TRIAMINOGUANIDINIUM DffiLDRW
AZIDE DIBOBANE GS POISONS
GS BORON COMPOUNDS PESTICIDES
DIAMOND WINGS DDJORANE INSECTICIDES





METEORITIC DIAMONDS GS HALOGEN COMPOUNDS DIELECTRIC MATERIALS
RT ABRASIVES BROMINE COMPOUNDS USE DIELECTRICS
CARBON BROMIDES
SINGLE CRYSTALS DIBROMDJES DIELECTRIC PERMEABILITY
HALIDES GS PERMEABILITY
DIAPHRAGM (ANATOMY) BROMIDES DIELECTRIC PERMEABILITY
GS ANATOMY DIBBOMIDES RT MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
DIAPHRAGM (ANATOMY) DIBUTYL COMPOUNDS DIELECTRIC POLARIZATION
RT - DIAPHRAGMS GS ALIPHATIC COMPOUNDS GS POLARIZATION (CHARGE
MUSCLES ALKYL COMPOUNDS SEPARATION)








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RCA SPECTRA 70 COMPUTER














































































































































DIGITAL TO VOICE TRANSLATORS

















































































































































































































































































































































































VAN DER WAAL FORCES
184
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) DIRT
» DIPOLES
































CURRENT CONVERTERS (AC TO
DC)
INVERTED CONVERTERS (DC TO
AC)












































































































































































































































































































































RT AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES












































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) DISPENSERS















































































































































































































































DISPERSING NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
DISPERSING






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT POTOMAC RIVER VALLEY
(MD-VA-WV)




















































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) DOMINICA
DIVOT (VOICE TBANSLATOHS)
USE DIGITAL TO VOICE TRANSLATORS
DME-A SATELLITE














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UF DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCRAFT


























USE DC 3 AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS DC-7 AIRCRAFT
USE DC 7 AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS DC-8 AIRCRAFT
USE DC 8 AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS DC-9 AIRCRAFT

































































































































































































































































RT RAPID EYE MOVEMENT STATE
SLEEP
DREWS (SATELLITES)
USE DIRECT READOUT EQUATORIAL
WEATHER SAT
"DRIFT





















NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
DRIFT RATE















































































FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT
















FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT
JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT





































UF DROP WEIGHT TESTS












































































































































































































































































DTMB-U1 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
DTMB-430 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES



































































RT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES















































































































































































































































































































































































































STRUCTURAL Dl SIGN CRITERIA
WIND PRESSURE
DYNAMIC MODELS
OS MODI I S
ATMOSPHERIC MODUS
DYNAMIC MODELS
RT AIRCRAIT MODI I S
MA I HP MA TIC Al MODUS
OCI AN MODI.I S
SIMII A R T 1 Y mi OKI M
SPACECRAFT MODf I S
WIND PUNN1 I. MODELS
DYNAMIC MODUI LS (» ELASTICITY
GS MICHANICAI PROPPRIIP.S
I 1 AS I1C PROP1 RI IPS
MODUI US 01 H AM1CTTY
DYNAMIC MODULUS OK
Eij\snciTY






Rl HI AS I 10ADS
IMPACI IOADS




OS Rl SI ARCH
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
Rl * API'I 1CAITONS 01 MAIHPMATICS
HI I I MAN I HI OR Y
CONSIRA1NTS
CRIHCA1 PA1H MP I HOD
DICISION IHIORY'
H>KMAI ISM
I INI AR PROGRAMMING
M A I H I M A I I C A I MODF.l.S
NONI INI AR SYSTTMS
OPI RAIIONS RPSI ARCH
x PROGRAMMING









HBI R ORI INTAI ION
* 1 Rl O.UENCY Rl SPONSI.
IMPPDANCI




SI N S I I I V I I Y
SUP 1-UNCIIONS
STROKING TISTS




in NAMIC STABII ITY
COMBUSTION STABII IIY
I I AMI S-IABI1 I IY
C'ONIROI S I A B 1 1 I I Y
FREQUENCY S-IAB11 TIT





DIRPCnONAI S I A B I I F I Y
GYROSCOPIC ST ABII TTY
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
DYNAMIC STABILITY -(CON'T)
















CON I ROI STABII ITY
I-REQUHNCY STABII ITY





DIRI CTIONAI STABII PTY
GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
I ATFRAL STABII P1Y
















SPACFCRAIT MO I ION
STABI.h OSCII LATIONS
STAHC SI ABII ITY











RT AERODYNAMIC STABII ITY
H.IGHT IKSTS
LOW SPI FD STABII-PPY






SN (I/it Ol A MORI SPFCIHC TERM
II, RtCOMMI NDED--CONSULT THE





DYNAMIC STRUCIURAI ANAI YSIS
H.ASTODYNAMICS
El LCTRODYNAMICS
I-QUATIONS Ol- MO I ION


















































PHOTOMUI TIPI IF.R TUBFS
SECONDARY F MISSION
DYSON THEORY

















DYSPROSIUM ISO I OPES
DYSPROSIUM COMPOUNDS



































































RT SPORADIC E LAYER
EAI MOO COMPUTER
























































































































































































































































SN (US/- Oh A MOKh SPbClUC TkRM
IS RtCOMMtNDkD-CONSULT THE
7>RMS I ISThD BkLOW)
RT HARTH M O V h M h N I S
1-ARTH ROIATION
SOI AR ORBITS




























EARTH ORBITING SPACE STATIONS
USE EOSS
EARTH ORBITS































































































GREAT LAKES (NORTH AMERICA)




























































EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
USE EREP















































































































































































































































































































































































SAN MARCO 3 SATELLITE
SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE









































































































































































































































































































































































































































ECHO I CARRIER ROCKET
USI- THOR DEITA LAUNCH VEHICLE
KCHO I SATFLLITE
U^ A- l l SATH I ITh
OS SATMIITI-S
ARTIHCIAI SATMIITKS
PASSlVh SATH I 1TFS
KCHO SATH I 1TI-S
ECHO I SATELLITE.
H A R T H SATH I ITJ-S
PASSlVh SAThI I ITES
I-CHO SATHI ITtS
fcCHO 1 SATELIITE
U N M A N N E D SPAChCRAKT
PASSIVE SATH I ITI-S
I-CHO SATHI.lTtS
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
:CHO 1 SATELLITE -(CON'T)
ECHO 1 SATELLITE


























































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) EFFICIENCY
ECOSYSTEMS





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (INCLUDES BOTH RECHARGEABLE
OR STORAGE BATTERIES AND
NON-RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
FOR GENERATING CURRENT
























































































































































































































INVERTED CONVERTERS (DC TO
AC)

















































































VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (AC TO
AC)






























































































































































































































































VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (AC TO
AC)





GS ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS




ML-I NUCLEAR POWER PLANT







GS ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES
SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES

















NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)










SN (EXCLUDES PROPULSION USING







































































ELECTRIC ROCKET ENGINES -(CON'T)
SERT J SPACECRAFT














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION -(CON'T)
K H R R FI hCTROOPTICAI. EFFECT
I 1CHT hMISSION
MAGNH.TO-OPT1CS




















































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) ELECTRON ENERGY
ELECTROMETERS -(CON T)
























































































































































































































































SN (ELECTRON EMISSION OR
DETECTION RATE PER UNIT
AREA)
UF ELECTRON INTENSITY
















































































































































































































RT «° ENERGY SOURCES
218














































































































































































. SOLID STATE DEVICES
. CRYOTRONS



















































SN (CHECKOUT OF ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT)















ELECTRONIC LEVELS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
ELECTRONIC
RT H 1-CTR1C HlTtRS
« HI TFRS
ELECTRONIC LEVELS











































SN (EMISSION OR ABSORPTION
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT ARMED FORCES (FOREIGN)
ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER A (
USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER B
USE EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE
ENERGY ABSORPTION FILMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER C
USE EXPLORER li SATELLITE
ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER D
USE EXPLORER 26 SATELLITE
°ENERGY





































































































































































































































































SN (USB OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)


























































































































































































































































































OPERATION- SEE MOTORS FOR
MACHINES UTILIZING EXTERNAL
POWER SOURCES FOR NORMAL
OPERATION)





































































































































































































































































































































































ENGLISH ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT -(CON'T)
CANBERRA AIRCRAFT
RT « AIRCRAFT




















ENRICO FERMI ATOMIC POWER PLANT
GS ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
















































































































































































































































































































































RT ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH
VEHICLES
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS















































































































































































































RT ORBITING LUNAR STATIONS
EPE-A
USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
EPB-B
USE EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE
EPE-C
USE EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE
EPE-O










































































































































































GS EQUATIONS OF MOTION


































GS EQUATIONS OF STATE















































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDEb-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)





































































































































































GS RARE EARTH COMPOUNDS
ERBIUM COMPOUNDS














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EULER EQUATIONS OF MOTION
GS EQUATIONS OF MOTION















UF LAGRANGE EQUATIONS OF
MOTION
















EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT ELDO LAUNCH VEHICLE
ESRO
EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS
EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
EUROPA LAUNCH VEHICLES
EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
EUROPA LAUNCH VEHICLES
EUROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT COS-B SATELLITE
EUROPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
EUROPA LAUNCH VEHICLES
EUROPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
EUROPA LAUNCH VEHICLES























































































U S S R SPACE PROGRAM
EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION
USE ESRO

































GS RARE EARTH COMPOUNDS
EUROPIUM COMPOUNDS




































































SN (CLEARNACE OF PERSONNEL,











































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) EXCLUSION
EVAPORATION RATE
GS RATES (PER TIME)
EVAPORATION RATE



















































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
EVERGLADES (FL)
» EVOLUTION





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
EXCLUDES PROTOTYPES)






















NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
EXPLODING WIRES
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED -(CON'T)




























































































































































































































































JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE










































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)





























RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXPLORER 11 SATELLITE









RT /UNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE




























RT SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE









EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE -(CON'T)
EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE
RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE






. EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE
EARTH SATELLITES
EXPLORER SATELLITES
. EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE













































RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
UF AD-A SATELLITE












RT SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXPLORER 20 SATELLITE













































































RT SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXPLORER 25 SATELLITE
UF AD/I B
















RT SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXPLORER 26 SATELLITE










































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
EXPLORER 31 SATELLITE -(CON'T)
EXPLORER SATELLITES
EXPLORER 31 SATELLITE














































RT THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
















































• [ I J , EXPLORER 39 SATELLITE
RT SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXPLORER 40 SATELLITE







































RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE



















NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) EXTENSIONS
EXPLORER 4» SATELLITE-(CON'T)
EXPLORES 4» SATELLITE




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)














































































































EXTREMELY LOW RADIO FREQUENCIES



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FAIREY DELTA 2 AIRCRAFT





























































































FAN IN WING AIRCRAFT












NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) FASTENERS
• FANS

























































































































































































GAS COOLED FAST REACTORS
LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER
REACTORS










































































































































RT ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
BLOWOUTS
COMBINED STRESS

















































































USE FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
FCC LATTICES
USE FACE CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES
FD 2 AIRCRAFT













































































































































































RT PHASE LOCKED SYSTEMS
FEEDERS



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (EMPLOY THIS TERM WHEN TYPE

















































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)























































































































































































































SN (LIMITED TO CONTROL OF THE
FIRING OF WEAPONS-EXCLUDES




































































FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT
LIGHT AIRCRAFT "





FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT
RYAN AIRCRAFT
FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT





























































































































































RT » ELECTRIC CELLS
RADIOISOTOPE BATTERIES



















NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) FLAME SPECTROSCOPY
FISSIONABLE MATERIALS
UF FISSILE MATERIALS








































































































































































GS IONIZATION . ."














































































































































































































































































































































































































. POLARIS A3 MISSILE
POSEIDON MISSILES
SUBROC MISSILE




























































RT CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
LIGHT TRANSMISSION
FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
USE CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
° FLIGHT


















































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (EXCLUDES MECHANICAL STRESS
AND AND STRAIN)
GS FLIGHT STRESS (BIOLOGY)
SPACE FLIGHT STRESS
RT ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)










































































































































































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FLORIDA




























SN (USB OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WING FLOW METHOD TESTS
266



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) FLYING EJECTION SEATS
DIM UORlDkS
C A I C I U M Fl UORIDES
FLUORSPAR
































































SN WSF OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RtCOMMENDED-CONSULT THE






FLUX (RATE PEK UNIT AREA)
USF FLUX DENSITY
FLUX (RATE)
SN (THE TOTAL EMANATION OF
ENERGY MATERIAL OR
PARTICLES FROM A SINGLE
SOURCE PER UNIT TIME-OFTEN
USED ERRONEOUSLY IN LIEU OF
, , FLUX DENSITY. WHICH IS
ENERGY. MATERIAL OR PARTICLE
_, RATE PER UNIT AREA)
UF -' ELECTRON FLUX
NEUTRON FLUX
PARTICLE FLUX




























SN (ENERGY. MATERIAL OR
PARTICLE RATE PER UNIT
AREA-THE QUANTITY USUALLY
MEASURED EXCEPT WHEN THE
TOTAL EMANATION RATE FROM




FLUX (RATE PER UNIT AREA)
FLUX MAPPING











































































FLY BY WIRE CONTROL
GS FLIGHT CONTROL



















































































































































































































FOKKER F 27 AIRCRAFT
USE F-27 AIRCRAFT
FOKKER F 28 AIRCRAFT



























FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
UF FFAR ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES



























































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)























































































































SN (USE OF A MOKE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED - CONSULT












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UF FRICTION LOSS COEFFICIENT





























































































































































































































































FUEL ELEMENTS (NUCLEAR REACTORS)
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SOLAR RADIATION 1 SATELLITE
SOLAR RADIATION 3 SATELLITE
STELLAR RADIATION
UHURU SATELLITE









































































































































RT oo CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS











































































































GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY EXPLORER













































































































































































GAS COOLED FAST REACTORS
GS NUCLEAR REACTORS
FAST NUCLEAR REACTORS
GAS COOLED FAST REACTORS
GAS COOLED REACTORS
GAS COOLED FAST REACTORS
GAS DISCHARGES
GAS COOLED REACTORS
UF OCR (REACTORS) -
GS NUCLEAR REACTORS
GAS COOLED REACTORS
. EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED
REACTORS

































































































































































































































PLASMA lil i ING
RADIANT h AT1NG
RESISTANC H FATING





































































- <"" -~, , ' i« '*- t . ,
GAS MAKERS










































































SN (T«K OF A MORF IPKClfTr TFBMW USE   E S E IFIC ER
RT CHEMK:A RECTORS


















































 (USE OF A MOJiE SPECIFIC TERM
» RECOMMENDED-CONSVLT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)





 TUNGSTEN ARC WELDINGUF
 TIG WELDING




































































































































































GAS TURBINES NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)












































































SN (EXCLUDES ELECTRIC WELDING





























































































































































































































































































































USE CARP ATLANTIC TROPICAL
EXPERIMENT
° GATES





































































USE GAS COOLED REACTORS
GE COMPUTERS
UF GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPUTERS














GE 625 COMPUTER NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
GE 625 COMPUTER
























































































































































































































































GEMINI FLIGHTSGEMINI 5 FLIGHT
GEMINI < FLIGHT
GS SPACE FLIGHT















































GS GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
BEECHCRAFT 18 AIRCRAFT



































UF CONVAIR MILITARY AIRCRAFT
GENERAL DYNAMICS MILITARY
AIRCRAFT
















GENERAL DYNAMICS MILITARY AIRCRAFT





RT TRANSFER OF TRAINING
« GENERATION










































































RT ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
GEORGIA
RT ATLANTA (GA)









RT EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS
GEOS 1 SATELLITE
GS SATELLITES









































































































































































RT » CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS































UF FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
GERMANY
WEST GERMANY















UF GRAPHIC EVALUATION AND
REVIEW TECHNIQUES












GETOL AIRCRAFT NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
GETOL AIRCRAFT I

























































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMttENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)
































































































































































































































































































































































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMBNDED--CONSVLT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GREAT LAKES (NORTH AMERICA)
GS LAKES













UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WATER FLOW
WATER RESOURCES








UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
GREAT SALT LAKE (UT)
GS LAKES
GREAT SALT LAKE (UT)
WATER











































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)-





























SN (VSF. Oh A MOM. SPFCIFIC 1ERM
IS KECOMMrNDFD-CONSVl.T 1HK







TURNSTTI E ANTI NNAS







USE NORD 1500 AIRCRAFT
CRIGG-SKJhLLERUP COMET

















































GS GROUND BASED CONTROL
AIR TRAI FIC CONTROL
RADAR APPROACH CONTROL








* CONTROL' ' ' " » • ' • •
FLIGHT CONTROL












































SAAB 401 AIR CUSHION VEHICI E
VA-3 GROUND EFFFCT MACHINE.
WESTI.AND GROUND FFFFCT
MACHINES













x TRANSPORT VFHICI FS
V/STOI AIRCRAFT,
x VEHICLES
WATER TAKEOFF AND I.ANDING
AIRCRAFT
GROUND HANDLING









GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
UF GOSS (SUPPORT SYSTEM)




























































GS GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
GROUND OPERATIONAL
SUPPORT SYSTEM












































































































































































USE ALKALI METAL COMPOUNDS
°° GROUP IB COMPOUNDS







USE ALKALINE EARTH COMPOUNDS
« GROUP 2B COMPOUNDS






« GROUP 3A COMPOUNDS










=o GROUP 3B COMPOUNDS
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)





« GROUP 4A COMPOUNDS








°° GROUP 4B COMPOUNDS






oo GROUP 5A COMPOUNDS








» GROUP SB COMPOUNDS






« GROUP 6A COMPOUNDS








oc GROUP 6B COMPOUNDS








oo GROUP 7B COMPOUNDS






o= GROUP 8 COMPOUNDS




NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
























































































































USE DINFIA FA AIRCRAFT
GUARANI 1 AIRCRAFT










































































































GULF OF CALIFORNIA (MEXICO)
GS GULFS









GULF OF MEXICO -(CON'T)
MEXICO
MISSISSIPPI






































SN (ORDNANCE DEVICES FOR FIRING

















































































































































SUD AVIATION GY-80 AIRCRAFT


























































































































































































































H BFTA I INE
OS SPI Cl RA
KADIAHON SPICTRA
IIFCIROMAGNI TIC SPICIRA
I INI SPI Cl RA
H I INI S
H BFTA I INK
Rl ABSORP1ION SPFCTRA
HAI Ml R SFRIFS
(MISSION SPFCIRA
SOI AR -SPFCI RA
H C.AMMA UN*
GS sprci RA
RA 1)1 AI ION SPI CIKA
H F Cl ROM AON F.I 1C SPICIRA
I INF SPPCIRA
H 1 INI S
H <.AMMA IJN»
Rl AHSORPI1ON SPI CTRA
H A I M F K SIRHS
I MISSION SPICIRA
SOI AR SPI Cl RA
H LINKS
SN (l.XCI UDF.S SURI ACI.S Ol
CONS I ANT MAGNFIIC HMD
STRENGTH)
OS SPI Cl RA
RADIATION SPI'CIRA
FI I Cl ROMAGNE11C SPI CTRA
I INI SPFCIKA
H I INKS
H AI PHA 1 INI
H BIT A I INI










SOI AR SPFCI RA
H WAVES
GS H FCIROMAGNI 11C RADIATION
H WAVES
OSC1I I AI IONS








BOOST I R ROCKET I NGINFS
H-l ENCCSE
H.| ENGINE -(CON 'T)
LIQUID PROPFI I ANT ROCKFT
F:NGINES
H-l ENGINE
RT JUNO i LAUNCH VF.HICLF.
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN IB IAUNCH VFHICLES
H-13 HELICOPTER
llSt OH- 13 HEIICOPTER
H-17 HEIJCOPTER




















USI CH-21 HI 1 ICOPIF.R
H-23 HEI ICOPTER
USI OH-23 HI I 1COPTTR
H-25 HJ.I ICOPTUt








RT ANTISUBMARINE WAR1 ARE
AIRCRAFT
H-34 HELICOPTER
















Mil ITARY HFI ICOPTF.RS
H-56 HELICOPTER
H-l 26 AIRCRAFT




























WII DI II F
HABITS
R T I LARNING
PSYCHOI OGICAI FAC10RS
^ll HEIJCOPTER














SIKORSKY S-A5 HFI ICOKTI R







ROTARY WING AIRCRA1 I
HI L1COPIFRS
MM IT ARY HI I ICOPT FRS
H-53 IIKI.K OPTKR
HABTTUATION (LEARNING)
GS I I ARNING
HABITUATION (LEARNINt.)







































































































































































































































































































HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY
UF HNPF (HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER
FACILITY)















RT SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS























































































































































































































































































































































GS HANDLEY PAGE AIRCRAFT
HP-115 AIRCRAFT
VICTOR MK-1 AIRCRAFT
RT a. AIRCRAFT" ' ' '" ," '-^





























RT AIRFIELD SURFACE MOVEMENTSAIRPORTS
•» BUILDINGS
'' ' 'G'R'OUND' HANDLINGGROUND STATIONS
HELIPORTSMILITARY AIR FACILITIES


















































































































































































































































































































































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
HAWK MISSILE































































































































UF OMNffOL HC-3 HELICOPTER

























HD-1 GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
USE HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
HE-211 AIRCRAFT


























































































































HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR
UF HPRR
GS NUCLEAR REACTORS




















































































































































































SN (HEAT ENERGY TRANSMISSION
RATE)















































































SN (EXCLUDES PIPES AND TUBES
USED FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF















































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) HEATING EQUIPMENT
HEAT TRANSFER







































































































































































SN ruse OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM



















































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
HEAVY NUCLEI -(CON'T)
HEAVY NUCLEI








































ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
RT LIGHT WATER BREEDER
REACTORS
HEF (HIGH ENERGY FUELS)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































USE TRAVELING WAVE TUBES








































RT oo HELMHOLTZ EQUATIONS
VORTICITY
HELOS (SATELLITE)












































































GS SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
HEMISPHERICAL SHELLS


















































































































































RT HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE





















































































































































































RT ROCKET ENGINE CONTROL
ROCKET VEHICLES
HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPUTERS




































































































USE HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTORS
HFIR (REACTOR)

























USE HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE
ANTENNAS
HICAT PROJECT







































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)













































HIGH ALTITUDE SOUNDING PROJECTILE



























HIGH ECCENTRIC LUNAR OCCULTATION
SATELLITE
USE HELOS (SATELLITE)








SN (HEAT CONTENT GREATER THAN
OR EQUAL TO APPROXIMATELY
23,000 BTU/LB)

















































HIGH FLUX BEAM REACTORS
RT NUCLEAR REACTORS




HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTORS





















USE HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS





































































ANGUI AR RESOI UTION
PRI C1SION
HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNAS
UE HICAT (RADAR TECHNIQUE)
HICAT PROJECT
RT RADAR ANTENNAS
RADAR Rl SOI UTION
HIGH SPEED
Ul HIGH SPEED HIGH I




KT AIRSPI I D
ESC API VI I OCITY
GROUND SP1 I D
HYPI RSONIC SPLI D
I AND1NG SPEI D
I 1GHT SPEED
RII ATIVISTIC VI IOCITY
ROIOR SPI ED










Rl BAI I 1ST 1C CAMERAS
I RAMI PHOTOGRAPHY
ROTA I ING MIRRORS
STROBOSCOPFS
HIGH SPEED ET IGHT
USE El IGH I
HIGH SPI I D
HIGH SPEED TRANSPORTATION
USE RAPID TRANSIT SYSTI MS
HIGH STRENGTH
GS MICHANICA1 PROPER IILS
HIGH STRENGTH
Rl COMPRI SSIVF S I R F N G T H
SHI AR S I R E N G I H
iSIRINGTH
TFNSI1 P. STRENGTH
Tl NSII I. STRESS





MARAG1NG STU I S
RT IENSII I PROPERTIES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
Ul IOW A I I O Y Sll.riS
GS All OYS
HIGH SIRl N G I H Al I OYS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MARAG1NG STI PLS




RT CARBON STL El S



























GS HIGH TEMPERATURE FLUIDS
HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
HIGH TFMPFRATURE AIR
RT * H UIDS
HYDRAU1 1C H UIDS
PI ASMAS (PHYSICS)
WORKING H UIDS
HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOIJCD
REACTORS
Uh HTGR
GS NUC1 I AR REACTORS





RT NUCI FAR POWER REACTORS
HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES



















PHI RMAI. Rl SISTANCE
HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS
USE RP.1RACTORY MA IT RIALS
HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCT EAR REACTORS
Ul 1OS A1AMOS FURRE1 Rl ACTOR
U H I R I X (NUCI.1AR REACTORS)




HIGH TI MPFRA TURF. GAS
COO LI D Rl ACTORS
NUCI PAR RESI ARCH AND TEST
RLACIORS
HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR -(CON'T)
HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR
REACTORS


















I GS PROPI I I ANTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
PROPEI LANTS
RT 1 I ICTROmi RMAI ENGINES
GLI I ED PROPEI l-ANTS




SOI ID PROPFI LANTS
STORABI.E PROPEI I ANTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE RESEARCH
GS RESI ARCH
HIGH TEMPERA TIRE RESEARCH
Rl PI ASMA GI N1RAIORS
Rl IKACIORY M A I I RIALS
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
Ul HI A] IIS rS
GS I NVIRONMI NTAI 11 STS
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
R T BOMB CAI ORIMFTI RS
CAIORIMI II RS
CHI MICAL TI STS
COID STRENGIH
C O I D W I A T H F R TESTS
CR YOST ATS
DROP CAIORIMFIIRS
El AMP CAI ORIMI Tl RS
HARDNESS 11 STS
1 UBRICAN T TI.STS
*MAILRIAl S IPS-IS
Ml I UNO POINIS
NONDI ST RUCIIVI Tl STS
T I M P I R A I U R 1 CONTROI
THI RMAI EXPANSION








RT Jl T THRUST
IOW THRUST




GS PRI SSURP .
VACUUM
HIGH VAIU M








NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)










RT • ELECTRIC CURRENT
HIGH CURRENT
HIGHLANDS

























































































































































































USE HIGH ALT TARGET AND
BACKGROUND MEASUREMENT
HIVOS (SIMULATOR)






































HNPF (HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY)
USE HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER
FACILITY


















































































































- SOLID STATE PHYSICS
HOLES

































































































































































































































HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
SURFACE TO SURFACE ROCKETS
HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
RT ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE







































COMPUTER ., _w j
HONEYWELL COMPUTERS









HONEYWELL DDP 116 COMPUTER



























































































































































































HOT CYCLE PROPULSION SYSTEM











USE HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
HOT GASES
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
HOT JET EXHAUST


































HOT WATER ROCKET ENGINES
GS ENGINES
ROCKET ENGINES













































































































USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
UF HD-1 GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
GS GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
















































UF HANDLEY PAGE HP-115 AIRCRAFT

















USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
HS-748 AIRCRAFT
UF AVRO WHITWORTH HS-748
AIRCRAFT























HTGR ' ' '



































USE HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE
HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE
UF HUGONIOT ADIABAT
GS EQUATIONS OF STATE
HUGONIOT EQUATION OF STATE
RT " COMPRESSIBLE FLOW"1


































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)








































































































































































































USE HYBRID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
HYBRID COMPUTERS






















































oo HYBRID ROCKET ENGINES
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)












































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)




















































































































































































































































































































































































































HYDROGEN ATOMS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
HYDROGEN -





PASCHI N SI K1I S
RYDHI R(J SI RIF.S
S Y N I H A N I
HYDR(X,tN ATOMS
OS A I O M S
HYDRCX.tN ATOMS







OS I XFI OSIVI S
H Y D R C X . t N A/.IDKS
N I I R O O I N COMPOUNDS
A/1DI S (INOROAN1C)
HYDRCX.I-N A/.IDKS
PROPI 1 I AN IS
HYDRCX.KN A/.IDES
HYDRCX.I-N BOMBS
US1 I USION WI APONS
HYDRCX.KN BONDS
C,S CHI M I C A l BONDS
HYDRCX.I 'N BONDS
HMIRCX.I-N ( HI ORIDKS




H Y P R C K H I O R I C ACID
RI H Y D R O C I I I ORIDI S
lUDRCX.hN C1OIHS
OS Cl OUDS
H Y D R C X . K N CICH.DS
RI Cl OUDS ( M F I I OROI OGY)
DROP SI/1
C.AI AC 1IC KOI Al ION
OAS1 S





Dl UN R I U M COMPOUNDS
Dl UN RIDES
HI AVY W A I 1 R
HYDR1DI S
BOROHYDRID1 S
Al UMINUM BOROHYDRIDI S
HI RY1 I IUM HOROHYDRIDI S
BORON HYDRIDPS
Al U M I N U M BOROHYDRIDI S
Bl RYI 1 IUM HOROHYDRIDES
BORANES
CARBORANI




Ml I Al HYDRIDIS
Al UMINUM HYDRIDIS
Al U M I N U M BOROHYDRIDI S
Bl RYI 1 IUM HYDRIDIS
Cl MUM HYDR11M S
I 1 IH1UM HYDRID1 S
1 H H I U M Al U M I N U M
HYDRIDF S
POIASSIUM HYDRIDES




CHI OROSII ANI S
HYDRCX.KN COMPOUNDS -(CON'T>






HYDRCXjhN SU1 I IDE
HYDROSUIHirS
RI ACIDS









S-II I I S
HYDROGtN n I ORIDKS
USF HYDRO! I UORIC ACID
HYDRIM.kN FUtLS
OS h U l I S
CHPMICAI 1-U1 1^
HYDROGkN HIKI.S
Kl CRYOOI NIC RCXTKI-P
PROPI I 1.AN1S
Dl UN RIUM
I Ul I CM I.S
OASI OUS ROCK1 I PROPI 1 I AMIS
Ol I I I D PROPI I I ANTS
HYDROCARBON 1 UI I S
HYDROOFN-BASI D I Nl ROY
I igUID HYDROOI N
i IOUID RCX:KI i PROPI 11 AMIS
RAMJFI 1 NOINIS
HYDRCM.hN IONS














OS CHFMICAI 1 I I M I N 1 S
HYDROOFN
HYDRCX.KN ISOTOPES


















1 OX-HYDROOFN I NOINFS
OS I NGINI S
ROCKET 1-NOINFS
I IOUID PROPI I I ANI ROCKEI
^NOINES






RT AUXILIARY PROPUI SION
LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES
TURBOROCKFT ENGINES
HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS























OS CHEMICAI H I M E N T S
HYDRCXjFN
HYDRCK.EN PLASMA


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (AIRCRAFT DESIGNED TO FLY AT

































































































































HYPERSONIC TEST APPARATUS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
HYPKRSONIC TEST APPARATUS
RF HYPERSONICS







HYPI RSONIC 01 IDERS
X-20 AIRCRAFT
INH AIABI I. HYPI RSONIC
V I H I C I F S
IIETING RI I .NTRY VEHICIF.S
HI D-35 RI I NTIRY VI.HICI H
JANUS SPACrCRAI'l
M-217 1 II'ITNO BODY
X-20 AIRCRAIT
RI »H IOHI V1H1C1I.S
HYPI RSONICS
* INSUI All D SIRUC1URI S
R I C O V I R A B I I SPACTCRAIT
RU.NIRY VI HICI IS
* SPACI CRAl'I
II SI VI HICI FS
* VI HICI IS








SUPI RSONIC WAKI S
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
SN (MACH 5 10 101
os nsi i-ACiiinrs




PI ASMA JEI WIND FUNNELS
SHOCK IUNNI IS
RT BI.OWDOWN WIND 1UNNLLS
COMBUSTION WIND 1UNNLLS
HYPPRVI I OCEIY WIND TUNNF.l S
IOW DINSirY WIND IUNNELS
MAONI IIC PIS IONS
SHOCK IUB1S














HYPI RSONIC HI AT IRANSFTR
HYPI RSONIC SHOCK
HYPI RSONIC SPEI D
HYPI RSONIC T1SI APPARATUS
HYPI RSONIC VI HICI 1 S
HYPI RSONIC WAKES












































SN IVSI. Oh A MORI. SPhCHIC ThKM
IS Rf.COMMENDLD-CONSULT THE






UM HYPI RVELOCITY GUNS
HYPER VELOCITY CRATERING
USE HYPI RVI I.OCITY PROJECT!! ES
PROJECTILE CRATERING
HYPERVEIAJCTTY FLOW





UF HYPFRVELOCIFY ACCEI ERATORS
















RT GUN I AUNCHFRS
HYPERVELOCITY PROJECTILES

















PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
SHOCK TUNNELS


























HIGH AI rriUDI BRIAIH1NO
HIGH AlTllUDE I NVIRONMI NIS




GS CARBON DIOXIDI 11 NSION
HYPOCAPNIA


















































































































































































IBM 704 COMPUTER -(CON'T)
IBM 704 COMPUTER
IBM 709 COMPUTER


































































































USI INTERCOM!INI NTIAI BAI 1 1STIC
M1SSII r.S





















W A T I R
ICt ENVIRONMKNTS






























































































RT COMPRESSIBLE H UIDS
EQUAnONS OI STATF
* FLUIDS































































UNTIED STATES Oh AMERICA
IDAHO
COt UMB1A RIVhR BASIN
(ID-OR-WA)






















































































































































































GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
ILUAC 4 COMPUTER -(CON'T)
ILLIAC COMPUTERS
ILUAC 4 COMPUTER





GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ILLINOIS










SN (DETECTION RATE PER UNIT
AREA OF VISIBLE
RADIATION-EQUALS LIGHT




















































































































































































































































































































































































































USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
IMP-B
USE EXPLORER 21 SATELLITE
IMP-C
USE EXPLORER 28 SATELLITE
IMP-D
USE EXPLORER 33 SATELLITE
IMP-E





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
INDIANA



























































RATE OF CLIMB INDICATORS







































































INDIUM TELLURIDES > '
RT SEMICONDUCTORS (MATERIALS)
INDOLES * i


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UP SHANNON INFORMATION THEORY



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OS STIMULATED EMISSION DEVICES
LASERS
INJECTION LASERS















































































































RT GREAT LAKES (NORTH AMERICA)





























































































































SN (US1. Oh A MORh SPkClflC ThRM
IS Kl COMM1 NDF.D CONSU1 r THE
Tl RMS LISTED Bl.l.OW)
RT x MATERIALS
NONI 1 AMMABI !• MATERIAI S
RI FRACTORY MAT! RIA1 S
THPRMOCHROMATIC M A I F R I A 1 S
VIIREOUS MAI1 RIALS
INORGANIC NITRATES
GS Nl IROG1 N COMPOUNDS
NI TRAILS
INORGANIC NITRATES
AMMONIUM N T T R A I I S
HYDRA7INE NTTRATE
POTASSIUM Nl IRA ITS










GS CHAI COCI NIDI S
SUI I IDFS
INORGANIC SULFIDES








LFAD SUI I IDES
MOI ' BDFNUM SULFIDES
MOI YBDENUM DISULFIDES
POI YSU1 I IDES
S1 RON! IUM SUI I IDES
/INC SUI I IDFS
WURIYin
/INCBI ENDF
SUI I UR COMPOUNDS
SULFIDLS
INORGANIC SULFIOES
BARIUM SUI I IDES
BISMUTH SUI I IDES
CADMIUM SUI1 IDES





I I AD SUI 1 IDES
MOI YBDI NUM SUI FIDES
MOI YBDI NUM DISUI IIDFS
POI YSU1 I IDI S
SI RON-HUM SUI I IDES
/INC SUI I IDES
W U R I / I T F
/INCBI FNDE

















COMPU TI R SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES










































































































































RT I- F DERATIONS
TEAMS
348
































































































































































































































































































INTEC MED AND BEHAVIORAL LAB MEASUR
SYSTEM •
USE IMBLMS

















































































INTEGRATED GLOBAL OCEAN STATION
SYSTEMS
UF IGOSS







INTEGRATED MANEUVERING LIFE SUPPORT
SYS
USE IMLSS
INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER

























































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)
RT AIR LAND INTERACTIONS




















































































RT FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
MARK 10 REENTRY BODY
MARK 11 REENTRY BODY
MARK 12 REENTRY BODY






















































































































































































































































































MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY


































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) INTERPLANETARY DUST































































































SN (PRESSURE INSIDE A PORTION OF





















APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
AZUR SATELLITE


















U S S R SPACE PROGRAM
UNITED NATIONS
USER REQUIREMENTS
INTERNATIONAL FIELD YEAR FOR GREAT
LAKESRT CANADA
GREAT LAKES (NORTH AMERICA)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR
UF IGY (GEOPHYSICAL YEAR)
RT GEOPHYSICS
VANGUARD SATELLITESWORLD DATA CENTERS













INTERNATIONAL QUIET SUN YEAR









RT APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
U S S R SPACE PROGRAM
INTERNATIONAL SATS FOR IONOSPHERIC
STUDY
USE ISIS SATELLITES
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
UF METRIC SYSTEM
SI


























































USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT





















































































MARINER R 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER VENUS-MERCURY
1973
MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 9 SPACE PROBE






MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE







VIKING 75 ENTRY VEHICLE
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER SPACE PROBES
PIONEER VENUS SPACECRAFT
PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
TOPS (SPACECRAFT)
VENUS PROBES
MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE





ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES
ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE






















































































SN (EXCLUDES BOOLEAN LOGICAL
PRODUCTS)
354









INTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM


































UF GALACTIC MAGNETIC FIELDS
GS MAGNETIC FIELDS
INTERSTELLAR MAGNETIC FIELDS





































































































































































































MAIH1 MA11CAI M()1>F.I S
OPTIMA! CON I KOI






iNDUSTRiAi MANAGI MI NT
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
INVFN10RY CON1ROI.S
I OGIST1CS MANAGI MI Nl
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
1NVI NTORY C O N I R O I S
Rl DOWN I IMF
I OGISIICS








POPUIAI ION INVI RSION
I1 MPI RAI URI 1NVI RSIONS
C 1 N I R I I Uf.ING S"l RFSS
INVKRTEBRATES
GS AN1MAIS
IN\> R l> BRA IKS
ARIHROPODS












C R I C K F I S

















R O I I 1 I R A











INVERTED CONVERTERS (DC TO AC)
Rf AITtRNATING CURRENT
x CONVFR TERS
CURRENT CONVERTERS (AC TO
DC)
DIRFCT CURRF.NT
H I CTRIC CURRENT
INVERTERS
SN (FXCI UDES AC TO DC
1NV1R1FRS)
GS INVERTERS
STAIIC I N V F R I L R S
R] Ar i lNUAFORS
















SN (USI Oh A MORE SPECIFIC TFRM
IS RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
























































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)










































































































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
IOWA












































































































































































RT » CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS






































































































SN (DETECTION RATE PER UNIT
! AREA OF RADIATION)









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES

























































































































































































































































































RT BLUE GOOSE MISSILE
OSPREY MISSILE
366





































































































































































































RT ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE























































































































1 -29 JFT TRAINI R
I-1011 AIRCRAFT
I -2000 AIRCRAIT














































































































































USE JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY)
JET AMPLIFIERS







































































































































OI YMPUS 593 FNGINE
BRISTOI-SIDDEIEY VIPFR
FNGINF.
















































OI YMPUS 593 1 NGINF.
















































HYBRID PROPFI I-AN1 ROCKET
FNGINFS
HYBRID PROPUI SION





Ul HOT JFT I XHAUST







Ul JIT AUGMI NTED WING FI APS
GS AIRI OILS
Fl APS (CONTROI SURI ACI S)
JET FLAPS
CONTROI SURFACES
FI.APS (CONTROL SURI ACLS)
JET FLAPS
RT I XTFRNAI LY BI OWN Fl APS
H-126 AIRCRAFT
SHORT TAKFOII AlRCRAI'l







JI T F1.AMI S





PFRIPHTRA1 JF1 Fl OW












































USE JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
"JET NOZZLES









































SN (EXCLUDES DEVICES USING A
LIQUID OR GAS TO INDUCE


















































































































JIM DANDY 2 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES

































































































































































































































































































JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE




JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
OS LAUNCH VEHICLES
JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT EXPLORER SATELLITES






JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE






PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE




JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE























RT < AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS
JUPITER (PLANED
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
RT EXPLORER SATELLITES


















RT JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE



























































USE EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES
KA-« SAILPLANES







KAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
UF KAWASAKI KAG-3 GROUND
EFFECT MACHINE
GS GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
KAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE





































































































KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
SOUNDING ROCKETS
KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES




KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
SOUNDING ROCKETS
KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES






KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE -(CON'T) KEELS
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE GS
SOUNDING ROCKETS
KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES RT
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES




KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
SOUNDING ROCKETS
KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
















































KAWASAKI KAG-3 GROUND EFFECT
MACHINE













































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
KENTUCKY





















































































































































UF KAWASAKI KH-4 HELICOPTER























































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)
RT KIRCHHOFF LAW OF NETWORKS
KIRCHHOFF LAW OF RADIATION







KIRCHHOFF LAW OF RADIATION
GS LAWS
RADIATION LAWS






















































































NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
KIWI REACTORS




UF KIWI ROCKET REACTORS



































































































































































































































































































































SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
. LACROSSE MISSILE









































































































































































































































































































































































LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION


































































































































SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
LANCE MISSILE







































































































































































































































CHENA RIVER BASIN (AK)
COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN
(ID-OR-WA)
DELAWARE RIVER BASIN (US)
FEATHER RIVER BASIN (CA)
MEKONG RIVER BASIN

































































































































































































RT Are TRAFFIC CONTROL
380

































































































































































































































































Ml IAI H A I I D I S
I ANTHANUM CHLORIDES
I A N I H A N U M COMPOUNDS
IANTHANIJM CHI OR1DKS
IANTHANUM COMPOUNDS
GS I ANTHANUM COMPOUNDS
1 AN I HANUM CHI ORIDI S
I ANIHANUM H.UORIDI S
I A N I H A N U M OXIDFS
I A N T H A N U M TI.1 I URIDES
Rf o c M I T A I COMPOUNDS
lANTHANliM FI.UORIPK.S
GS H UORINI COMPOUNDS
I I UORIDPS
I ANTHANl M FI UORIDES
HAI OGI N COMPOUNDS
HAI IDI S
Ml 1AI HAI IDI S
IANTHANUM FI UORIDKS
1 A N I H A N U M COMPOUNDS
I ANTHANUM FI UORIDKS
LANTHANUM ISOTOPBS
Ul I A N I H A N U M 140




RARI F A R I H H PMI N TS
I A N I H A N U M
I ANTHANUM ISOTOPKS
Ml- TA1 S









I A N I H A N U M COMPOUNDS
I ANTHANUM OXIDES
LANTHANUM TEI LURIDES
GS CHAI COGENIDF S
rn i URIDIS
LANTHANUM TFI.LURIDES




Tl 1 1 URIUM COMPOUNDS
PI 1 I URIDFS
I ANTHANIM TELLURIDES
LANTHANUM 140
USl I AN THANUM ISO TOPI S
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
LAOS
RF ASIA



















USI. I API ACE TRANSI ORMATION
L-APLACE TRANSFORMATION
Ul- I API ACI OPERATORS





































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) LATERITES

































































































































































































































































































































































ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH
VEHICLE








BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET
VEHICLE










EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
HYLA-STAR ROCKET VEHICLE
JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOMAD LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA J LAUNCH VEHICLE





SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
LAUNCH VEHICLES -(CON'T)
SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SAO LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
. SATURN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES




























TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE














































































































































































































































































































































RT oo CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS


















GS LEAD ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
LEAD ACETATES































































































































































































































































































































































































USE LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEMS
LESA (LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM)























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
• LIFTS







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER (LET)
GS ENERGY TRANSFER




















































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) LIQUID NEON












































ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
ZERO POWER REACTOR 7
ZERO POWER REACTOR 9
RT SODIUM COOLING
LIQUID COOLING




































































































































































LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER
REACTORS
FAST NUCLEAR REACTORS
LIQUTO METAL FAST BREEDER
REACTORS







































































































LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
GS ENGINES
ROCKET ENGINES
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)




































RT ABLESTAR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE STEEL MISSILE

















JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
JUPITER MISSILE
LANCE MISSILE




















THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES













































































































































































































































































































































RT oc ALKALI METAL COMPOUNDS
oo METAL COMPOUNDS
METAL FUELS
































































































LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
UTTLE JOE 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES












LITTLE JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
SURFACE TO SURFACE ROCKETS























UVERMORE POOL TYPE REACTOR
UF LPTR REACTOR
GS NUCLEAR REACTORS





































USE LIQUID METAL COOLED
REACTORS
LMFBR
USE LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER
REACTORS
LNG























































































































































UF LOCATION OF AIR TRAFFIC
SATELLITES




















































LOCKHEED MODEL 18 AIRCRAFT
GS LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT
LOCKHEED MODEL 18 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
LOCKHEED MODEL 18 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































USE LOW OBSERVABLE REENTRY
VEHICLES












LOS ALAMOS TURRET REACTOR
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR
REACTORS





























SN (DIELECTRIC MATERIALS THAT
DO NOT DISSIPATE ENERGY OR






































OS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
LOUISIANA






































































































LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
GS TEST FACILITIES
WIND TUNNELS
LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS



































































SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS









































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
LOW SPEED-fCONT)




























LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
OS TEST FACILITIES
WIND TUNNELS
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS










































































































































°° LOW WING AIRCRAFT
















































USE HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES
LPTR REACTOR











































































USE LUNAR ROVING VEHICLES


















USE LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE
LSI
USE LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
LSSM



























































































































SN (EMISSION RATE PER UNIT AREA




















































































SN (EMISSION OR DETECTION RATE





















































































































































RT APOLLO LUNAR EXPERIMENT
MODULE
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE






















LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
I I INAR » X P I ORATION XYSTt M K)R APOI I <>
(II I ESA <l U N A R I XPI ORATION
S Y S T E M !
KT A I'd I [ (> P R O J E C T
APOI 10 5 I I I O H T
APOI I O 6 I I 1GHT
APOI 1 0 7 ( 1 IOHT
APOI I O 8 I I IOHT

















RT APOLLO 5 FLIGHT
APOLLO 6 FLIGHT
APOLLO 7 FI IGHT
APOLLO 8 FI IGHT
APOLLO 9 FI IGHT
APOLLO 10 FLIGHT
APOLIO II FLIGHT
APOLLO 12 FI IGHT
APOLI O 13 FLIGHT
APOLLO 14 FI IGHT
APOI LO 15 FI IGHT
APOI I O 16 FI IGHT
APOI 10 17 FI IOHT
CIRCUMI U N A R TRAJI-CTORIES






I UNAR FI YING VEHICLES

















I UNAR GRAVITATIONAI. H'H'CTS
G R A V I T A T I O N A I rTH-CTS
I U N A R GRAVITATIONAI llltCTS
1 U N A R F E E E C T S
I UNAR GRAVITATIONAL MHCTS
I UNAR GRAVITY SIMUI ATOR
OS S I M U I A TORS
E N V I R O N M E N T SIMUI ATORS
I U N A R GRAVITY SIMULATOR
R l G R A V I T A T I O N
I UNAR lONOSPHtRt
USE I U N A R A T M O S P H E R E S
I UNAR I ANDING
OS I ANDING
S P A C E C R A F T I ANDING
I U N A R I ANDING
KT APOI I O 1 U N A R E X P E R I M E N T
MODUI E
APOI 1C) 5 II IOHT








































I UNAR LANDING SITES
GS S1TI-S
I ANDING SITES
LUNAR I ANDING SITES
RT MOON
SH ENOGRAPHY
I U N A R LAUNCH
OS I AUNCHINO
ROCKET I AUNCHINO
LUNAR I A U N C H
RT APOI 1 O 5 FI IOHT
APOI I O 6 FI IOHT
APOLI O 7 I I IOHT
APOI I O 8 11 IGHT
APOI I O 9 FI IOHT
APOI 10 10 II IOHT
APOI I O II I I IOHT
APOI I O 12 FI IOHT
APOI 10 13 FI IOHT
APOI I O 14 FI IOHT
APOI I O 15 FI IOHT
APOI I O 16 FI IOHT
APOI I O 17 FI IOHT
ORBITAI I A U N C H I N O





I U N A R I OGISTICS
OS I OOISTICS
I UNAR I OGISTILS
RT I IH- SUPPORT SYSTEMS
LUNAR IOGISTItS-(CON"n
M A N N E D I U N A R S U R F A C E
V E H I L I H S


























I UNAR SURFACE VEHICLES
LUNAR MOBILE LABORATORIES





UF I KM (I U N A R MODUI E)
GS I UNAR SPACECRAFT





APOI I O I U N A R E X P E R I M E N T
MODUI E
I SSM
I UNAR MODUI E 5
I U N A R MODUI F 7
MODUI ES
SPACECRAFT MODUI ES
I ANDINO MODUI ES
I U N A R I ANDINO MODUI I-S
1 UNAR MODULE
I SSM
SOIT I ANDINO SPACECRAFT
I ANDINO MODUI ES
I U N A R I ANDING MODUI ES
LUNAR MODULE
APOLI O I UNAR
E X P E R I M E N T MODUI E
I SSM
RT APOI I O SPACECRAFT
APOI I O 5 FI IOHT
APOI I O 6 FI IOHT
APOI 107 FI IOHT
APOI 108 II IGHT
APOI I O 9 PI IOHT
APOI I O 10 FI IOHT
APOI ION FI IGHT
APOI I O 12 PI IOHT
APOI I O 13 El IOHT
APOI I O 14 FI IOHT
APOI 10 15 FI IOHT
APOI 10 16 FI IOHT
APOI LO 17 FI IOHT
ASCENT PROPUI S1ON SYSTEMS
LUNAR MODULI ASCENT STAGE
RT ASCENT
ASCENT TRAJECTORIES
ROCKET E N G I N E S
406
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) LUNAR PROBES























LUNAR ORBIT AND LANDING SIMULATORS
UF LOLA (SIMULATOR)
GS SIMULATORS




































USE LUNAR ORBITER I
LUNAR ORBITER B
USE LUNAR ORBITER 2
LUNAR ORBITER C
USE LUNAR ORBITER 3
LUNAR ORBITER D
USE LUNAR ORBITER 4
LUNAR ORBITER E
USE LUNAR ORBITER 5
LUNAR ORBITER 1














































































































LUNIK 1 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK II LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 13 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 14 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE




RANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 10 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES
SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE





LUNIK 1 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 11 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 13 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 14 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE







RANGER I LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 10 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES
SURVEYOR I LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 7 LUNAR PROBE
RT APOLLO PROJECT
















































U S S R SPACE PROGRAM
LUNAR ROCKS
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
LUNAR ROTATION-(CONT;
LUNAR ROTATION






























































































LUNIK 1 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK II LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 13 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 14 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE




RANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 10 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES
SURVEYOR I LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR « LUNAR PROBE








RT APOLLO 5 FLIGHT
APOLLO 6 FLIGHT
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES

































































































LUNIK 1 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK II LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 13 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 14 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK LUNAR PROBES -(CON'T)





LUNIK 1 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
. LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK II LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 13 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 14 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 20 LUNAR PROBE
RT LUNOKHOD LUNAR ROVING
VEHICLES
U S S R SPACE PROGRAM









LUNIK 1 LUNAR PROBE









LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE









LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE









LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
GS LUNAR SPACECRAFT
LUNAR PROBES
' LUNIK LUNAR PROBES





LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE









LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE -(CON'T)
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE









LUNIK II LUNAR PROBE









LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE









LUNIK 13 LUNAR PROBE









LUNIK 14 LUNAR PROBE









LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE









LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE









LUNIK 20 LUNAR PROBE







LUSTER NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)





RT LUNIK LUNAR PROBES






















GS RARE EARTH COMPOUNDS
LUTETIUM COMPOUNDS






























































































































































RT JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES








































































































USE MERCURY MA-3 FLIGHT
MA-4 FLIGHT










RT ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
VERNIER ENGINES
MA-5 FLIGHT
USE MERCURY MA-5 FLIGHT
MA-8 FLIGHT
USE MERCURY MA-8 FLIGHT
MA-9 FLIGHT





SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
MACE MISSILES





















RT EQUATIONS OF MOTION
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
MACH NUMBER



































































































































































































































































































































































































MAGNETIC ANNULAR SHOCK TUBES
UF MAST SHOCK TUBES




































































































































































































MAGNETIC FILMS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
MAGNETIC FIELDS-(CON"O MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT-(CON'T) MAGNETIC PROPERTIES-CCON'TV
SELF CONSISTENT FIELDS MAGNETOMETERS MAGNETORESISTIVITY
SUHL EFFECT » MATERIALS TESTS MAGNETOSTRICTION
ZEEMAN EFFECT .MEASUREMENT PALEOMAONETISM
PARAMAGNETISM
MAGNETIC FILMS MAGNETIC MEMORIES POLARIZATION
OS COATINGS ' USE MAGNETIC STORAGE CHARACTERISTICS
MAGNETIC FILMS RELUCTANCE
RT «= FILMS MAGNETIC METALS REMANENCE
USE MAGNETIC MATERIALS THERMOMAGNETIC EFFECTS
MAGNETIC FLUX METALS " COERCWITY
UF MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY DTOLE MOMENTA
OS FIELD STRENGTH MAGNETIC MIRRORS S.1,,,77,,^ ,;.
MAGNETIC FLUX GS MIRRORS ELEC^ICAL PROPERTIES
RATES (PER TIME) MAGNETIC MIRRORS ELEC^OMAGNETO PROPERTIES
FLUX (RATE) RT LINES OF FORCE KLbCTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
MAGNETIC FLUX MIRROR POINT FERRHIC CTATO. F« STFFI <!
RT CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS NONUNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELDS BIBI n «TIM;N^TU !>TEllL!>
CURRENT SHEETS NUCLEAR FUSION HVSTTIBBW
LINES OF FORCE PLASMA CONTROL Hinn^i-rS-ijQ DEVICES INDUCTANCE
cnvi i A KP INDEXMAGNETIC FORMING SCYLLA
 UNES Qf fQRCE
GS FORMING TECHNIQUES MAGNETIZATION
MAGNETIC FORMING MAGNETIC MOMENTS MAGNETS
METAL WORKING OS MAGNETIC PROPERTIES MAXWELL EQUATION
MAGNETIC FORMING MAGNET.IC MOMENTS . PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
RT BULGING SUST,,™,,™,. POLARIZATION (SPIN ALIGNMENT)
COLD WORKING DIPOLE MOMENTS „
 PROPERTIES
DEEP DRAWING MAGNETIC MOMENTS „
 SOLro STATE pHYSICS
ELECTROMAGNETIC HAMMERS RT BOHR MAGNETON
METAL DRAWING ELECTRIC MOMENTS MArNFTIC PIIMPINCI AlVJfiFVTW FOB MITT A WIAOHHIM- rUMrlNbLANGEVIN FORMULA
 RT INDUCTION HEATING
MAGNETIC INDUCTION ION CYCLOTRON RADIATION
UF ELECTROMAGNETIC DEDUCTION MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY KINETIC HEATING
GS MAGNETIC PROPERTIES UF SUSCEPTIBILITY (MAGNETISM) PLASMA HEATING
MAGNETIC INDUCTION GS MAGNETIC PROPERTIES „
 PUMPING
RT COUPLING COEFFICIENTS MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY
FLUX (RATE) RT CURIE-WEISS LAW MAGNETIC RECORDING
INDUCTANCE DIELECreiC PERMEABILITY ^ M A G N E T ? : TAPE RECORDERS
«INDUCTION HYSTERESIS
 Gs RECORDING
INDUCTION HEATING NEEL TOIPERATURE MAGNETIC RECORDING
RELUCTANCE
 RT DATA RECORDINO
MAGNETIC INDUCTION PROBES
USE MAGNETIC PROBES MAGNETIC PISTONS MAGNETIC RELAXATION
GS PISTONS
 GS MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
MAGNETIC LENSES MAGNETIC PISTONS MAGNETIC RELAXATION
UF QUADRUPOLE LENSES RT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION
GS LENSES HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
 RT RELAXATION (MECHANICS)
RT CATHODE RAY TUBES SHOCK WAVE GENERATORS MAGNETIC RESONANCE
ELECTRON BEAMS GS RESONANCE
ELECTRON GUNS . MAGNETIC POLES MAGNETIC RESONANCE
ELECTRON MICROSCOPES RT AURORAL ZONES FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE
PLASMA GUNS <° DIPOLES NUCLEAR MAGNETIC
PLASMA JETS GEOMAGNETISM RESONANCE
WIRE GRID LENSES POLARITY PROTON MAGNETIC
ooPOLES RESONANCE
MAGNETIC LEVITATION VEHICLES PROTON RESONANCE
GS SURFACE VEHICLES MAGNETIC PROBES PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE
MAGNETIC LEVITATION VEHICLES UF MAGNETIC INDUCTION PROBES ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC
RT LEVITATION GS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS RESONANCE
LIFT DEVICES MAGNETIC PROBES RT NUCLEAR SPIN
RAIL TRANSPORTATION RT MAGNETOMETERS SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
SUSPENSION SYSTEMS (VEHICLES) RESONANCE PROBES
o° VEHICLES SPACE PROBES MAGNETIC RIGIDITY
UF GYROINTERACTION
MAGNETIC MATERIALS MAGNETIC PROPERTIES , OS MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
UF MAGNETIC METALS OS MAGNETIC PROPERTIES MAGNETIC EFFECTS
GS MAGNETIC MATERIALS ANTIFERROMAGNETISM MAGNETIC RIGIDITY
FERRIMAGNETIC MATERIALS CURIE TEMPERATURE RT ELECTRON TRAJECTORIES
* FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS DLAMAGNETISM IONOSPHERIC DRIFT
FERROFLUIDS FERRIMAGNETISM PARTICLE MASS
FERROMAGNETIC FILMS FERROMAGNETISM PARTICLE MOTION
MAGNETITE GEOMAGNETISM " RIGIDITY
PERMALLOYS (TRADEMARK) GYROMAGNETISM
RT MAGNETS GYROFREQUENCY MAGNETIC SHIELDING
oo MATERIALS MAGNETIC EFFECTS GS SHIELDING
,t1t MAGNETIC RIGIDITY MAGNETIC SHIELDING
MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT MAGNETIC INDUCTION RT ELECTROMAGNETIC SHIELDING
SN (MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETIC MAGNETIC MOMENTS MAGNETOMETERS
PROPERTIES, QUANTITIES OR MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY RADIATION SHIELDING
CONDITIONS) MAGNETIC RELAXATION
UF FLUXMETERS SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION MAGNETIC SIGNALS
MAGNETOMETRY MAGNETIC SUSPENSION RT NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
RT ELECTROMAGNETIC MAGNETOACOUSTICS SIGNAL MIXING
MEASUREMENT MAGNETOACTIVITY oo SIGNALS
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NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) MALFUNCTIONS































RT MAGNETIC AMPI IFIFRS
PARAMFTR1C AMPI IFIERS
TRAVFI ING WAVF TUBES
YTTRIUM Al U M I N U M GARNET
YTTRIUM-IRON GARNET
MAGNFTOSTATIC FIELDS
GS MAGNETIC F l f c l DS
MAGNFTOSTATIC FIELDS
RT F1H.D THEORY (PHYSICS)















M A G N F T O E I AST1C WAVES
MAGNETOTE.LI URIC PROFII INC.
USE MAGNETIC SURVEYS
MAGNETOVARIOGRAPH.S
USE V A R I O M E T E R S
MA(.N>TK<>N.S
GS I I E C T R O N T U B E S
V A C U U M TUBES
V A C U U M TUBE OSCII I AfORS
M I C R O W A V E TUBES
MAGNETRONS
NIGOTKONS
M I C R O W A V E E Q U I P M E N T




V A C U U M TUBE OSCII I ATORS
M I C R O W A V E TUBES
MAGNETRONS
NKiOCKON.S
R T C A V I T Y R E S O N A T O R S
CROSSED 1 IH D A M P I I E I E R S
M A«. NE TRONS - (CON'T)
CROSSED IIEI D.S







CRYOGENIC M A G N E T S
El ECTROMAGNETS


























I E V E I (QUANTITY)
UF SPIN WAVES
GS FI E M E N T A R Y EXCITATIONS
MAl.NONS
RT ANTIi ERROMAGNET1SM
F E R R I M A G N E T I S M
I E R R O M A G N H TISM
M A G N E T l / A T I O N
PI ASMONS
MAGNUS FEEECT
RT BERNOU1 I I THEOREM
BOUNDARY I A Y F R PI OW
II U1D DYNAMICS








AIRCRAFT M A I N T E N A N C E












IOGISTICS M A N A G E M E N T
I UBRICANTS
I UBRICATION
M A I N T A I N A B I I ITY
MANUALS
M F C H A N I C A I F N G I N E E R 1 N G
RFI IAB1I ITY
REPI ACING











( A R R I E R INJECTION
El ECTRON MOB1I ITY
FI ECTRONS




















STEI I AR FVOI UTION
STEI I AR MASS
SUBDWARE STARS
U N I T E D STATES OF A M E R I C A




















M A I E S




Rf DESIGN A N A I YSIS
M A I N T E N A N C E











S Y S I E M I All H U E S
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
MAI I
































































WOI V E R I N E S
WOI VFS
R T F A R T H RI-SOURCFS

































SYSTEMS M A N A G E M E N T
TFI EOPERATORS
MAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEMS
UF MOPS (PROPUI SION SYSTEMS)
GS PROPULSION
I OW THRUST PROPUI SION
MAN OPERATED PROPULSION
SYSTEMS
RT ASTRONAUT I OCOMOTION
COMPRF.SShD AIR
FXTRAVEHICUI AR ACTIVITY
GASEOUS ROCKFT PROPH 1 ANTS








CONTRACT M A N A G E M E N T
DATA M A N A G E M E N T
FNVIRONMFNT MANAGFMFNT
FINANCIAI M A N A G F M F N T
INDUSTRIAI M A N A G E M E N T
FNGINEFRING MANAGFMFNT
INVENTORY M A N A G F M F N T
INVENTORY CONTROI S
PFRSONNEI M A N A G E M E N T
INFORMATION M A N A G E M E N T
I OGISTICS M A N A G E M E N T
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
INVENTORY CONTROI S
P R O C U R E M E N T M A N A G E M E N T
PRODUCTION M A N A G E M E N T
PROJECT M A N A G E M E N T
R E S E A R C H M A N A G E M E N T
RESOURCES M A N A G E M E N T
IOREST MANAGEMENT
1 AND M A N A G E M E N T
SAFETY M A N A G E M E N T
SYSTEMS M A N A G E M E N T
WATER M A N A G E M E N T
WEAPON S Y S T E M M A N A G E M E N T
RT AUTONOMY
C E N T R A I Fl ECTRONIC
M A N A G E M E N T SYSTEM
COMMAND AND CONTROI
CONTRACT NEGOTIATION
COST A N A I YSIS
COST ESTIMATES
COST I N C E N T I V E S
COST REDUCTION
CYBERNETICS


















PERSONNEI D E V F I O P M E N T
PREJUDICES
PROBI EM SOI VING
PROCUREMENT POI ICY






SYSTEMS E N G I N E E R I N G
MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS
RT * ANAI Y7ING



















DEI PHI METHOD (FORECASTING)
PATTERN METHOD
(IORECAST1NGI










I N C E N T I V E S
i METHODOIOGY




SYSTEMS M A N A G E M E N T
M A N A G E M E N T PI A N N I N G
GS PI A N N I N G
M A N A G E M E N T PI ANNING





DECISION M A K I N G
i D E V E I O P M E N T
ECONOMY
ESTIMATES
I E A S I B I I ITY A N A I YSIS
F I N A N C E
FORECASTINj
G E R T
I N T E R F A C E S
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NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) MANN-WHITNEY-WILCOXON U TEST
MANAGEMENT PLANNING-(CON'T) MANEUVERABLE SPACECRAFT-(CON'T) MANGANESE ISOTOPES-(COATTV
MEDIATION LUNAR SATELLITES METALS
MISSION PLANNING MANNED SPACECRAFT TRANSITION METALS
OPERATIONS RESEARCH MARS (MANNED REUSABLE MANGANESE
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SPACECRAFT) MANGANESE ISOTOPES
PERT RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
PROGRAM TREND LINE ANALYSIS REENTRY VEHICLES MANGANESE OXIDES
PROJECT MANAGEMENT SPACE PROBES OS CHALCOGENIDES
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT « SPACECRAFT OXIDES
SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF SPACECRAFT MANEUVERS METAL OXIDES
INFORMATION THRUST VECTOR CONTROL MANGANESE OXIDES
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING HOPCALITE (TRADEMARK)
TRADEOFFS MANGANESE COMPOUNDS
VALUE ENGINEERING MANEUVERS MANGANESE OXIDES
OS MANEUVERS HOPCALITE (TRADEMARK)
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS
GS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS EVASIVE ACTIONS MANGANESE PHOSPHIDES
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS QS MANGANESE COMPOUNDS
SYSTEMS EARTH ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS MANGANESE PHOSPHIDES
RT COMPUTER TECHNIQUES LUNAR ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SIDESLIP PHOSPHIDES
PROJECT MANAGEMENT SPACECRAFT DOCKING MANGANESE PHOSPHIDES
« SYSTEMS SPACECRAFT MANEUVERS
RT ACROBATICS MANGANESE S3
MANDELSTAM REPRESENTATION FLIGHT CONTROL
 USE MANGANESE ISOTOPES
OS ATTENUATION LANDING
WAVE ATTENUATION MANEUVERABILITY MANGANESE 54
RADIO ATTENUATION MINOR CIRCLE TURNING FLIGHT
 usp MANT.ANF<!F ISOTOPFS
MANDELSTAM SELF MANEUVERING UNITS USE ANOANESE ISOTOPES
REPRESENTATION TAKEOFF
RELATIVISTIC THEORY TURNING FLIGHT MANGANESE 56
MANDELSTAM REPRESENTATION USE MANGANESE ISOTOPES
RT ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION MANGABEYS
INELASTIC SCATTERING GS ANIMALS MANGANIN (TRADEMARK)
LORENTZ TRANSFORMATIONS VERTEBRATES GS ALLOYS
MICROWAVE SCATTERING MAMMALS COPPER ALLOYS
NUCLEAR SCATTERING PRIMATES MANGANIN (TRADEMARK)
QUANTUM THEORY MONKEYS MANGANESE ALLOYS
RADAR ATTENUATION MANGABEYS MANGANIN (TRADEMARK)RT ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
MANDRELS MANGANESE THERMOCOUPLES
RT CORES GS CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
MACHINE TOOLS MANGANESE MANIFOLDS
MOLDS MANGANESE ISOTOPES RT AIR INTAKESSHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS) METALS EXHAUST SYSTEMS
TRANSITION METALS FUEL SYSTEMS
MANEUVERABILITY MANGANESE INTAKE SYSTEMS
RT AIRCRAFT CONTROL MANGANESE ISOTOPES PIPES (TUBES)
AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS PLENUM CHAMBERS
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE MANGANESE ALLOYS " TUBES
CONTROLLABILITY GS ALLOYS » WATER INTAKES
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS MANGANESE ALLOYS
FLIGHT CONTROL MANGANIN (TRADEMARK) MANIFOLDS (MATHEMATICS)
HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE GS MANIFOLDS (MATHEMATICS)
MANEUVERS MANGANESE COMPOUNDS RIEMANN MANIFOLD
SPACECRAFT MANEUVERS GS MANGANESE COMPOUNDS RT COORDINATES
HODGKINSONITE CURVES (GEOMETRY)
MANEUVERABLE REENTRY BODIES MANGANESE OXIDES FIBERS (MATHEMATICS)
GS REENTRY VEHICLES HOPCALITE (TRADEMARK) FIXED POINTS (MATHEMATICS)
MANEUVERABLE REENTRY MANGANESE PHOSPHIDES TOPOLOGY \
BODIES PERMANGANATES
RT » BODIES SODIUM PERMANGANATES MANIPULATION
RT . GROUP 7B COMPOUNDS
 USE MANIPULATORS
MANEUVERABLE SPACECRAFT " METAL COMPOUNDS
GS MANEUVERABLE SPACECRAFT MANIPULATORS
AEROSPACEPLANES MANGANESE IONS
 SN (MECHANICAL DEVICES FOR
ASTROPLANE GS IONS RFMDTF HANDI INC.)
APOLLO SPACECRAFT CATIONS
 UF MANIPULATION
APOLLO LUNAR EXPERIMENT METAL IONS
 RT CONTROL EQUIPMENT
MODULE MANGANESE IONS REMOTE CONTROL
ASTRO VEHICLE PARTICLES REMOTE HANDLING
EVASIVE SATELLITES CHARGED PARTICLES SERVOCONTROL
FERRY SPACECRAFT CATIONS SmE °DING
LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES METAL IONS
 TE, EOPERATORS
HL-IO REENTRY VEHICLE MANGANESE IONS
HLD-35 REENTRY VEHICLE RT PERMANGANATES
 Mrrr,nJANUS SPACECRAFT „ 1
M-2 LIFTING BODY MANGANESE ISOTOPES CANADA
M-2F2 LIFTING BODY UF MANGANESE 53
X-20 AIRCRAFT MANGANESE 54 MANITOU (CO)
RENDEZVOUS SPACECRAFT MANGANESE 56 OS CITIES
RT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES GS CHEMICAL ELEMENTS MANITOU (CO)
EARTH SATELLITES MANGANESE RT COLORADO
INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT MANGANESE ISOTOPES
LANDING MODULES NUCLIDES MANN-WHITNEY-WILCOXON u TEST
LUNAR LANDING MODULES ISOTOPES GS STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
LUNAR PROBES MANGANESE ISOTOPES STATISTICAL TESTS
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USE MARS (MANNED REUSABLE
SPACECRAFT)












































MANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
USE ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
MANNED ORBITAL TELESCOPES




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MARINER R 1 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACE PROBES




MARINER R 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACE PROBES








MARINER R 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER VENUS-MERCURY
1973
MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 9 SPACE PROBE




MARINER R 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER VENUS-MERCURY
1973
MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 9 SPACE PROBE















MARINER VENUS 67 SPACECRAFT
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACECRAFT
MARINER VENUS 67 SPACECRAFT



















MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACE PROBES
MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
VENUS PROBES




MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
VENUS PROBES
MARINER t SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACE PROBES
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
VENUS PROBES




MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
VENUS PROBES
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
RT ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH
VEHICLE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACE PROBES
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARS PROBES




MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARS PROBES
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACE PROBES
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARS PROBES




MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARS PROBES
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACE PROBES
MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
VENUS PROBES




MARINER S SPACE PROBE
VENUS PROBES
MARINER S SPACE PROBE
422
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) MARS (PLANET)
MANNER 3 SPACE PROBE-(CON'T)
RT ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH
VEHICLES
MARINER < SPACE PROBE
OS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACE PROBES
MARINER < SPACE PROBE
MARS PROBES




MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
MARS PROBES
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
RT ATLAS AOENA LAUNCH
VEHICLES
MARS 69 PROJECT
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
OS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACE PROBES
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
MARS PROBES




MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
MARS PROBES
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
RT MARS 69 PROJECT
MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
OS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACE PROBES
MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
MARS PROBES




MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
MARS PROBES
MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
RT MARS 71 PROJECT
MARINER 9 SPACE PROBE
OS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACE PROBES




MARINER 9 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 11 SPACE PROBE
OS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARINER SPACE PROBES



















MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
OS REENTRY VEHICLES
MARK 1 REENTRY BODY








MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
OS REENTRY VEHICLES





MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES





MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
MARK 10 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
MARK 10 REENTRY BODY
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
MARK 11 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
MARK 11 REENTRY BODY
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
MARK 12 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
MARK 12 REENTRY BODY
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
MARK 17 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES






































































SN (VSE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)





MARS (MANNED REUSABLE SPACECRAFT)
SN (NOT RESTRICTED ONLY TO




















MARS (PLANET) -(CON T)
MARS (PLANET)

















































MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE







VIKING 75 ENTRY VEHICLE






MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE



























































RT MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE

































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MARYLAND























































































































































































































































































MATHtlAI R h M O V A l (MA< HININ(.)
US1- M A C H I N I N G
» MAT* RIALS
SN (USF OF A MOkk SPhClFIC TFRM





ABSORBFRS ( M A T F R I A I S )











G R A N U L A R MATERIAI S
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
HOI FS (Fl FCTRON DFFICIENC1FS)
* INORGANIC MATERIALS
I OW DFNSITY MATERIALS
MAGNETIC MATERIALS
MATFRIAI S HANOI ING
MFTAI MATRIX COMPOSITFS
MOI DING MATFRIAI S
N O N F I A M M A B I F M A T F R I A I S
ORGANIC M A T F R I A I S
PHOTOH ASTIC MATERIAI S
PHOTOH FCTRIC MATFRIAI S
POROUS M A T F R I A I S
PYROI VTIC M A T F R I A I S
RADIOACTIVE MATFRIAI S
RADOMF M A T F R I A I S
REACTOR MATFRIAI S
R E F R A C T O R Y M A T F R I A I S
RF.SFRVFS
RESOURCES
SFI r I UBR1CAT1NG MATFRIAI S
SEMICONDUCTORS (MATt-RlAI S)
SOI IDS
THFRMOCHROMATIC M A T F R I A I S
T H F R M O F I FCTRIC MATFRIAI S
THREE DIMFNS10NAI
COMPOSITES
V I T R E O U S M A T F R I A I S
VYCOR
M A T t R I A I S HANOI IN«,
GS M A T F R I A I S HANDI INC
G R O U N D HANDI ING
PROPFI I ANT TRANSFER
R F M O T F H A N D I ING
RT A I R F I F I D S U R F A C E M O V E M E N T S
* AUTOMATION
Rl OWFKS




C H F M I C A I I N G I N F F R I N O
C H U T F S
» C O N T A I N E R S
C O N T I N G E N C Y
( O N V F Y O R S
( R A N F S
DEI 1 V F R Y
D I S P E N S E R S
DISPOSAl
D I S T R I B U T I N G
* D I S T R I B U T I O N
D I S T R I B U T O R S
DOI I IFS
D U M P I N G
I JFC TION
I J F C TORS








































SN (TREATMENT OF A MATFRIAI. TO
















« R E C O V E R Y
RFCYCI ING




SN W>h Oh A MORF SPhClUC TERM
/"> RFCOMMENOFD--CONSU; T THFT/RMS USTFB anowi
RT CERAMICS
PI ASTICS
* P R O P E R T I E S
» SCIENCE
MAT). RIALS n STINK Rh ACTORS
USE N U C I FAR R E S E A R C H AND TEST
REACTORS
: M ATI. RIALS TKSTS
SN (l/W- OF A MORE SPhClUC TFRM
/S RFCOMMFNDFD-CONSl/J T THE
TFRM / ISTFD BH OW)
RT CHARI 'Y IMPACT TEST




































BFTHF-HFITI FR FORMUI A
1ATTICFS (MATHEMATICS)





















ANAI OG SIMU1 ATION
DIGITAI SIMUI ATION
THOMAS-FERMI MODEL
V F N F / I A N O MODFI
RT AIRCRAFT MODFI S







FXHAUST HOW SIMUI ATION






I N V E N T O R Y CONTROI S
I IN EAR PREDICTION
I OFT1NG
* MISSII F SIMUI ATORS
MONTE CARI O METHOD
N U M F R I C A I WEATHER
FORECASTING
OCEAN MODFI S
OPERATIONS R E S E A R C H
426



































































AIR TO AIR MISSILES
MATRA MISSILE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
°> MATRICES















































SN (LIMITED TO METHODS FOR
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS)
































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
MAULER MISSILE











AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
MAVERICK MISSILES
MAX HOLSTE MH-2*0 AIRCRAFT
USE MH-260 AIRCRAFT



































































































USE GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT




























































RT ROSS ICE SHELF
MCR REACTORS
USE MILITARY COMPACT REACTORS
MDA





























MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES
USE MTBF


























USE MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
oo MEASUREMENT




















































































































































































































































































































































M t A S I K I N I . INSTRUMVNTS-(CON'T>
Sl'H T K O H h l lOGRAl'HS
SHU I K O I M I O I O M h FhKS
I N I R A R F I )
SHI c rROI 'HOlOMFTFRS
U I T R A V I O I FT
SPFCTROPHOTOMFTFRS
























































I N F R A R E D SPFCTROMFTFRS






TIMF OF I I 1GHT
SPFCTROMFTFRS





T F M P F R A T U R F M F A S U R I N G
I N S T R U M F N T S
H A T H Y T H F R M O G R A P H S
OPTICAI PYROMFTl-RS
H Y R O M F T F R S
RADIATION P Y R O M F P F R S
1HFRMOCOUPI F
HYROMFTFRS
T F M P F R A P U R F PROBFS
H N F U M A F I C HROBI-S
T H F R M O M F F F R S







































































V F N T U R I TUBES
WHFATSTONF BRIDOFS









































































DISPI ACt-MFNT M F A S U R F M F N T
DRAG MFASURFMF.NT
FIOW M F A S U R F M F N T
FRICTION MFASURFMI-NT
PRFSSURF M F A S U R F M F N T S
STRFSS M E A S U R E M E N T
X RAY STRFSS M F A S U R E M F N T
THRUST M F A S U R F M F N T
VFIOCITY MEASUREMENT
WIND VFIOCITY
M F A S U R F M F N T
VIBRATION M F A S U R F M F N T






DENSITY M F A S U R F M F N T
DEPTH M F A S U R F M F N T
DYNAMOMFTI-RS
430

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)



































































































































































































OS PARTICI h INTERACTIONS






Y U K A W A POTENTIAL
MESONS
OS PARTICI FS






















































































MKSSERSLHMITT ME P 160 AIRCRAFT
USF P-160 AIRCRAFT
ME.SSERSCHMITT MF P KM AIRCRAFT
USF P30S AIRCRAFT
METABOLIC WASTES
OS W A S T E S
METABOI 1C WASTES
H U M A N WASTFS
I F C F S
URINF.
RT AIR POI 1 UTION
CARBON DIOXIDF
E N V I R O N M E N T F F F F C T S
I N V I R O N M E N T POI I UTION
FNVIRONMFNTA1 SURVEYS
F X P I R F D AIR




W A S T F DISPOSA1
METABOLISM
GS METABOLISM
A D R F N A 1 MFTABOI ISM
ASCORBIC ACID MKTABOI ISM




HYPFRGI Y C F M I A
HYPOOI YCFMIA
CATABOI ISM





















































SN (COATINGS CONSISTING OF


















I A C Q U F R S
MFTAI I I71NG






















SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED -CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)































MOI Y B D F N U M COMPOUNDS
NFODYMIUM COMPOUNDS
N F P T U N I U M COMPOUNDS
NICKFI COMPOUNDS
NIOBIUM COMPOUNDS






R A R F I ARTH COMPOUNDS
R H F N I U M COMPOUNDS
R U B I D I U M COMPOUNDS
R U T H t - N I U M COMPOUNDS






T F C H N F f l U M COMPOUNDS
THAI I IUM COMPOUNDS
T H O R I U M COMPOUNDS
T H U I I U M COMPOUNDS
TIN COMPOUNDS
T I T A N I U M COMPOUNDS
1UNGSTFN COMPOUNDS
U R A N I U M COMPOUNDS
V A N A D I U M COMPOUNDS
Y I T F R I I I U M COMPOUNDS
Y T T R I U M COMPOUNDS
/ I N C COMPOUNDS
/ I R C O N I U M COMPOUNDS






















































T H F R M A I FATIGUF
MFTAI HBtRS
GS F I B F R S
MFTAI MB HIS







M F T A I I I7ING






P F F N I N G
SHOT P F F N I N G




PI A P I N G
S U R F A C F FINISHING
METAL (OILS













GS F U F I S
CHFMICAI FUFI S
METAL FUFLS
RT Al U M I N U M COMPOUNDS
BERYI I IUM COMPOUNDS
BORON COMPOUNDS
CFSIUM COMPOUNDS
GFI I FD PROPFI I ANTS
HYBRID PROPFI I ANTS
I ITHIUM COMPOUNDS
MFTAI S
SI URRY PROPFI I ANTS
SOI ID PROPFI I ANTS
METAI GRINDING






GS HAI OGFN COMPOUNDS
HAI IDFS
METAI HALIDES








SODIUM I I UORIDFS
SODIUM IODIDFS
Al U M I N U M CHI ORIDFS
Al U M I N U M Fl UORIDFS
B A R I U M ri UORIDFS
BFRY1 I IUM CHI ORIDFS
BFRYl I IUM Fl UORIDFS
C A D M I U M CHI ORIDFS
C A D M I U M FI UORIDFS
CAI CIUM CHI ORIDhS
CAI CIUM I I UORIDFS
Fl UORSPAR
CHROMIUM BROMIDFS
C H R O M I U M I I UORIDFS
COBAI T II UORIDhS
COPPFR CHI ORIDhS
COPPFR I I UORIOFS
HAI N I U M IODIDFS
IRON CHI ORIDFS
1 A N T H A N U M CHI ORIDFS
I A N T H A N U M I I U O R I D F S
I FAD CHI ORIDFS
I ITHIUM CHI ORIDFS
I ITHIUM Fl UORIDFS
M A G N F S I U M RKOMIDFS
M A G N I S1UM I I UORIDFS
N I C K F I I I UORIDFS
N I O B I U M IODIDFS
PI UTONIUM PI UORIDFS
POTASSIUM BROMIDFS
POTASSIUM CHI ORIDFS
P R O T A C T I N I U M I I UORIDFS
Sl l VFR HAI IDFS
Sl l VFR BROMIDFS
Sl l VFR CHI O R I D h S
436
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)





















A I U M I N U M HYDRIDES
ALUMINUM BOROHYDRIDES









































M I X F U R I - S
METAI MATRIX COMPOSITES
Rl I I Et TRODEPOSiriON
MHI-RS
* M A T E R I A I S
* M A T R I C I - S
PI ASMA S P R A Y I N G
POWDER ME I Al l U R G Y
REINFORCING I I B h K S
W H I S K E R COMPOSITES
METAI OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS
UE MOS (SEMICONDUCTORS)
(.S I I h L T R O N I t i Q U I P M h N T
SOI II) S T A T E D E V I C E S































































U R A N I U M OXIDhS
V A N A D I U M OXIDFS
YTTRIUM O X I D E S
/INC OXIDES
/ IRCONIUM OXIDES
RT i M E T A I COMPOUNDS
OXIDE I I I MS




PI A T I N U M Rl ACK
POWDERED AI U M I N U M






PI ATE ( M E T A I I
M E T A I PIATE.S















































SOI ID ROCKET PROPELI ANTS
METAL PROPELLANTS
SOLID PROPELLANTS
SOLID ROCKFT PROPFLI ANTS
METAL PROPELLANTS
RT ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS
BFRYI I . IUM COMPOUNDS
BORON COMPOUNDS
GELLED PROPEI LANTS
GFI I ED ROCKET PROPELI ANTS
HYBRID PROPEI LANTS
MONOPROPFI LANTS
SI U R R Y PROPELLANTS
METAL SHEETS
UF SHEET METAI
RT PI ATES (STRUCTURAL M E M B E R S )
* SHEETS
METAL SHELLS
GS SHEI I S (STRUCTURAI FORMS)
METAL SHKI.I.S
RT CIRCUI AR SHEI I S
CYI INDRICAI SHEI I S
H E M I S P H E R I C A I SHEI I S
HUI I S (STRUCTURE'S)
M E M B R A N E STRUCTURES
ORTHOTROP1C SHFI I S
REINFORCED SHEI I S
SKIN (STRUCTURAI. M E M B E R )
SPHERICAI SHFI I S






















































RT AI.KAI 1 METAI S
GAS MI-TA1 INTERACTIONS
HEAT TRANSFER





SN (MFTAI DEFORMATION I OR
CHANGING SHAPE AND IOR
PROPERTIES -FXCI U D H S CASTING
CUTTING DEPOSITION PROCESS
AND MACHINING)
Ul- METAI I O R M I N G
GS MtTAI WORKING
AUSEORMING
H U I G I N G
Cl ADDING
COINING
FXPI OS1VF F O R M I N G
IORG1NG
H Y D R O E O R M I N G
M A G N E T I C I O R M I N G
M E T A I D R A W I N G
MhTAI SPINNING
H Y D R O S P I N N I N G
SI/ING (SHAPING)
RT B R A K E S ( I O R M I N G OR R E N D I N G )
•*• B R E A K D O W N
C A S T I N G
COI I) PRESSING
C01 D ROI I ING
COI D W O R K I N G
D E C A R B U R 1 / A T I O N
D E E P D R A W I N G
DIMl' l ING
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
M J T A I WORKING-(CONT)
FI ELTROHYDRAUI 1C IORMING
El t-CTROMAGNE TIC H A M M E R S


































































GS ( H E M I C A I FI FMENTS
HYDROGEN
H Y D R O G E N ISOTOPES
M t T A I l I C HYDROGEN
RT CRITICA1 T E M P E R A T U R E
SOI ID PHASES
SOI ID STATE
































































M f T A I I.01DS
UE SEM1META1 S .




A R S E N I C




G E R M A N I U M
G E R M A N I U M ISOTOPES
POI O N I U M
POLONIUM ISOTOPES
POI O N I U M 208
POI O N I U M 209












































































































































































































































































C H R O M I U M ISOTOPES
I R I D I U M
IKID1UM ISOPOPFS
M01 Y B D I - N U M
NIOBIUM




R H E N I U M


























Ul TRAPURE MFTAI S











I IGHT Al I OYS
I IQUID AI I OYS
MFTAI COMBUSTION
MI-TAI COMPOUNDS
M F T A I I U H S
MFTAI -GAS SYSTFMS
M F T A I I OORAPHY
MFTAI I OIDS
MFTAI I UROY
I'AI I AD1UM COMPOUNDS
POI ONIUM
POI ONIUM ISOTOPFS
POI O N I U M 208
POI O N I U M 209
POI O N I U M 210
MfrTAMORPHISM ((.K)IO(,VI
RT I ONTAC PS «.FOI OGY>
PHASF TRANSFORMATIONS
R O C K S
MFTASTABILITY




RT P F N N I N d F F F F C P
MtTASTABLE STATt
Ul M F T A S P A R I I ITY
RT FXCITATION





























METEOR I ROCKET VEHICLE
OS ROCKFT VEHICI FS
METEOR I ROCKET VEHICLE
RT LIQUID PROPF.LI ANT ROCKFT
FNGINFS
RAMJET FNGINFS
SOI ID PROPFI I ANT ROCKET
ENGINES
METEORITE COLLISIONS
GS COI I 1SIONS
METEORIT) COLLISIONS












RT CANADIAN SHIFI D
CRATFRING
I U N A R CRATFRS












(MFTFOROIDS WHICH H A V F
R F A C H F D THF SURFACF OF AN
ASTFROID N A T U R A I SATFI I ITF



























COI D B O K K F V F I D
METEORITF







































H Y P E R V F I OCITY IMPACT






























































































SN (SOLID OBJECTS IN SPACE, MUCH
SMALLER THAN AN ASTEROID






































































































































































































SAN MARCO 3 SATELLITE
SAN MARCO I SATELLITE














































































SAN MARCO 3 SATELLITE
SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE












































































































































































































































































































































































































USE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF
UNITS
METROLOGY























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) MICROWAVE TUBES
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT -(CON'T)
THERMICONS




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
MILITARY AIRCRAFT -(CON'T)




















































































MILITARY COMPACT REACTORS -(CON'T)
MILITARY COMPACT
REACTORS





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MINIMUM VARIANCE ORBIT DETERMINATION





















M1NITRACK OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
USE MINITRACK SYSTEM
M1NITRACK SYSTEM
UF MINITRACK OPTICAL TRACKING
SYSTEM
MOTS (TRACKING SYSTEM)






















GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MINNESOTA
MINOR CIRCLE TURNING FLIGHT .
GS TURNING FLIGHT










































































































































































































































































































































WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
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OS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MISSISSIPPI
















GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MISSOURI




































































































MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY
GS FLOW THEORY
MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY
KINETIC THEORY
TRANSPORT THEORY
















































ML-1 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
GS ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS




ML-1 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT



















































































































































































































































































































































































USE LUNAR MOBILE LABORATORIES
» MOLD








































































































































SN (FLOW WITH KNUDSEN NUMBERS
GREATER THAN 001-FOR
SPECIFIC FLOWS IN THIS RANGE
USE NARROWER TERMS--FOR







NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) MOLYBDENUM
MOLECULAR FLOW-(CON'T>
TRANSITION FLOW






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































=° I OW WING AIRCRAFT
SF.API ANES
TAII LESS AIRCRAFT











RT A N T F N N A DESIGN
DIPOLh ANTENNAS





























































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MONTANA























































































































































































































































RT U S S R
MOSFET
USE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
MOSS (SPACE STATIONS)















































































































































































USE EFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS
MOTORS
SN (MACHINES SUPPLIED WITH
EXTERNAL ENERGY WHICH IS















































WIND RIVER RANGE (WY)
WRANGELL MOUNTAINS (AK)



















































USE MERCURY MR-3 FLIGHT
462
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) MULTIPLIER PHOTOTUBES
MRCA AIRCRAFT




« Mil ITARY AIRCRAFT
MRKO8 COMFT
























USE MOVING TARGET INDICATORS
MUBIS (SCANNERS)





RT * Bl ISTF.RS
MUCOUS















M U E E I E R S
RT AIRCRAFT NOISE
ATTENUATORS
B A E F I F S
DAMPING
* D I F F U S F R S
r X H A U S F SYSTEMS
I U R N A C F S
Jl f AIRCRAFT NOISF
NOISI- (SOUND)
N01S1- REDUCTION
R O C K E T FNCiINF NOISE
SII I NCI-RS
SUPPRESSORS
M U I B I > R R Y (AHOY)
GS Al I OYS
Mill BERRY IAI IOY)
RT ANTIMONY AI I OYS
MOI YBDFNUM AI I OYS
M U I I I T E S
RT AI U M I N U M SII ICAfFS













































GS El FCTRIC CURRENT
FII-CTR1C DISCHARGES
MULTIPACTOR DISCHARGES





















UF M I X h D FIOW
GS II UID n OW
MULTIPHASE. ELOW
TWO PHASh HOW
RT CONICA1 FI OW
CRITICAI PI OW
CROCCO I FF THFORY










SINGI E PHASE FLOW






























MULTIPI E OUTPUT PROGRAMS
GS COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MULTIPI F OUTPUT PROGRAMS
RT M U I T I P R O G R A M M I N G
READOUT
T1MF SHARING
MULTIPLE TAR1.FT TRAJECTORY SYSTEMS
USF MATTS (SYSTFMS)
MUITIPI.ETS
USF I INF STRUCTURE
MUIT1PIEX TRANSMISSION
U S F M U I T I P I F X 1 N G
MUIT1PIEXE.RS
USF MU1 riPI F X I N G
MULTIPI » XING
UF MU1TIPI FX TRANSMISSION
MUI riPI F X F R S
GS TRANSMISSION
MUI.TIPIEXING
I R F Q U F N C Y DIVISION
MUI riPI F X I N G
TIMF DIVISION MUI FIPI F X I N G
RT C A R R I E R I RFOUFNC1FS
D A T A TRANSMISSION
PUI SF COMMUNICATION
RADIO TRANSMISSION
SATFI I ITF TRANSMISSION
SIGNAI TRANSMISSION
MULTIPI ICATION
GS N U M B E R THFORY
MULTIPLICATION
RT A R I T H M E T I C
COMPUTATION
MUlTIPLI tR PHOTOTUBES
USF PHOTOMUI riPI IFR TUBFS
463
MULTIPLIERS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
MUITIPI.lt US
(iS M U I T I P I I K R S
C H A N N F I M U I T I P I I K R S
kf 1 AGRANGF MUI TIPI IFRS
I OG1C CIRCUITS
PHOTOMUI.TIPI IhR TUBES
MUI TIPOI AK MMDS
R T C O N T I N U U M MECHANICS

































C A M F R A S
MUI TISPKCTRA1 BAND
C A M E R A S
R T INFRARH) PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHY
MUI TISPKTRAI BAND SLANNkRS
OS MI-ASURING 1NSTRUMI-NTS





OPTICAI F Q U I P M F N T
OPTICAI MI-ASURING




















R T CROP IDENTIFICATION
I M A G E R Y




























ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO D 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE






ATI AS 1 AUNCH VEHICLES
ATI AS ABLE 5 I AUNCH
VFHICI E
ATI AS AGENA B LAUNCH
VFHICI E
ATI AS AGFNA I AUNCH
VFHICI FS
ATI AS CFNTAUR LAUNCH
VFHICI E
ATI AS SI V-3 I AUNCH
VEHICI E
BFRFNICF ROCKET VFHICI E
BI ACK KNIGHT ROCKET
Vl-HICI b
BI UE SCOUT 1R ROCKET
VI-H1CI E
BI UF SCOUT ROCKFT VEHICI E
D-6 ROCKI-T VI-HICI E
DI-ACON-ARROW ROCKI-T
V E H I C I E
DIAMANT I AUNCH VEHICI F




J A V F I I N ROCKFT VFHICI F
J O U R N E Y M A N ROCKFT
VFHICI E
J U N O 1 1 AUNCH VFHICI.F
J U N O 2 I AUNCH VFHICLE
J U N O 5 I A U N C H VFHICI F
JUPITFR C ROCK I-T VFHICI F
KAPPA ROCKFT VI-HICI FS
KAPPA 6 ROCKET VFHICI F
KAPPA 8 ROCKFT VFHICI h
KAPPA 9 ROCKFT VEHICI E
I AMBDA ROCKFT VFHICI ES
I ITTIF JOF 2 I AUNCH
VFHICI F
N I K F ROCKFT VFHICI FS
NIKF-APACHF ROCKFT
VFHICI F
NIKF-ASP ROCKFT VFHICI E
NIKF-CAJUN ROCKET
VFHICI F
N I K F HYDAC ROCKFT
VFHICI h
MUlTlSTAGt ROtKt.T VEHICLES -(CON'T)
N I K F IROQUOIS ROCKFT
VFHICI F




NOVA LAUNCH VEHICI FS
NOVA H I AUNCH VEHICI F.
NOVA J LAUNCH VFHICI.F
OPD-220 ROCKET VFHICI F.
PHOENIX SOUNDING ROCKFT
RAM B LAUNCH VFHICI F
RUBIS ROCKFT VFHICI E
SATURN I AUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICI FS
SATURN I SA-I I A U N C H
VFHICI.F
SATURN I SA-2 LAUNCH
VEHICI E
SATURN I SA-3 1 AUNCH
VFHICLE
SATURN I SA-4 I AUNCH
VFHICLE
SATURN I SA 5 1 AUNCH
VFHICI E
SATURN I SA-4 I AUNCH
VFHICI.F
SATURN I SA 7 LAUNCH
VEHICI E
SATURN I SA 8 LAUNCH
VEHICLF
SATURN I SA-9 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA.10 I AUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN IB I AUNCH
VEHICLES
SATURN 2 1 AUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 5 1 AUNCH VEHICI ES
SCOUT I AUNCH VEHICLF
SHOTPUT SOUNDING ROCKETS
S K Y I A R K ROCKET VFHICLE
STANDARD I AUNCH VEHICLE
IB
STRONGARM ROCKET VEHICLE
THOR LAUNCH VFHICI ES
THOR ABI F ROCKET
VEHICLE
THOR AGENA I A U N C H
VEHICI E
THOR DFITA I AUNCH
VFHICI.F.
TITAN I AUNCH VEHICI FS
TITAN 3 I AUNCH VEHICLE
V A N G U A R D 2 I AUNCH
VFHICI F
VFGA I AUNCH VEHICI E
WASP SOUNDING ROCKET
RT AIR I A U N C H I N G







PAYI OAD MASS RATIO
PFRSHING MISSII E
PIGGYBACK SYSTEMS











T R A I I B I A 7 . F R 2 REENTRY
VFHICI F
UPPFR STAGF ROCKFT ENGINES
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UF DASSAULT MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
465
N ELECTRONS



































































































































































RT APOLLO EXTENSION SYSTEM
AZUR SATELLITE



































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) NAVIGATION
NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE -(CON 'T) NATIONS-(CON"O
SPACE PROGRAMS


























































































































































































































SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
CRUISE MISSILES
NAVAHO MISSILE
































D E A D R 1 L K O N 1 N G
D K . I T A I N A V I G A T I O N
DOHI'I I-K N A V I G A T I O N
H Y B R I D NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
I N E R T I A I NAVIGATION
ASTROGUIDE NAVIGATION
SYSTEM


















































SFI F CAI IBRA TING
OMNIRANGE
RADIO DIRECTION HNDt-RS
























DISPI AY D E V I C E S






















































K A L M A N SCHMIDT FILTERING
I ASFR RANGE FINDERS
















TRANSIT IA SATFI I ITE
TRANSIT IB SAThI I ITE
TRANSIT 2A SATELLITE
TRANSIT 3B SATELLITE
TRANSIT 4A SATFI LITF
TRANSIT 4B SATFI I ITE.








TRANSIT SATE.I I ITE.S
TRANSIT IA SATE.I LITE
















. , . TRANSIT 3B SATEI LITE
TRANSIT 4A SATELLITE
TRANSIT 4B SATEI 1 ITE
TRANSIT 5A SATEI.I ITE




























EARTH SATEI I ITES
NAVIGATION SATELLITES
NAVSTAR SATELLITES
U N M A N N E D SPACECRAFT
NAVIGATION SATELLITES
NAVSTAR SATEI LITtS
RT ACTIVE. SATEI LITE'S
ATS
GhODfcTlC SAThI I ITFS







BAIIISTIC MISSII h SUBMARINES







GS ELECTROMAGNETIC FIF1 DS
NEAR FIELDS












































OS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NEBRASKA
































































































GS RARE EARTH COMPOUNDS
NEODYMIUM COMPOUNDS



















































































































































OS ACTINIDE SERIES COMPOUNDS
NEPTUNIUM COMPOUNDS









































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (NEUTRON EMISSION OR
DETECTION RATE PER UNIT
AREA)



























































SN (EXCLUDES TRACKS OF














































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NEVADA






















GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NEW JERSEY
RT DELAWARE RIVER BASIN (US)
NEW MEXICO
GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NEW MEXICO
RT COLORADO PLATEAU (US)











GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NEW YORK
RT ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS (NY)
DELAWARE RIVER BASIN (US)
HUDSON RIVER (NY)













































































































































RT « CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
























































































































































































RT <° NIKE ROCKETS
NIKE MISSILES
GS MISSILES
SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
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RT oo NIKE ROCKETS
oo NIKE ROCKETS
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RBCOMMEIVDED-CONSI/LT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)
















SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
NIKE MISSILES
NIKE-AJAX MISSILE
RT ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
















RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
NIKE-ASP ROCKET






















SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
NIKE MISSILES
NIKE-HERCULES MISSILE





































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
NIKE MISSILES
NIKE-ZEUS MISSILE









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































<iS I I UOMINt COMPOUNDS
I I UORIDFS
NITROGEN MUORIDES











































































































































































































































































































RT <» GROUP IB COMPOUNDS
NOCTILUCENCE
USE LUMINESCENCE

































































































































































































































H U M A N TOI h R A N C h S
TOI h R A N C h S (PHYS1OI OGY)
NOMAD IAUNCH VI>HILII>
GS I A U N C H V h H I C I h.S
NOMAD I A U N L H VEHICLE
ROCKhT VhHICI h.S
SINGI F STAGh ROCKFT
V h H I C I hs
NOMAD I A U N L H VEHICLE
RT ATI AS I AUNCH VhHICI hS
I IOUID PROPM I ANT ROCKhT













































RT M hCTRIC BATTERIES
* Fl hCTRIC CF1.I.S
F.I hCTROCHFMISTRY


























FI hCTRONIC FQUIPMFNT ThSTS



























GS F I U I D FIOW
GAS FLOW
NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOW
RT EQUII IBRIUM FI OW
* FI UIDS
HhAT TRANSMISSION




















GS Fl hCTROMAGNhTIC RADIATION
NONtQUII.IBRIUM RADIATION





RT I R R h V h R S I B I h PROChSShS
NONEUCLIDIAN (.EOMhTRY




RT CHhMICAI F l h M h N T S
CONDUCTORS




* INORGANIC M A T h R I A I S
* M A T h R I A I S
OXIDhS
RhhRACTORY M A T h R I A I S
479
NONGRAY ATMOSPHERES NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
MOM.RAY ATMOSPHFRKS
RT * ATMOSPHERES












T H E R M A L RADIATION
THERMODYNAMICS
NONHOI.ONOMIC EQUATIONS
GS A N A I Y S I S (MATHEMATICS)
COMPI EX VARIABLES
NONHOLONOMIC EQUATIONS














USh BAI I ISTIC VFHICI FS
NONI INI AR EQUATIONS








A N A I YSIS (MATHEMATICS)
R E A I V A R I A B I E S
NONI INF.AR EQUATIONS
CUBIC EQUATIONS
DUEEING I M E E E R E N T I A I
EQUATION
MONGE A M P E R E EQUATION
QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
QUARTIC EQUATIONS
Kf BORN 1NEEI D THEORY
D I E E E R E N T I A I EQUATIONS
* E Q U A T I O N S
DEI I) THEORY (AI G E B R A )
I N T E G R A ! I QUATION.S
I'd I Y N O M I A I S
ROOTS OE IQUATIONS
NONI INI -AR H-H>BALK
GS r h E D R A L K
NONI INF AR tH-DBACK
R T F E E D B A C K AMP1 I E I E R S
F E E D B A C K CONTROI
N E G A T I V E I E E D B A C K
POSITIVE FEEDBACK
SENSORY 1 E E D B A C K
T R A N S E E R F U N C T I O N S
NONI I N t A R HITtRS
RT I I E C T R I C F I I T E R S
I I ECTROMAGNET1C W A V E
I I I T E R S
i Fll I E R S



























































GS OSCII I AT10NS .
NONOSCILLATORY ACTION
RT OSCII I ATION DAMPERS
OSCII 1 A TORS
VIBRATION DAMPING
NONPARAMtTRIC STATISTICS






RT MOI ECUI AR GASES
R A R E GASES
NONRtt lELTION



































































































































































































UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NORTH AMERICAN AIRCRAFT












X-15 AIRCRAFT . , i
RT « AIRCRAFT
NORTH AMERICAN NAC-4C AIRCRAFT
USE NAC-60 AIRCRAFT





NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH AND
RANGING RADAR
RT RANGE AND RANGE RATE
TRACKING









GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NORTH CAROLINA
RT GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS
(NC-TN)
SAND HILLS REGION (GA-NC-SC)
NORTH DAKOTA








































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)
RT NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
NOVAE
NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES




NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA J LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES








NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE




NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA J LAUNCH VEHICLE




































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)




























































NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS













































































































NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
UF NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION





























































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)
UF ATOMIC ENERGY '

























NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET
VEHICLES




















































UF FUEL ELEMENTS (NUCLEAR
REACTORS)




















































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
NI ' I IMR PARTICI KS-(CON'T)
PHOTOhl HCFRONS
RC ( O R P U S C U I AR RADIATION
COSMIC RAYS














OS NUCLEAR PHYSICS . ,



















USE NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER
GENERATION
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
OS ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
FNRICO FERMI ATOMIC POWER
PI ANT
HAI 1 AM NUCI I-AR POWER
FAC1I ITY
MI -1 NUCI FAR POWFR PI ANT
NUCI FAR FI HCTRIC POWFR
GENHRATION
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
INRICO F H R M I ATOMIC POWFR
PI ANT
HAI I AM NUCI HAR POWHR
I-ACII ITY
Ml -I NUCI hAR POWFR PI ANT
NUCI.FAR POWER RFACTORS
OS NUCI I-AR Kl HCTRIC POWHR
GhNHRATION
N U C I I A R POWIR RFACTORS
KIWI HI- ACTORS
KIWI B Rl-ACTORS
KIWI R I Rh ACTOR
KIWI B-4 Rh ACTOR
PATHHINDI-R N U C I FAR
RhACTOR
PI UTONIUM RI-CYCI H Tl-ST
RhACTOR
S h N N Rh ACTOR
SPACh POWHR RHACTORS








TORY 2 A RH.ACTOR
TORY 2-C RH ACTOR
N U C I H A R RHACTORS
NUCI.IAR POWKR RFACTORS



















TORY 2-A REACTOR '
TORY 2-C REACTOR





























UF CHFMONUCI FAR PROPUI SION











M A R I N H PROPUI SION ,
NHW MOONS PROJHCT
« NUCI FAR FNFRGY •"
ROVHR'PROJFCT- :1'







































































































M< I tAR R t A I THINS -(CON' I)
I N I I K N A I ( O N V I KSION
PAIR I'RomiC I ION
PAR IK I I I N I H R A t [IONS
PAR 11C I I- I 'KODIK I ION
I ' l lOIONHIFkONS
POISONING <RhACTION




























I IGHT WATER BREEDER
RFACTORS
I IQUID METAI FAST BREEDER
RFACTORS
FNGINFl-RING TEST RFACTORS
FAST NUCI I-AR REACTORS
E X P E R I M E N T A L BREEDER
REACTOR I
f X P E R I M E N T A L BRhFDhR
R I-ACTOR 2
I AST OXIDE REACTORS
F AST TFST REACTORS
CIAS COOI ED FAST REACTORS
I IQUID MFTAI FAST BREEDER
RKACTORS
GAS COOI I'D RFACTORS
F X P E R I M F N T A I GAS COOI ED
REACTORS
GAS COOI ED FAST REACTORS













HIGH PI UX ISOTOPE REACTORS
I IOUIO COOI ED REACTORS
I IQUII) METAI COOI ED
REACPORS
ADVANCED SODIUM COOI ED
RE ACTOR
FXPERIMENTAI B R E E D E R
REACTOR 1
I X P E R I M h N T A I B R E E D E R
REACTOR 2
I ITHIUM COOI ED REACTOR
E X P E R I M E N T
I OS Al AMOS MOI TEN
PI U T O N I U M REACTOR
Mil I T A R Y COMPACT
REACTORS '
SODIUM GRAPHITE REACTORS
ORGANIC COOI ED REACTORS
N U L I t A R RtAtTORS-fCONT)
I X P E R I M E N T A I ORGANIC
COOI (-D REACTORS
SODIUM R E A C T O R
E X P E R I M E N T





























ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
/ERO POWER REACTOR }
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
/FRO POWER REACTOR 7
/ERO POWER REACTOR 9
MOI TEN SAI T NUCI EAR
REACTORS



























F X P E R I M E N T A I BREEDER
REACTOR I
F X P E R I M E N T A I B R E E D E R
REACTOR 2




H E A I T H PHYSICS RESEARCH
REACTOR
H E A V Y WATER COMPONENTS
TEST REACTORS
HERO REACTOR





KIWI B I REACTOR
KIWI B-4 REACTOR
N U t l t A R RtACTORS-fCCWT)
I IVERMORE POO1 TYPE
REACTOR




PI UM BROOK RFACTOR








TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR 2
7FRO POWER REACTOR 2
/ERO POWER REACTOR 3
/.FRO POWER RFACTOR 6
/ERO POWER REACTOR 7





P E B B I E BFD RFACTORS










PI UTONIUM RECYCI E TEST
REACTOR
SENN REACTOR




HIGH Fl UX BFAM RFACTORS
INHOUR FQUATION
MODERATORS














THERMAI POI I UTION
NUCLEAR RELAXATION




RT HIGH FNERGY INTERACTIONS
I ABORATORIES
* NUCI EAR F N E R G Y
RADIOCHEM1STRY
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
UF MATERIAI S TESTING RFACTORS
NUCI EAR TEST REACTORS
PHYSICAI CONSTANTS TESTING
REACTOR
GS NUCI EAR REACTORS







NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
KIHI.KAR RESFARCH AND TKST-(CON"D



































TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
ZERO POWER REACTOR 7
ZERO POWER REACTOR 9












NUCI EAR I IGHTBULB
FNGINFS
RT BOOST*R ROCKI-T FNGINFS
ION FNGINI-S
PHOI-BUS NUCI KAR RFACTOR
PI UTO Rl- ACTORS




.SN (SCATIFR1NG CAUShD BY
NUCI FUS AND NOT BY ORBITAI
HI FCTRONS)
GS N U C I FAR RhACTIONS




N U C I t A R SCATTERING
NFUTRON SCAFTFRING
RFSONANCl- SCATTFRING






I N C O H F R F N f SCATTFRING
I N F I ASflC SCATFUdNG
M A N D F I S f A M RFPRFSFNTATION
NUCLEAR SHIELDING












































GS AI 1PHATIC COMPOUNDS
NUCI.EASt











I F IDF N FROST
PHFNOMFNON



























(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM



























































GS PARTICI F INTFRACTIONS








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS













USE OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS
SYSTEMS
OCEAN DATA STATIONS

















OCEANOGRAPHIC PARAMETERS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
























































































































































































































































































































RT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
OGEE WINGS
USE VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
OGIVES





















































































































































































































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
OHIO
RT WABASH RIVER BASIN (IL-IN-OH)
OHMIC DISSIPATION
UF JOULE HEATING












































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
OKLAHOMA































































































































































































































































































SN (COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR
EXPEDITING.CONTROLLING
AND/OR RECORDING COMPUTER

















































SN (USB OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)
















































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
OPTICAL DEPOLARIZATION




















X RAY TFI F.SCOPES
BINOCULARS
CAMF.RAS
B A K E R - N U N N C A M E R A






























F I I T F R W H F F I INFRARFD
SPFCTROMFTFRS
I 10HT SCATTFRINO Ml-TFRS
MICRODFNSITOMFTFRS
N F P H F I O M F T F R S
OPTICAI P Y R O M F P F R S






I I FCTROI'HOTOMF FFRS
Ul TKAVIOI FT
SI'Ft FROMF PFRS
U I T R A V I O I J-r
SI 'FCrROI 'HOTOMF D KS
POI A R I M I f F R S
R F F I FCTOMI TFRS
M I C R O W A V F
RI-FI FCTOMFTI RS
R F F R A C r o M F T H R S
SFXTANTS
SPFCTROPHOTOMF1FRS
I N ( k A R H )
.SPFCIROPHOTOMFTFRS























































HIOH PASS FII TFRS
I F N S F S
I OW PASS ril.TFRS
PHOTOGRAPHIC FQUIPMFNT
PHOTOGRAPHIC FII M




USF I ASFR CAVIHFS








RT DOPPI FR FFFFCT
I 1GHT MODUI ATION
OPTICAI II.I USION
GS PSYCHOI OG1CAI FFFFCTS
II I UMONS
OPTICAI ILLUSION
FI KVATOR II I USION




































































I N F R A R F D SPFCTROMETERS
ULTF.R WHFEI I N F R A R F D
SPFCTROMETERS













OPTICAL MEMORY (DATA STORAGE) NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
OPTH Al MtASURIMC. INSTKUMV NTS-(CON 'T)
111 I k A V I O I I-I
SI'H I ROME 11-RS


















































I N F R A R E D
SPl-CTROPHOTOMl-TFRS
U I T R A V I O I I-T













I N T E R F E R O M E T E R S
I ASFR DOPPI FR VFI OCIMI-Tl-RS
MACH 7FHNDFR









RADIATION M E A S U R I N G
INSTRUMENTS








OPTICAI MtMORY (DATA STORAGE)





























SN (INCLUDES PROPERTIES AND












































































I ASE R S
* PUMPING
STIMU1 A T K D EMISSION















UT I ASER RADAR
I IDAR














OPTICAI M E ASUR I NG
I N S T R U M E N T S
OPTIC Al RANC.E FlNDtRS
OPTICAI EQUIPMENT
OPTICAI M E A S U R I N G
INSTRUMENTS
OPTICAL RANCt HNDKRS
RT I U N A R RANGEFINDING
OPTICAI. REFLECTION












































































































































































































































































































































SN (LAUNCHING FROM AN
ORBIT-EXCLUDES LAUNCHING































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) ORGANIC CHEMISTRY










































































































































































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
OREGON






























































































































































































































































































































USE OAK RIDGE ISOCHRONOUS
CYCLOTRON
« ORIENTATION



























































































































































































K l I I A N I ) W K 1 I I N ( ,
INIH I 11,11111 IIY
I I N d l l l S I K S
S F M A N I K S
S Y N T A X





















RT ° ° C Y I I N D E R S
CYI INURICAI BODIES
CYI INDRICAI SHU I S
ROCKET ENGINE CASES
ORTHOTROPIC PI ATKS
GS STRUCTURA1 M E M B E R S
PI ATl-S (STRUCTURAI
M E M B E R S )
ORTHOTROPIC PI ATKS
ORTHOTROPIC SHU I.S
GS SHEI IS (STRUCTURAI FORMS)
ORTHOTROPIC SHU IJ*
RT CYI INDRICAI SHEI IS
M F T A I SHEI I S
R E I N F O R C E D SHEI I S
.SHFI I STABII ITY
THIN WAI I ED SHEI I !>
ORTHOTROPISM
RT PI ATES ( .SfRUCTURAI M E M B E R S )
OSCILI ATING C Y I I N D E R S
RT - C Y I I N D E R S
CYI INDRICAI BODIES
CYI INDRICAI SHEI I S
OSC1I I A T I O N S
VIBRATION
OSLII I ATINC. H.OW
GS II UID El OW
UNSTEADY PI OW
OSCII I ATINI, HOW
RT B U I E E r i N d
COMPRESSIBII IFY EFFECTS
I I O W D I S T O R I I O N
N O N F Q U I I I B R I U M Fl OW
SMAI I P E R I U R B A T 1 0 N FIOW




M A X W E I I BODIES
NONOSUI I A I O R Y AC TION
NONSTABII I7ED OSCII I ATION
N U T A T I O N DAMPERS
SPRINGS (Fl AST1O
V I B R A T I O N I S O I A T O R S
OSCII I ATIONS
UF PHUGOID OSCII I AIION.S
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
OSCII I ATIONS-(CONT)
GS OSCII I ATIONS
Fl FCTRON OSCII I ATIONS
HARMONIC OSCII I ATION
HYDROFOII OSCII I ATIONS

































UF PHUGOID OSCII I ATIONS




HARMONIC OSCII I ATORS
MECHAN1CAI OSCII I ATORS
PENDULUMS
GYROSCOPIC PF.NDUI UMS
MOI ECU1 AR OSCII I ATORS
RFI AXATION OSCII I ATORS
PHANTASTRONS
SYNCHRONISED OSCILI ATORS




















F R E Q U E N C Y STABII ITY
FREQUENCY SYNTHESISERS
HARMONIC GENERATORS




NONOSCII I ATORY ACTION
NONSTABII I7ED OSCII I ATION
OSCII I ATIONS
PARAMETRONS





















RT B A R K H A U S E N EFFECT
EI.ECTRICAI M E A S U R E M E N T
OSCII IOSCOPES
TIME M E A S U R E M E N T
OSCILI OSCOPES
RT CATHODE RAY TUBES
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TESTS
FLYING SPOT SCANNERS









GS ANAI YSIS (MATHEMATICS)
N U M E R I C A I ANALYSIS
APPROXIMATION
OSEEN APPROXIMATION




















GS AI I OYS
HEAT RESISTANT Al.l OYS
REFRACTORY METAI AI I OYS
OSMIUM ALLOYS
REFRACTORY MATERIAI S
REFRACTORY MFTAI. AI I OYS
OSMIUM ALIOYS
, OSMIUM COMPOUNDS
RT i GROUP 8 COMPOUNDS
* METAI COMPOUNDS
OSMIUM ISOTOPES




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































USE OUTER PLANETS EXPLORERS
OUTER PLANETS EXPLORERS
UF OUTER PLANET SPACECRAFT
PLANETARY EXPLORER







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































USE JET PROVOST AIRCRAFT
P-160 AIRCRAFT













































UF HAWKER P-1052 AIRCRAFT










































































































































































































































































































PALO VERDE VALLEY (CA)
GS VALLEYS












































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
PARALLEL PROCESSING -(CON T)
PARALLEL PROCESSING
(COMPUTERS)












































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (PARTICLE EMISSION OR
DETECTION RATE PER UNIT
AREA)







































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
































































































































































































































































MI-SON R F S O N A N C F S
N I U T K O N S
COI l> NEUTRONS































































PI ATINUM HI ACK
POWOFRFD Al U M I N U M
RF1 AT1VISTIC PARTICI I-.S
SOOT
TRAPPFD PARTICI FS





I N N F R RADIATION Bkl T
OUPI-R RADIATION BUT
PROTON BH rs
KT AIR POI I U I I O N
CI OUDS
COI IOIDS
O F U T F R O N IRRADIATION
DIRT
DISPERSIONS




























SN (USF OF A MOKk SPKCIF1C TF.KM
IS RFCOMMkNDkD-CONSUI T THF.































UF PERIGEE-APOGEE SATEI I ITFS
GS SATFI I ITFS
ARTIFICIAI SATFI I ITFS
PAS -(CON -T)
PAS
FARTH SATFI I ITFS
PAS


















































CH 3 HEI ICOFTFR
CH 46 HEI ICOPTFR
CH-47 HFI ICOPTFR












FI ECTRA A I R C R A F T
E U R O P E A N AIRBUS
A 300 AIRCRAET
F27 AIRCRAET
I 28 HEI ICOPTER'
I 28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
FIAT 7002 HEI 1COPTER
G I A I R C R A E T
G 222 AIRCRAFT
GY 80 AIRCRAFT '
H-19 HEI ICOPTER
H 53 HEI ICOI'TER
H-56 HEI ICOPTER
H F - 2 I I A I R C R A F T
HFB 320 A I R C R A E T
516








MYST P.RI. 20 AIRCRAi 1













U-3 AIRCRAIT •"• I ' ''
U-10 AIKCKAIT














GI NFKA1 AVIAIION AIRCRAIT




* 1 OW WING AIRCRAIT
M-2IX AIRCRAIT
M I R C U R I AIRCKAIT
MH-2«> AIRCRAIT
MM-262 AIRCRAIT
* Mil PI ARY AIRCRAIT
N-2501 A1RCRAFI
P-311 H I I I C O P I I R
PD-KOK AIRCRAI I
R O I A R Y WING AIRCRAIT









I U K B O I A N AIRCRA1T
TURBOPROP AIRCRAIT
V/STOI AIRCRAIT
WAI1.R IAKFOFI AND IAND1NG
AIRCRAFT
PASSKNC.m.s














EXPI ORF.R 22 SATELLITE
hCHO SATELLITES
ECHO 1 SATFI I.ITF
ECHO 2 SATELLIIT-




BEACON SAFI I I FITS
BFACON FXPIORER A
FXP1ORF.R 22 SAFF.l I.ITF
LCHO SAIF.I I.FIFS
FCHO I SAFII LITE
FCHO 2 SATI HUE
1.AGFOS (SAIFI I ITF.)




BI.ACON FXP1 ORF.R A
F.XPI ORI.R 22 SATF-I.I FTF
ECHO SAII.I I ITES
FCHO I SAIFI I ITE
F.CHC) 2 SAFFLinT.
I AGF.OS (SA I PI I 111 )
PAGI os SAiT.urrr
Rl ACIIVI SAirii.rrr.s
COMMUNICATION SAITI I ITES
tCHO PROJFC1
GI ODFTIC SATT.I I.ITES
NAVIGA1 ION SATEI 1 ITES

















































































GS Ml ASURING INSIRUMFNTIS
RAD] A I ION MI ASURING
I N S I R U M I N I S
ACIINOMPII RS



























Wl LD S~I RENG I H
PATENT APPLICATIONS
R I COPYRIGH I S
IN VI N I IONS
I ICFNS1NG




































































































































USE PEBBLE BED REACTORS
PCM (MODULATION)








RT PULSE CODE MODULATION
PD-808 AIRCRAFT •""


















USE PULSE DURATION MODULATION
POP COMPUTERS









GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS




RT PDP 9 COMPUTER
PDP 8 COMPUTER











RT PDP 7 COMPUTER
PDP 10 COMPUTER































































































































































































































UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
PENNSYLVANIA
DELAWARE RIVER BASIN (US)
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN
(MD-NY-PA)































































































GS SA11 I I III S
A K I I I I C I A 1 SAID 1 I ITS
FRENCH S A I I I I III S
PFOLE SATEII.ITFA
I A R I H SAID I IDS
1-RI NCH SAII I 1.1 ins
PEOI.E SATFI.I.ITES
RI GI OPH YSICAI SA I IT I I TES
PEOPLES DkMOLRATIC REPUBLIC Ol>
GERMANY '



























MO I ION PI RCr.PIION
SI NSORY PI RCEKIION
CONSCIOUSNESS
I X I R A S E N S O R Y PERCEPTION















































USE SEI 1 ORGANI/TNG SYSTEMS
PERtEPTUAL TIMI. CONSTANT
GS CONSTANTS
TIME CONST AN I
PERCEPTUAL TIME CONSTANT
RI PERC1 PTION
Rl ACT ION TIM1
SENSE ORGANS
S1NSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE





AI UMINUM PI RCH1 ORATES
AMMONIUM PLRCH1ORAIES
HYDRA7INE PI RCHLORATLS





NfTRONlUM PI RCH1 ORATI
POTASSIUM P1RCHIORA1ES








































GS PhRFI.UORO Ct)MPOUNDS '
PERI 1 UOROA1 KANE
PI Rl 1 UOR(XjUANIDINl
SODIUM PI Rl I UOKOBUIOXIDE
PERFLUOROALKANE


















PERI I UORO COMPOUNDS
PERU UOROA1.KANE
PERF1.UOROGU ANIDINE













PERFLU OROOU ANIDIN F





PI A I I S (SIRUCTURAI
MEMBERS)
PERFORATED PI.ATKS
Rl ANISOIROPIC PI A I I S
520



































































































SN (APPLY ONLY TO OPERATING
EQUIPMENT)








































































































































































































































































SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
PERSHING MISSILE














































































































































































































































































































































PHASE ERROR NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
PHASF DIACRAMS-(CON'T)







































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
PHILCO MM COMPUTER


































PHOENIX SOUNDING ROCKET -(CON'T)













































































































































































































































A D F N I N F S







A M M O N I U M PHOSPHATI-S
C A I C I U M PHOSPHATFS
D1PHOSPHA1FS
A D F N O S I N F DIPHOSPHATh
(ADP)
I N D I U M I'HOSPHATF1.
MONA7ITF SANDS






P Y R I D I N h N U t I F O I I D F S
U R I D Y I It ACID
P O I A S S I U M I 'HOSPHAIFS
PHOSPHIDFS
RORON I'HOSPHIDFS
GAI I HIM I'HOSI'HIDhS
I N D I U M PHOSI'HIDFS
MANt .ANl -Sh I 'HOSPHIDhS
Sl I IRHHhRs ' lTF
PIIOSI'HINI S




K l A I I I ' H A I I t COMPOUNDS
« G R O U P SA ( O M P O U N D S
PHOSPHORUS ISOTOPES
(•S ( H h M U Al 1 I h M H N I S
NUt I IDFS
I S O I O I ' H S


































RT I IGHT (VISIBI I- RADIATION)
» OPTICS
PHOTO RKCONNAISSANCK SPACECRAFT

















TUBh t A T H O D F S
PHOTOLATHODhS
R f I M A G h t O N V F R I K R S
IMAGI- I N T F N S I H h R S
IMAGh ORTHI tONS
I I G H I AMPI I H H R S
M l t R O t H A N N h l S
O R I H I t O N S
PHOIOH ht I R I t tH I S
PHOIOF1 ht IRI t EMISSION
PHOIOH h t IRI t M A I h R I A I S
PH01OMUI riPI I I -R f U B F S
PHOTOtKII.S
USh PHOroU I-t PRIt tH I S
PHOKM HHHIIAI REACTIONS
Uh I 'Horo iHl -MISIRY

















RT COI OR PHOTOGRAPHY
SODAI ITI-
PHOTOCONDUCTIVL Ctl LS
GS PHOTOH FCTRIC CH I S
PHOTOCONDUCTIVf CELLS
RT i CELLS
PHOTOVOI TA1C CH I S
PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY



















PHOTOH l-CTRIt CH I S













Rf H FCfROMAGNI-TIC ABSORPTION
PHOTODI-PAtHMFNl
PHOTOI YSIS








H h C l R O N I t l O U I P M h N f
SOI ID STAT1- D F V I t h S
SI-M1LONUUC IOR Dl -Vl thS
PHOTODIODIS
R T I O N IMPI A N I A I I O N
I ASFRS
PHOTOtONDUt IORS
PHOTOH H C T R I t CH I S
PHOTOH H C f R I t MATFRIAI S
PHOTO T R A N S I S T O R S
P H O I O l U B h S
SOI AR CH I S
526




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































hi 1 IPSOMF I I.RS
HOR1/ON SCANNFRS


















































RT ' BLACK AND WH1TF
PHOTOGRAPHY







UI- I-1.1 CTRON MU1 TIPI IERS
MUl nPLIER PHOTOTUBES
GS AMPLIMFRS





































RI 11 FCT1 D WAVI S
RI 1 RACTI D WAVFS
THI RMAI BI (K)MING
PHOTON DENSITY


























VECTOR DOMINANCE MODI I
PHOTONIC PROPULSION
GS PROPULSION








Fl I MI N TARY PAR IICI I S
BOSONS
PHOTONS
I IGH I BI AMS
NUCI I AR PAR nCI I .S
BOSONS
PHOTONS














GS NUCI FAR RI ACTIONS
PHOTONUCLEAR REACTIONS












PHOTOI I I C1RIC I MISSION
PUI SI A M P i r i U J I












































































































































































































PHYSICAL CONSTANTS TESTING REACTOR























































































































































































































































































































































































































































PILOT LANDING AID TELEVISION SYSTEM




































































PIONEEB 4 SPACE PROBE -(CON'T)
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE

































































PIONEER F SPACE PROBE
USE PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER G SPACE PROBE










PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE





PIONEER I SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER g SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 11 SPACE PROBE












PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PIONEER SPACE PROBES




PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
RT THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PIONEER SPACE PROBES




PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PIONEER SPACE PROBES




PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
RT JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
PIONEER 4 LUNAR PROBE
USE PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
UF PIONEER 4 LUNAR PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PIONEER SPACE PROBES




PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PIONEER SPACE PROBES




PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
RT THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PIONEER SPACE PROBES




PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PIONEER SPACE PROBES




PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PIONEER SPACE PROBES




PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
RT JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
to PROBES
PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PIONEER SPACE PROBES




PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE
RT oo PROBES
PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
UF PIONEER F SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
PIONEER SPACE PROBES




PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
RT - PROBES
PIONEER 11 SPACE PROBE




















< FIAk(,H) P A R f K I KS
KAONS
nn now
Ul- KIRtHHOFl- HH MHOITX MOW
















































W A T h R HAMMER
PIPKR AIRCRAFT
GS I IGHT AIRCRAFT
PIPKR AIRCRAFT
RT * AIRCRAFT
G K N t R A I AVIATION AIRCRAFT
PIPHtlDINK





NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
PIPU.
SIPHONS






























































































n U l l ) I IOW
"HEADERS
HOShS
i H Y D R A U I ICS
M A N I h O I DS
PIPI- FI OW
PIPH I N h S
R I S H R S
PITCH (INCLINATION) ,
UF DAMPING IN PITCH
PHUGOID OSC1I I AT1ONS
PITCH ANGLES















































































































































































































































































































SN (FXCI UDKS TKRRhSTRIAl,
RADIATION)













































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
All 11)1 KOI'IIS
IIYDROGI N O M O N A S
IIA( I I M I A
A( I I N O M Y C I II S
A / C l l l > H A ( I I K
HA< II I US
( l o M K M M U M BorUI I N U M
I-SCHFRICH1A
HYDROG I- NOMONAS


































I K A V h S
i ICHFNS
N I G E I I A
OATS
ORCHARDS
P A R A S I I F S
PFTAI S
PHOTOPHII 1C PI ANTS
PHRFATOPHY1FS
SAPROPHYTES
SUGAR C A N F
THERMOPHII 1C PI ANTS






CITRUS T R F F S
CONIFt-RS
DECIDUOUS T R F F S
AGRICUI TURF
ANG1OSPFRMS
A N I M A I S
H I O G F O C H F M l S f R Y
Bl I G H I
BOMNV
C H I O R O P H Y I I S
COPSFS
C O R f F X F S ( B O T A N Y )
corroN
CROP G R O W I H
CROP VIGOR
DM 01 IAN IS
DFFOI ] A IK IN
I A R I H R H S O U R C F S
F N V I R O N M F N I S








1 N F F S I A I I O N
I Al U N A S
MR ROOKGANISMS
M I I K A
ORGANISMS
PHOTOTROPISM




















GS RATES (PFR TIMF)
ACCF1.F.RATION (PHYSICS)
PLASMA ACCELERATION










RT <* ACCFI FRATORS
ION INJFCT10N





PLASMA ARC WH I)IN(,
GS WH DING
FI FCTRIC WFI DING
ARC WFI DING
PLASMA ARC W I I D I N G
I USION WFI DING
ARC WH DING
PI ASMA ARC WIIDING
PI ASMA ARCS
USF PI ASMA JFTS
PI ASMA CHtMISTRY
R T ""CHEMISTRY






C H A R G F I ) PARTICI FS
PI ASMA CLOUDS
RT CI OUDS (MFTK)ROI OGY)
COSMIC PI ASMA
GFOMAGNFTIt HOI I OW
HYDROGFN Cl OUDS
INTF.RPI ANFTARY M h D I U M
ION SHFATHS






























FI ECTRON ION RECOMBINATION
HELICAl INDUCERS











TRAPPED MAGNETIC FIF.I DS
PLASMA CYLINDERS
RT * CYI INDFRS
CYI INDRICAL BODIES



































































GS PLASMA POWER SOURCES
PLASMA ENGINES
TWO STAGE PLASMA ENGINES




































































































PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
HYPERVELOCITY WIND
TUNNELS























































































GS PLASMA POWER SOURCES
PLASMA ENGINES






NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) PLASMAS (PHYSICS)
PI ASM* PHOBIA
( i S M h A S U k l N d I N S I K I I M I N T S
PI ASMA PROBtS
H K I R O S I A I K I'KOHI S
Hf ION SHFATHS
HI A S M A G U I D F S






















































MI-TAI I It PI ASMAS
MISSII I-.S
NONFOUII I H R I U M PI ASMAS
R F F N F R Y COMMUNICATION
R F F N T R Y FFFFCTS
R I - F N T R Y PHYSICS
PLASMA SI ABS
CiS PARnt l FS
CHARGH) PARTICI I-S
PLASMA SI ABS
RT M A G N F F O H Y D R O D Y N A M I C
S I A B I I I I Y








I NI -RGY SPhCTRA






































RT COI LISIONAL PI ASMAS
DIFFUSION WAVFS
FI FCTROACOUSTIC WAVfcS
F.I FCTRON PI ASMA
ION ACOUSTIC WAVFS


















PI ASMA-PARTILI t INTERACTIONS










RFI ATIVISTIC PI ASMAS
S P H I N X
PI A.SMAC.UIDKS
GS TRANSMISSION I I N F S
COMMUNICATION CARI FS
W A V F G U I D F S
PLASMAGUIDKS
RT BFAM W A V K G U I D F S


























COI D PI ASMAS
COI I ISIONAI PI ASMAS









I ASER PI ASMAS
MFTAI I 1C PI ASMAS
CKSIUM PI ASMA
U R A N I U M PI ASMAS
MICROPI ASMAS
NITROGEN PI ASMA
NONFQUI1 IBRIUM PI ASMAS
NONUNIFORM PI ASMAS
RARFFIFD PI ASMAS
RH ATIVISTIC PI ASMAS
ROTATING PI ASMAS
SOI AR WIND
STFI I AR WINDS
THFRMAI PI ASMAS








HFCTRON I N F R G Y
GASKS
HIGH T F M P h R A T U R h Fl UIDS
IONS
KFI VIN HFI MHOI 17 INSTAB1I ITY
1 A N D A U FACTOR
1 IOUVII I F FOUATIONS





PI ASMA ACCFI FRATION
PI ASMA CHFMISTRY
PI ASMA PHYSICS
PI ASMA PROPUI SION
PI ASMA W A V F S


















































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) PLOTS
njsnst*s-(CON'T)
SMOKh
RT COI 1 01DS
COMPOSITt PROPEL1.ANTS
DOUBLE BASE PROPEI I-ANTS
RhSINS
PLAT SYSTEM





















Cl NTRA1 PIEDMONT (US)































































hi ASTIC PI ATFS
END PI-ATF.S
GIRDFK Wl-BS
(USE Ob A MORI. SPkCIHC TERM
JA RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE






























































RT x CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS




















































































































































































































































































































RT CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS
PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST REACTOR
UF PRTR (REACTOR)








NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) POCKET MICE
PtUTOMUM RECYCLE TE8T-(CONT) PLUTONIUM 140-(CON'T) PNEUMATIC CONTROL -(CON'T)
WATER COOLED REACTORS PLUTONIUM CONTROLLERS
HEAVY WATER REACTORS PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES ELECTRONIC CONTROL
PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST PLUTONIUM 240 ENGINE CONTROL
REACTOR FLUID POWER
NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS PLUTONIUM 241 FLUIDICS
PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST
 os CHEMICAL ELEMENTS HYDRAULIC CONTROL
REACTOR ACTINIDE SERIES REMOTE CONTROL
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
REACTORS PLUTONIUM PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT
PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES GS PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT
REACTOR PLUTONIUM 241 GAS VALVES
WATER MODERATED REACTORS NUCLIDES PNEUMATIC CIRCUITS
PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST ISOTOPES RT AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
REACTOR RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES COMPRESSED AIR
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS CUSHIONS
PLUTONIUM 238 PLUTONIUM "EQUIPMENT
GS CHEMICAL ELEMENTS PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES FLUID AMPLIFIERS .
ACTINIDE SERIES HEAVY ELEMENTS FLUID POWER •» .-. ;
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS FLUID SWITCHING ELEMENTS
PLUTONIUM PLUTONIUM FLUIDICS
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES GAS GENERATORS
PLUTONIUM 238 PLUTONIUM 241 GOLAY DETECTOR CELLS
NUCUDES METALS INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
ISOTOPES ACTINIDE SERIES - NETWORKS
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS SERVOCONTROL
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS PLUTONIUM SERVOMECHANISMS
PLUTONIUM PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES SHOCK ABSORBERS
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES PLUTONIUM 241 - SYSTEMS
HEAVY ELEMENTS VALVES
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS PLUTONIUM 244
PLUTONIUM GS CHEMICAL ELEMENTS PNEUMATIC PROBES
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES ACTINIDE SERIES GS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
PLUTONIUM 238 TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS TEMPERATURE MEASURING
METALS PLUTONIUM INSTRUMENTS
ACTINIDE SERIES PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES TEMPERATURE PROBES
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS PLUTONIUM 244 PNEUMATIC PROBES
PLUTONIUM NUCLIDES RT FLOW MEASUREMENT
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES ISOTOPES HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
PLUTONIUM 238 RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES MASS FLOW RATE
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS NOZZLE FLOW
PLUTONIUM 239 , PLUTONIUM PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
GS CHEMICAL ELEMENTS PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES
ACTINIDE SERIES HEAVY ELEMENTS PNEUMATIC RESET
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS USE PNEUMATIC CONTROL
PLUTONIUM PLUTONIUM
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES PNEUMATICS
PLUTONIUM 239 ' PLUTONIUM 244 GS FLUID MECHANICS
NUCLIDES METALS " PNEUMATICS
ISOTOPES ACTINIDE SERIES RT FLOW THEORY
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS FLUID POWER
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS PLUTONIUM FLUIDICS
PLUTONIUM PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES GASES
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES PLUTONIUM 244 „ HYDRAULICS
HEAVY ELEMENTS
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS PLUVIOGRAPHS PNEUMOGRAPHS
PLUTONIUM USE RAIN GAGES USE PNEUMOGRAPHY
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
PLUTONIUM 239 PNEUMOGRAPHY
METALS PLYWOOD UF PNEUMOGRAPHS
ACTINIDE SERIES GS COMPOSITE MATERIALS RT BIOTELEMETRY
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS LAMINATES LUNGS
PLUTONIUM
 ( PLYWOOD -MEASUREMENT
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES COMPOSITE STRUCTURES RADIOGRAPHY
PLUTONIUM 239 LAMINATES
PLYWOOD PNEUMONIA
PLUTONIUM 240 W°,°JL,™ GS DISEASES
GS CHEMICAL ELEMENTS 1?^ *,™ RESPIRATORY DISEASES
ACTINIDE SERIES RT TREES (PLANTS) PNEUMONIA
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS WOODEN STRUCTURES
 RT CONGESTION
PLUTONIUM
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES PNEUMATIC CIRCUITS
PLUTONIUM 240 GS CIRCUITS
NUCLIDES PNEUMATIC CIRCUITS
ISOTOPES PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT MEDICAL SCIENCE
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES PNEUMATIC CIRCUITS J?»J?lw« "CIbNl-E
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS RT FLUIDICS UKOANS
PLUTONIUM VALVES
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES POCKELS EFFECT
HEAVY ELEMENTS PNEUMATIC CONTROL USE BIREFRINGENCE
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS UF PNEUMATIC RESET
PLUTONIUM RT AUTOMATIC CONTROL POCKET MICE
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES AUTOMATIC CONTROL VALVES GS ANIMALS
PLUTONIUM 240 COMPRESSED GAS VERTEBRATES
METALS °° CONTROL MAMMALS
ACTINIDE SERIES CONTROL EQUIPMENT RODENTS
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS CONTROL VALVES MICE
543
PODS (EXTERNAL STORES) NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
H M K » T Mut-(CONT)
P<H KfT Ml< t
K l K A I S
PODS I t X T I R N A I STOKES)



































I R K N K H DFI-FCTS
RT



























RT I ONGITUDINAL STABII ITY
POHLHAUSEN METHOD
UF POHI HAUSEN SOI UTION








USF POHI HAUSFN METHOD
POIKIIOTHtRMIA







T U R f l l - S
RT BODY T E M P E R A T U R E
POINLARt PROBIIM
Rl « PRODI EMS
POINLARI- SPHI-RhS
GS S Y M M H R K A I BODIES
BODIES Oh R E V O I U PION
SPHERES
POINCARf SPHI-RI-S
R F G E O M E T R Y
POINT DH-KTS
GS DEFECTS
C R Y S T A I DH-FCTS
POINT DH-I-CTS
MATCHING METHOD (MATHEMATICS)




























SN (USl- Ob A MORF. SPFCIFIC TF.RM
















in l A M I N A R n OWUSh 1 A I PI O
POISONING
SN (U'lh OF A MORI- SPhCIHC ThRM
/9 RhCOMMFNIH-D- CONSUI T THh
ThRMS I (STJ-D HH OW)
RT BFN/l-NI- POISONING





















































,D . . |PROPI-RTIhS
FIBFR STRr NOTH
MODUI US 01- ELASTICITY
NU FACTOR
STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS
T K N S I I F STRENGTH
POLAlRfc SATELLITE









NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) POLARIZATION
POLAR CAP ABSORPTION -(CON T) POLAR RADIO BLACKOUT "(CON T) POLARIS A2A MISSILE -(CON'T)
ELECTROMAGNETIC POLAR RADIO BLACKOUT INTERMEDIATE RANGEABSORPTION RT AURORAL ZONES BALLISTIC MISSILES
POLAR CAP ABSORPTION IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION POLARIS MISSILES
THERMAL ABSORPTION POLARIS A2A MISSILE
POLAR CAP ABSORPTION _„. ._
 a.,rtnN, SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
RADIATION ABSORPTION UF HIGH LATITUDES FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
ELECTROMAGNETIC ;.- RCrioNS POLARIS A2A MISSILE
ABSORPTION P01 AH HBrlON<i INTERMEDIATE RANGE
POLAR CAP ABSORPTION ANTARCTIC REGIONS "p™"^  ?J!?SILBS
MCMURDO SOUND POLARIS MISilLES
POLAR CAPS ROSS ICE SHELF POLARIS A2A MKSIUS
RT ANTARCTIC REGIONS ARCTIC REGIONS
ARCTIC REGIONS
 RT AURORAL ZONES POLARIS A3 MISSILE
•CAPS CLIMATOLOGY GS MISSILES
EARTH (PLANET) GEOGRAPHY BALLISTIC MISSILES
ICE PERMAFROST INTERMEDIATE RANGE
MARS (PLANET) TEMPERATE REGIONS BALLISTIC MISSILES
TIMBERLINE POLARIS MISSILES
POLAR COORDINATES POLARIS A3 MISSILE
OS COORDINATES
 po SUBSTORM«i SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
POLAR COORDINATES ~* OTORM* FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
RT ASTRONOMICAL COORDINATES ^ STORMS (METEOROLOGY) POLARIS A3 MISSILE
PLANISPHERES £??« '^ STORMS INTERMEDIATE RANGE
SMITH CHART POLAR SUBSTOKMS BALLISTIC MISSILES
POLARIS MISSILES
POLAR CAW* POLARIMETERS POLARIS A3 MISSILE
fg OASES OS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
MOLECULAR GASES OPTICAL MEASURING POLARIS MISSILES
POLAR GASES INSTRUMENTS
 os MISSILES
RT CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS POLARIMETERS BALLISTIC MISSILES
GAS COMPOSITION OPTICAL EQUIPMENT INTERMEDIATE RANGE
GAS DISCHARGES OPTICAL MEASURING BALLISTIC MISSILES
GAS DYNAMICS INSTRUMENTS POLARIS MISSILES
GAS LASERS POLARIMETERS POLARIS Al MISSILE
GAS MASERS RT CHEMICAL ANALYSIS POLARIS A2 MISSILE
POLARIZATION (CHARGE ELLIPSOMETERS POLARIS A2A MISSILE
SEPARATION) ' OPTICAL MEASUREMENT POLARIS A3 MISSILE
PHOTOMETERS SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
POLAR IONOSPHERE BEACON pm ApI^rnPpX INTERMEDIATE RANGE
USE BEACON SATELLITES POLAR ZERS BALLISTIC MISSILES
POLARIZERS POLARIS MISSILES
POLAROGRAPHY POLARIS Al MISSILE
POLAR METEOROLOGY POLARIS A2 MISSILE
OS POLARIMETHY POLARIS A2A MISSILE™™-. „_„
m nrv OS OPTICAL MEASUREMENT POLARIS A3 MISSILE
RT AEROLOGY POLARIMETKY RT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
CU
 Dra nr? RT OPTICAL ACTIVITY SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
irVBFPORTINr OPTICAL MEASURING ENGINES
ICb KEJ-UKllNU INSTRUMENTS XM-33 ENGINE
PHOTOMETRY
POLAR NAVIGATION POLARIMETERS POLARIS SUBMARINES
GS NAVIGATION POLARIZATION (WAVES) USE GUIDED MISSILE SUBMARINES
POLAR NAVIGATION
RT
 C^ENSTTALANA0VNIGAT,ON POLARIS Al MISSILE POLARISCOPESCELbMlAL. NAVIGATION
 Gs MISSILES GS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
S^fTAI KAVtr ATIOV BALLISTIC MISSILES POLARISCOPES
DIGHAL N A V I U A I I O N INTERMEDIATE RANGE SENARMONT POLARISCOPES
INERTIAL NAVIGATION BALLISTIC MISSILES OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
LORAN
 POLARIS MISSILES POLARISCOPES
POLARIS Al MISSILE SENARMONT POLARISCOPES
POLAR ORBIT GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES RT OPTICAL MEASURING
USE POGO FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES INSTRUMENTS
POLARIS Al MISSILE POLARIMETERS
POLAR ORBITS INTERMEDIATE RANGE POLARIZATION (WAVES)
GS ORBITS BALLISTIC MISSILES POLARIZERS
SPACECRAFT ORBITS POLARIS MISSILES
SATELLITE ORBITS POLARIS Al MISSILE POLARITY
POLAR ORBITS Rf o° DIPOLES
RT CIRCULAR ORBITS POLARIS A2 MISSILE ELECTRIC CHARGE
DISCOVERER 5 SATELLITE GS MISSILES ELECTRIC FIELDS
DISCOVERER 6 SATELLITE BALLISTIC MISSILES MAGNETIC FIELDS
EARTH ORBITS INTERMEDIATE RANGE MAGNETIC POLES
ELLIPTICAL ORBITS BALLISTIC MISSILES POLARIZATION (CHARGE
EQUATORIAL ORBITS POLARIS MISSILES SEPARATION)
LUNAR ORBITS POLARIS A2 MISSILE POLARIZATION (SPIN ALIGNMENT)
LUNAR SATELLITES SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES QUADRUPOLES
PLANETARY ORBITS FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
TIROS SATELLITES POLARIS A2 MISSILE « POLARIZATION
TWENTY-FOUR HOUR ORBITS INTERMEDIATE RANGE SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
BALLISTIC MISSILES is RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE
POLAR RADIO BLACKOUT POLARIS MISSILES TERMS LISTED BELOW)
GS ELECTROMAGNETIC POLARIS A2 MISSILE RT ANTIFERROELECTRICITY
INTERFERENCE MAGNETIZATION
RADIO FREQUENCY POLARIS A2A MISSILE PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS
INTERFERENCE GS MISSILES POLARIZATION (CHARGE




















































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)


































































































































































U N I T H D NATIONS
VOTING

























































W A R N I N G SYSTEMS
WATI-R POI I UTION
POI.I UX STAR
GS CFI KSTIAI BODIKS
STARS
POLLUX STAR
RT ORION CONSTHI I ATION
POLONIUM
(.S CHHMICAI Fl HUhNTS
MI-TAI I OIDS
POI ONIUM
P O I O N I U M ISOTOPhS
HOI ONIUM 208
P O I O N I U M 209
P O I O N I U M 210
RT M F T A I S
POLONIUM COMPOUNDS











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































POROUS BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL





































































































SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
POSEIDON MISSILES














































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) POTASSIUM 39























































































































































































































































































































RT FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
oo POTENTIAL


















































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)
RT ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
ENGINES






ML-1 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
POWER REACTORS













































VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (AC TO
AC)









































USE PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
PPM (MODULATION)





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)












































































































































































































































































































































































































PRIMERS NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
« PRIMERS












































PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND (AK)
GS SOUNDS (TOPOGRAPHIC
FEATURES)





















































































































































































































PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE




























































































































































































































































































PROGRAM TREND LINE ANALYSIS






















































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
PROGRAMS -(CON'T)






























































































































































































































































































































































oo PROPELLANT ACTUATED DEVICES














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































POST BOOST PROPULSION SYSTEM
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE


























































































































































































































































































































SN (PROTON EMISSION OR
DETECTION RATE PER UNIT
AREA)
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT KARL FISCHER REAGENT
PYRIDOXINE






























































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
PYROLYSIS
SN (TRANSFORMATION OP A
CHEMICAL COMPOUND INTO ONE
OR MORE NEW COMPOUNDS
SOLELY THROUGH THE
APPLICATION OF HEAT)




























































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
QUALITY CONTROL
UF RELIABILITY CONTROL





































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (USB OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM































































































































































































































































































































































































RADAR TARGET SCATTER SITE PROGRAM
UF RATSCAT PROGRAM
GS PROGRAMS







































































































SN (DIRECTIONAL EMISSION RATE























SN (EMISSION RATE PER UNIT AREA
OF RADIATION)








































































USE RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
' RADIATION


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) RADIO BURSTS






























































































































VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO
EQUIPMENT
RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER B
USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































USE EXPLORER 49 SATELLITE
RAE-1













































































































RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE


































































































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES

























































































































































































RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING
GS DISTANCE
RANGE AND RANGE RATE
TRACKING
RADAR
RANGE AND RANGE RATE
TRACKING
TRACKING (POSITION)
RANGE AND RANGE RATE
TRACKING
RT GLOBAL TRACKING NETWORK
MISSILE TRACKING .





























































AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT
DETERMINATION
586






















USE G I AIRCRAFT
RANGER BLOCK 3 TELEVISION SYSTEM
GS COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
SPACECRAFT TELEVISION




RANGER BLOCK 3 TELEVISION
SYSTEM




















RANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER i LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE







RANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 10 LUNAR PROBE







AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
PROJECTS
RANGER PROJECT
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM







USE RANGER LUNAR PROBES









RANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE









RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE









RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE









RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RT ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH
VEHICLE









RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE








RANGER LUNAR PROBES "
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE









RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE









RANGER g LUNAR PROBE









RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
















































RAOULT LAW NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
RAOUI.T I AW
RT COMPOSITION <PROPhRTY)




























































RT =° CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
• GROUP 3B COMPOUNDS
oo METAL COMPOUNDS
RARE EARTH ELEMENTS















































































oo RARE GAS COMPOUNDS



































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) RAYLEIGH DISTRIBUTION








RATE OF CLIMB INDICATORS
OS AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS



















































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
RB-50 AIRCRAFT





































































GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
RCA COMPUTERS
RCA SPECTRA 70 COMPUTER
RCA-110 COMPUTERS
RT DATA PROCESSING
RCA SPECTRA 70 COMPUTER
GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
RCA SPECTRA 70 COMPUTER
RCA COMPUTERS
RCA SPECTRA 70 COMPUTER
RCA-110 COMPUTERS








































SN (USE OF A MOKE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)






























































































REACTOR IN FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
USE RIFT (REACTOR IN FLIGHT TEST)
REACTOR MATERIALS

































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)










NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
POWER REACTORS































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSVLT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)







































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
K l I I S H h S










SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
REDEYE MISSILE












SN IVSE OF A MOKE SPECIFIC TERM



























































































































I IFTING RH-NTRY VFHICI FS




























































RT MISSII h RANGhS
R h C O V h R Y /ONES
REENTRY SHIELDING








* INSUI AThD STRUCTURhS
NOSE CONES





































MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
MARK 10 REENTRY BODY
MARK 11 REENTRY BODY
MARK 12 REENTRY BODY















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS -(CON'T)
TUNGSTFN Al 1OYS
REFRACTORY METALS
































































































































































































































































SAND HILLS REGION (GA-NC-SC)



















SN (USB OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
JS RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)






GS COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES
REGISTERS (COMPUTERS)














































































SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
REGULUS MISSILE
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMUENDBD-CONSVLT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)














SN (VEHICLES DESIGNED TO BE

















































SN (FOR SURFACE WATER












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RETURN TO EARTH SPACE FLIGHT
OS SPACE FLIGHT





















































































































































































































































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
RHODE ISLAND




























































































































































































RIFT (REACTOR IN FLIGHT TEST)



































































LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
> RIGIDITY



















































































RIO GRANDE (NORTH AMERICA)
GS RIVERS
RIO GRANDE (NORTH AMERICA)






































































CHENA RIVER BASIN (AK)
COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN
(ID-OR-WA)
DELAWARE RIVER BASIN (US)
FEATHER RIVER BASIN (CA)
MEKONG RIVER BASIN






























ATCHAFALAYA RIVER BASIN (LA)























































































































































(,S I -XPANDABI H STRUCTURhS

































































































































































































































































































POST BOOST PROPULSION SYSTEM
oo PROPELLANT ACTUATED DEVICES
REFRACTORIES
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES

















































































































































































































ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO D-8 ROCKET VEHICLE








ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH
VEHICLE











BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET
VEHICLE












JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA » ROCKET VEHICLE
LAMBDA ROCKET VEHICLES

















NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE




RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
RUBIS ROCKET VEHICLE
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN I SA-1 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH
VEHICLE




SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES































AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE





BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET





































BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
'ROCKET














KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE












































RT - BALLISTIC VEHICLES



























































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
























































































































































































































































































































































































































» ROTOR BLADES '*' l
TAIL ROTORS



















PUMP I M H I I 1 FRS
ROTARY WINGS
I IM INK, ROIORS
RIGID KOTOkS
Til riNG ROTORS
TIP D R I V F N ROTORS
TA11 ROTORS
TURB1NF WHKFI S






























« ROTATING ELECTRICAL MACHINES
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
























RT » FI UIDS
KARMAN-BODFWADT Fl OW
I IQUID S1OSHING
TAYI OR INSTABII ITY









AMPI I D Y N F S
DYNAMOMFTFRS
TURBOGFNFRATORS

































































































































SN (USE OF A MORF SPECIFIC TkRM
IS RECOMMI-NDkD-CONSULT THF







UF IMPEI I.F.R BI ADES























































































































RT JP-4 JET FUEL
KEROSENE
RPV
USE REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES
ROUTES


















































































































































































































































































































































































































UP RYAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
GS RYAN AIRCRAFT


























































































RT » MILITARY AIRCRAFT
S-3 SATELLITE
USE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
S-« SATELLITE








USE ALOUETTE 1 SATELLITE
S-46 SATELLITE






VSB ARIEL I SATELLITE
S-52 SATELLITE






































USE BEACON EXPLORER A
S-67 HELICOPTER




USE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
SA-321 HELICOPTER
UF SUD AVIATION SA-321
HELICOPTER
GS SUD AVIATION AIRCRAFT
SA-321 HELICOPTER
SA-330 HELICOPTER
UF SUD AVIATION SA-330
HELICOPTER
















UF SUD AVIATION SA-3210
HELICOPTER
























































SAAB 401 AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
GS GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
SAAB 401 AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
SAAB 401 AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
SAAB AIRCRAFT





NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)




































SADDLE POINTS (GAME THEORY)
GS RESEARCH
GAME THEORY
SADDLE POINTS (GAME THEORY)
SADDLE POINTS


















































































































USE SAAB 91 AIRCRAFT
620
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) SAMPLING
SAGE AlK DEFENSE SYSTEM
OS AIR DEFENSE
























































































GS RARE EARTH COMPOUNDS
SAMARIUM COMPOUNDS


























SAINT VENANT FLEXURE PROBLEM
USE SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE
SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE
UF SAINT VENANT FLEXURE
PROBLEM

























































































































SAN FRANCISCO BAY (CA)
OS BAYS (TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES)
SAN FRANCISCO BAY (CA)
RT CALIFORNIA
PACIFIC OCEAN
SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY (CA)
OS VALLEYS












SAN MARCO 3 SATELLITE
RT SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE




SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE
EARTH SATELLITES
METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE




SAN MARCO 2 SATELLITE
EARTH SATELLITES
METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
SAN MARCO 2 SATELLITE














SAND HILLS REGION (GA-NC-SC)
GS REGIONS




SAND HILLS REGION (NE)
GS REGIONS


































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
gATVMITK ATTITUDE CONWIlXCON T)
RT ATTITUDI- STAB1I ITY
AUTOMATIC CONTROI
DIRI-CTIONAI CONTROI




























































RT GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMI-NT
SPACI-CRAFT COMMUNICATION
SATKI.l ITk GROUND TRACKS
GS GROUND TRACKS
SATEI LITK GROUND TRACKS





























































































































































METEOROLOGICAL SATEI I ITFS
SPACE PROBES
STEREOTI-LEVIS1ON



































SATELLITE TRACKING AND DATA ACQ
NETWORK




























































































































































































































































































































































































SAN MARCO 3 SATELLITE
SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE










































































































SATELLITES NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
SPUTNIK SATH I ITI-S
SPUTNIK I SATH I ITK
SPUTNIK 1 SATH I IT I-
SPUTNIK 3 SATH I ITK
SPUTNIK 4 SATH.IITh
SPUTNIK 5 SATH I ITF
SPUTNIK 6 SATH l-ITh
SPUTNIK 7 SATF1.I ITE




























































SPUTNIK 2 SATEI LITE
SPUTNIK 6 SAThI LITE
SPUTNIK 7 SATELLITb




TFCHNOI OGY SATEI LITE




MOI NIYA SATEI LITFS
RH1 AY SATEI I ITFS
RH AY I SATELLITF
RhI AY 2 SATM.LITE
SYMPHONIF SAThI I ITES
SYNCOM SATELLITES
EARI Y BIRD SATH I.ITHS
SATELLITES -(CON "H
SYNCOM I SATRI.I ITF
SYNCOM 2 SAThI.I ITF
SYNCOM 3 SATH I ITF













































































EXPLORER S-55 SATELI ITF







EXPLORER 7 SATFI I ITE
FXPLORER 8 SAThI LITE


































































































































































SAN MARCO 3 SATELLITE
SAN MARCO 1 SATELLITE




































































































































































































































































SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES




SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT RL-10-A-3 ENGINE





SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN I SA-8 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN I SA-9 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES




SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN I SA-6 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH
VEHICLE




SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES























































































SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
628
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES -(CON'T)
SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN i SA-» LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH
VEHICLE





SATURN i LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN I SA-1 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN I SA-3 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH
VEHICLE




SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES





SATURN i LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES





SATURN i LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SAO LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES





SATURN i LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
OS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES





SATURN i LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN t SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VFHICLES





SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES





SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES





SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN I SA-7 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES





SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES





SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES >,
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES




. SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES













SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES











SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES




SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES


































































































































































































GS RARE EARTH COMPOUNDS
SCANDIUM COMPOUNDS
SCANDIUM OXIDES




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































USE SITE DATA PROCESSORS
SDS 900 SERIES COMPUTERS
GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
DIGITAL COMPUTERS




GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
SDS 900 SERIES COMPUTERS
SDS 920 COMPUTER
SDS 930 COMPUTER
GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
SDS 900 SERIES COMPUTERS
SDS 930 COMPUTER
SDS 9300 COMPUTER










































UP ALOUETTE 3 HELICOPTER
SUD AVIATION SE-3160
HELICOPTER



























































































































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
SEACAT MISSILE






































































































































































































































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
SEASLUG MISSILE


















































































































Kl I I HID INJK I ION
SHOCK W A V h LONTKOI
SHOCK W A V h PROPAGATION

































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED -CONSULT THE

































































































































































SN (MEASUREMENT OF THE HIGH


























NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)




























































































































































































































SELF DEPLOYING SPACE STATIONS
USE SELF ERECTING DEVICES
SPACE STATIONS
SELF ERECTING DEVICES







































































































































































































































































































































GS NUCI.hAR FI KCTRIC POWER
GFNkRATION




























































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) SET
SEQUENTIAL COMPUTERS














SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
SERGEANT MISSILES
RT ARGO D-8 ROCKET VEHICLE
JOURNEYMAN ROCKET VEHICLE
JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE


















































































































































































































































































STOKES LAW (FLUID MECHANICS)
SUBSIDENCE
WATER TREATMENT























































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) SHEAR WAVES










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT FROZEN EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
SHILLELAGH MISSILES
GS MISSILES































































































































































































































































































































































































SHORT AND HARLAND AIRCRAFT
GS SHORT AND HARLAND AIRCRAFT
SC-1 AIRCRAFT
SC-7 AIRCRAFT
SUNDERLAND 5 FLYING BOAT
RT ODAIRCRAFT


























SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES -(CON'T)
AUTOMET MISSILE



























































































































RT JOINTS (ANATOMY) •
SCAPULA
« SHOWERS
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)























AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
SHRIKE MISSILE -(CON'T)
SHRIKE MISSILE




















































USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
SHUTTLE ORBITERS






























USE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF
UNITS
SI-204 AIRCRAFT
UF SIEBEL SI-204 AIRCRAFT


































































































































SIEBEL SI-204 D AIRCRAFT
USE SI-204 AIRCRAFT
SIEBEL SIAT 311 AIRCRAFT
USE SIAT 311 AIRCRAFT
SIEMENS 2002 COMPUTER




































































































































































































(SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
GS RATIOS




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) SIM







































































































































































































SILVER OXIDE ZINC BATTERIES









UF SILVER OXIDE ZINC BATTERIES
ZINC SILVER BATTERIES



































































































































































































SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE





BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET












































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSVLT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)

































































































































































































































































SKYDART 2 ROCKET VEHICLE















































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) SLEWING
SKVLAB PROGRAM-(CO1V"D
SPACEUAB
SKYLAB SPACE STATION (UNMANNED)
USB SKYLAB I
SKYLAB I


























SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES














SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES














SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SPACE MISSIONS
SKYLARK






















































































SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
SLAM SUPERSONIC LOW
ALTITUDE MISSILE

































































































































SN (RAREFIED GAS FLOW IN THE
REGION BETWEEN KNUDSEN
NUMBERS 001 AND 01 ONLY,
EXCLUDES TRANSITION FLOW,
FREE MOLECULE FLOW CREEP.















































































































































SLV (SOFT LANDING VEHICLES)
USE SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
SM-65 MISSILE
USE ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SM-«8 MISSILE
USE TITAN I ICBM
SM-68B MISSILE











































































































































UP SYSTEMS FOR NUCLEAR
AUXILIARY POWER













































































































SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS
TURBOGENERATORS
SNAP 3
















































RT SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS
SNAP 7
















































SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS
TURBOGENERATORS
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
SNAP »A






















































































































































































































































RT SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS
SNAP SO







































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)






















RT » ALKALI METAL COMPOUNDS
« METAL COMPOUNDS
SODIUM COOLING



















































































































LIQUID COOt ED REACTORS
SODIUM REACTOR EXPERIMENT
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
SODIUM REACTOR EXPERIMENT



































































































VIKING 75 ENTRY VEHICLE
WATER LANDING
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
UF SLV (SOFT LANDING VEHICLES)



























SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE
































































































































































































Ut- ROI I UP SOI AR ARRAYS
OS ARRAYS
SOLAR ARRAYS
















SOLAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
GS AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES


















































































































































RT INTERNATIONAL QUIET SUN
YEAR
662




































































SN (ENERGY OR PARTICLES EMITTED
FROM THE SUN PER UNIT
TIME-DO NOT CONFUSE WITH
SOLAR FLUX DENSITY THE
ENERGY OR PARTICLE EMISSION
OR DETECTION RATE PER UNIT
AREA)











































































































































































































































































































SOLAR RADIATION 1 SATELLITE
GS SATELLITES
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
SOLAR RADIATION 1 SATELLITE
EARTH SATELLITES
SOLAR RADIATION 1 SATELLITE
RT GALACTIC RADIATION
SOLAR RADIATION 3 SATELLITE
GS SATELLITES
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
SOLAR RADIATION 3 SATELLITE
EARTH SATELLITES

































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) SOLENOID VALVES


































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)



















RT ANTARES ROCKET VEHICLE
ARCAS ROCKET VEHICLES
ARCHER SOUNDING ROCKET
ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO D-8 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES
ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE






BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLUE GOOSE MISSILE
BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET
VEHICLE



























JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE





LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
LITTLE JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
LOKI ROCKET VEHICLE














































THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE




























































































































































































" SOLID STATE PHYSICS





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
' ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET














KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE































GS SOUNDS (TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES)
BLOCK ISLAND SOUND (RI)
PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND (AK)














































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
SOUTH CAROLINA
RT SAND HILLS REGION (GA-NC-SC)
SOUTH DAKOTA
GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
SOUTH DAKOTA















































RT APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
SALYUT SPACE STATION
U S S R SPACE PROGRAM
°° SPACE












USE COSMOS 149 SATELLITE
SPACE BASE COMMAND CENTER
OS MANNED SPACECRAFT
SPACE STATIONS
SPACE BASE COMMAND CENTER
STATIONS
SPACE STATIONS


















































































































SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING SYSTEM


























SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TESTS
UF SERT (ROCKET TESTS)
GS ENGINE TESTS
SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TESTS









































































































































































































































































































































































































STACK POWER UNIT REACTORS
UF SPUR (REACTORS)










SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS
NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS
SPACE POWER REACTORS




SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS















LUNIK 1 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
' LUNIK 11 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 13 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 14 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE




RANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PPOBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 10 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES
SURVEYOR I LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
RT
SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR « LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 7 LUNAR PROBE
MARINER SPACE PROBES
MARINER R 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER VENUS-MERCURY
1973
MARINER I SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER i SPACE PROBE
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 9 SPACE PROBE









MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE





ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER SPACE PROBES
PIONEER VENUS SPACECRAFT
PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE






MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE









ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE




























U S S R SPACE PROGRAM
































SPACE SELF MANEUVERING UNITS












































UF SELF DEPLOYING SPACE
STATIONS





















































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)










NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)









































SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM












































































































































































































































UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENGINES
SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
















































































































































































































































































GS ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES
SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES




























































































T. INSUI ATH) STRUCTURE































































































































































































































































































AIR TO AIR MISSILES
SPARROW MISSILES
SPARROW 2 MISSILE




AIR TO AIR MISSILES
SPARROW MISSILES
SPARROW 3 MISSILE









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SPHERICAL ANTENNAS-(CON "H SPHINX




GS SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS) RT
SPHERICAL SHELLS
SPHERICAL CAPS














GS . SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
SPHERICAL SHELLS
SPHERICAL CAPS





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (METEOROIDS NOT ASSOCIATED

























































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
SPUR (REACTORS)


































































































































































































































SR-N2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
8R-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
SR-N! GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
































































RT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
SSGS (STANDARDIZED SPACE GUIDANCE)
USE STANDARDIZED SPACE GUIDANCE






ST VENANT FLEXURE PROBLEM








































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)









STADAN (SATELLITE TRACKING NETWORK)





















































































































































STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE F 1
OS LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES




STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE F
1
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 1
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 1
ROCKET VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 1
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE IB
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE IB
ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE IB
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE IB
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A
ROCKET VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 3
USE ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
ROCKET VEHICLES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES































RT ATLAS D ICBM
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES -(CON'T)




















































































































































































































































































USE EQUATIONS OF STATE
STATE ESTIMATION



















































































































ENGINE. AND VEHICLE TESTS)
GS CAPTIVE TESTS
688
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
ITATK TWITS "(CON T>
STATIC TK8T8
STATIC HHINC,





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































USE STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD
STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD
UF STEEPEST ASCENT METHOD







SN (ANTENNAS DESIGNED OR
ARRANGED TO PERMIT CHANGES




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STOKES LAW (FLUID MECHANICS)
STOKES THEOREM (VECTOR
CALCULUS)




STOKES LAW OF RADIATION
GS LAWS











































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
STORAGE-(CON"O















































STORAGE RINGS (PARTICLE ACCELERATORS)






















RT CRYOGENIC FLUID STORAGE
CYLINDRICAL TANKS
EXPULSION BLADDERS






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) STRIP



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHENA RIVER BASIN (AK)
COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN
(ID-OR-WA)
DELAWARE RIVER BASIN (US)
FEATHER RIVER BASIN (CA)
MEKONG RIVER BASIN




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING
AIRCRAFT
SUBMILLIMETER WAVES


































































































































LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS






























































































SUD AVIATION GY-80 AIRCRAFT
USE GY-80 AIRCRAFT
SUD AVIATION SA-321 HELICOPTER
USE SA-321 HELICOPTER
SUD AVIATION SA-330 HELICOPTER
USE SA-330 HELICOPTER
SUD AVIATION SA-3210 HELICOPTER
USE SA-3210 HELICOPTER
SUD AVIATION SE-210 AIRCRAFT
USE SE-210 AIRCRAFT














































































































































































































































































































































































RT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
SUNDERLAND 5 FLYING BOAT
GS ATTACK AIRCRAFT
SUNDERLAND 5 FLYING BOAT
MONOPLANES
SUNDERLAND 5 FLYING BOAT
OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT
SUNDERLAND 5 FLYING BOAT
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
SUNDERLAND 5 FLYING BOAT
SHORT AND HARLAND AIRCRAFT
SUNDERLAND 5 FLYING BOAT
WATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING
AIRCRAFT

















































































































































































































































































USE HIGH FIELD MAGNETS
SUPERNOVA REMNANTS



















































SN (AIRCRAFT DESIGNED TO FLY AT














































































































































































































RT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
SUPERSONICS
SUPERSONIC INLETS








































































RT SLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS

































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)

























































































































































































































































































































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
UF GROUND-TO-AIR MISSILES
GS MISSILES





















RT AIR TO AIR MISSILES









SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
GS MISSILES

















































SURFACE TO SURFACE ROCKETS
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
• SURFACES














































































































SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 7 LUNAR PROBE
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES
SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE





SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE






















SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE -(CON'T)
SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES





SURVEYOR I LUNAR PROBE
RT ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH
VEHICLE




.SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES





SURVEYOR } LUNAR PROBE
RT ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH
VEHICLE




SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES





SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
RT ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH
VEHICLE




SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES





SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
RT ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH
VEHICLE




SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES





SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
RT ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH
VEHICLE




SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES




SURVEYOR 7 LUNAR PROBE
8URVEYOK « LUNAB PROBE-(CON "I")
LUNAR PROBES
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES
SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE
RT ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH
VEHICLE




SURVEYOR 7 LUNAR PROBE
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES





SURVEYOR 7 LUNAR PROBE






















































































SN (USB OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)


































LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES












SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)











































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) SYLLABLES
SWEEP FREQUENCY
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
TACAN




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT COMMAND AND CONTROL
DETECTION





RADAR TARGET SCATTER SITE
PROGRAM
SANDPIPER TARGET MISSILE




























































































































































RT EXOS SOUNDING ROCKET
719































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
TENNESSEE



























































RT CABLE FORCE RECORDERS
MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT
° TENSION

































































































































































































































































































































































PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
SHOCK TUNNELS
LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS


















































































































































































































































































































GS UNfTED STATES OF AMERICA
TEXAS"
GULF OF MEXICO
HOUSTON (TX)LAKE TEXOMA (OK-TX)


















































































































































































































« SOLID STATE PHYSICS
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
"THEORIES









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HT SNAP .. ..

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) THIGH




















































































































































































































































































































































































































THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES




THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE




PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE




THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES







THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE














THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
UF ECHO 1 CARRIER ROCKET
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
' THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
















NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)









































OS ACTINIDE SERIES COMPOUNDS
THORIUM
THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES1 UK  
THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
OS LAUNCH VEHICLES











































































































































































































































































































































THRUST POWER ' '
USE THRUST
THRUST PROGRAMMING
































































GS RARE EARTH COMPOUNDS
THULIUM CONFOUNDS























SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
THUNDERBUD MISSILE


























































































































































































































































UP PIVOTED WING AIRCRAFT












































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
• TIME RESPONSE











































































































































































USE TIROS 4 SATELLITE
TIROS E SATELLITE
USE TIROS 5 SATELLITE
TIROS F SATELLITE
USE TIROS 6 SATELLITE
TIROS G SATELLITE

















































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
TttOS 3 SATELLITE -(CON'T)
RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
TIROS 4 SATELLITE










RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
TIROS S SATELLITE










RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
TIROS « SATELLITE










RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
TIROS 7 SATELLITE










RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
TIROS 8 SATELLITE










RT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
TIROS 9 SATELLITE




















































































TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE





















































RT HYLA-STAR ROCKET VEHICLE
TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
OS LAUNCH VEHICLES
TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLES
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR 2
GS NUCLEAR REACTORS
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS































. . GAS DISCHARGES










































TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD
GS IRRITATION





























































































. RANGE AND RANGE RATE
TRACKING











































































































































































TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
UF TRAILBLAZER 1 ROCKET












USE TRAILBLAZER I REENTRY
VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZER 1 ROCKET VEHICLE
USE TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY
VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZER 2 REENTRY VEHICLE
UF TRAILBLAZER 2 ROCKET










USE TRAILBLAZER 2 REENTRY
VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZER 1 ROCKET VEHICLE




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT MASS FLOW RATE
PRESSURE SENSORS
TRANSIENT REACTOR TEST FACILITY



























































































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)














SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)










































































































SN (EXCLUDES PARTIAL OR TOTAL














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































USE TRANSIENT REACTOR TEST
FACILITY
• TREATMENT


















(USB OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMMENDED-CONSULT THE































































































































































































































































































USE ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS
TRIPLET STATE




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TUNGSTEN INERT GAS WELDING





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- LOW WING AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT















































































RT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
HYDRAZINE ENGINES
HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES



















































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) TWISTING
















































































































































































































































USB TWO BODY PROBLEM
TWO BODY PROBLEM














































































TWO STAGE PLASMA ENGINES
GS PLASMA POWER SOURCES
. PLASMA ENGINES


































RT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
JOURNEYMAN ROCKET VEHICLE
LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE







































































































































































































































































































































































UH-12 HELICOPTERUSE OH-M HELICOPTER














UH-34 HELICOPTERRT S-58 HELICOPTER
UHTREX (NUCLEAR REACTORS)

















































RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
ULLAGE ROCKET ENGINES-(CON "I")
ULLAGE
ULM (LIGHT MODULATION)








ULTRA SHORT WAVE RADIO EQUIPMENT











































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
UF USA (UNITED STATES)



















NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)



































RT CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGION (US)
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
GREAT LAKES (NORTH AMERICA)
























































































GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
DIGITAL COMPUTERS































UNTVAC 123i COMPUTER -(CON'T)
UNTVAC 1230 COMPUTER
UNTVAC 1824 COMPUTER














































































































LUNIK I LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 11 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 13 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK U LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE




RANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 10 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES
SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 7 LUNAR PROBE
MARINER SPACE PROBES
MARINER R 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER VENUS-MERCURY
1973
MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
MARINER « SPACE PROBE
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 9 SPACE PROBE











MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE





ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER SPACE PROBES
PIONEER VENUS SPACECRAFT
PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 9 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE






MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE









ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE




ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE














































































































































UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENGINES
GS ENGINES
ROCKET ENGINES
UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENGINES



































































HT NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS
NUCLEAR FUELS
URANIUM CARBIDES






























































































































































































































































































































































USE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA





















GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
UTAH
RT BONNEVH.LE SALT FLATS (UT)
COLORADO PLATEAU (US)
GREAT BASIN (US)
GREAT SALT LAKE (UT)
770














































COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFTGENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
HELICOPTERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
« MILITARY AIRCRAFTOBSERVATION AIRCRAFT
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFTSNOW AIRCRAFT
« SUBSONIC AIRCRAFTTERRAIN FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFTV/STOL AIRCRAFT


























SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
V-l MISSILE


































































































































































VA-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
UF VICKERS VA-3 HOVERCRAFT
GS BAC AIRCRAFT
VA.-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
VA-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT


























































































































































































































































































































































































































USE DH 115 AIRCRAFT
VAMPIRE MK 35 AIRCRAFT
GS ATTACK AIRCRAFT
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
VAMPIRE MK 35 AIRCRAFT
HAWKER SIDDELEY AIRCRAFT
VAMPIRE MK 35 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
VAMPIRE MK 35 AIRCRAFT
RT BOMBER AIRCRAFT
HARRIER AIRCRAFT






VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATORS
GS PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATORS
RT « ACCELERATORS
ELECTRON ACCELERATORS











































































































































VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE



























































































































































































































































UF CONSTANT SPEED PROPELLERS
GS PROPELLERS
VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS
























































SN (USE OF A MOKE SPECIFIC TERM
IS KECOMMENDED--CONSVLT THE
TERMS LISTED BELOW)






























USE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)












































































































































VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS







MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE





NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
VENERA 8 SATELLITE
ZOND I SPACE PROBE
ZOND } SPACE PROBE
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE




MARINER I SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE









ZOND I SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE
RT MARINER PROGRAM

































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
VERMONT


















































RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES




























































































































































































USE STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
VERTICAL TAILS
USE STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
TAIL ASSEMBLIES
VERTICAL TAKEOFF











NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)




















































VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPMENT
UF ULTRA SHORT WAVE RADIO
EQUIPMENT
GS RADIO EQUIPMENT





































































































































































































































































































































































SN (EFFECTS OF CHANGE IN
ANGULAR SIZE OF FIELD OF
































































RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
VIKING 75 ENTRY VEHICLE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARS PROBES







































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
VIRGINIA








































































































































































































































































USE LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
VISIBLE SPECTRUM







































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)






































































































































































VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (AC TO AC)
GS TRANSFORMERS








VOLTAGE CONVERTERS (DC TO DC)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































USE VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
VULCAN AIRCRAFT











































































































WABASH RIVER BASIN (IL-IN-OH) NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)












































































































































































































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM
IS RECOMttENDBD-CONSULT THE
































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WASHINGTON

































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
WATER COOLED REACTORS

































ZERO POWER REACTOR 1
ZERO POWER REACTOR 9
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
ZERO POWER REACTOR 7
ZERO POWER REACTOR 9
RT CHEMICAL REACTORS






























































































































































































































WATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT
GS WATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING
AIRCRAFT
SEAPLANES


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STOKES LAW OF RADIATION
SUBMILLIMETER WAVES
'WAVES




















































































































































RT ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WESER WF S-*4 HELICOPTER























OS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WEST VIRGINIA























WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
UF SR-N2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE


















WESTLAND SR-N2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
WESTLAND SR-N1 HOVERCRAFT
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
WESTLAND SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
WESTLAND SR-N3 HOVERCRAFT
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
WESTLAND SR-N5 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT
MACHINES
WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER




























































































































































































































































































WHITWORTH GLOSTER AW-*5» AIRCRAFT



































































































































































































WIND RIVER RANGE (WY1
GS LANDFORMS
MOUNTAINS











UF WIND TUNNEL BALANCES

















































WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
GS STABILITY TESTS






























PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
SHOCK TUNNELS
LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS

































































































USE WASP SOUNDING ROCKET
• WINDOWS

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WYOMING
RT BIGHORN MOUNTAINS (MT-WY)
BLACK HILLS (SD-WY)





























































X RAY DENSITY MEASUREMENT
GS DENSITY MEASUREMENT


























































USE X RAY SPECTROSCOPY
X RAY SPECTROMETRY
USE X RAY SPECTROSCOPY
X RAY SPECTROSCOPY
UF X RAY SPECTROGRAPHY
X RAY SPECTROMETRY
802












X RAY STRESS ANALYSIS
GS STRESS ANALYSIS
X RAY STRESS ANALYSIS
RT STRESSES
TEMPERATURE INVERSIONS
X RAY STRESS MEASUREMENT
GS MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT
STRESS MEASUREMENT














































































































































































































































RT ANTARES ROCKET VEHICLE













































































































































































































































RT ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH
VEHICLE























RT BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
EXOS SOUNDING ROCKET
JOURNEYMAN ROCKET VEHICLE





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT ION EXCHANGE RESINS
MINERALS





ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK
ZERO CROSSINGS
























































ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTORS
ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
ZERO POWER REACTOR 2





ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
ZERO POWER REACTOR 3





ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6




ZERO POWER REACTOR T-(CON'T)
WATER COOLED REACTORS
BOILING WATER REACTORS
ZERO POWER REACTOR 7
ZERO POWER REACTORS
ZERO POWER REACTOR 7
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS
ZERO POWER REACTOR 7





ZERO POWER REACTOR »
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST
REACTORS







ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
ZERO POWER REACTOR 7





















































































































USE SILVER ZINC BATTERIES
ZINC SILVER OXIDE BATTERIES














































































































































































































































ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND i SPACE PROBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE
RT MARS PROBES
ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
VENUS PROBES
ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES




ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES
ZOND I SPACE PROBE
ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
MARS PROBES
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES




ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
VENUS PROBES
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES




ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
VENUS PROBES
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES




ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
VENUS PROBES
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES




ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZUNI ROCKET VEHICLE
ZOND « SPACE PROBE -(CON'T)
ZOND SPACE PROBES
ZOND « SPACE PROBE
ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
VENUS PROBES
ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES




ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES






































ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE
ZOND « SPACE PROBE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
VENUS PROBES
ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
ZOND SPACE PROBES




ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
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The NASA Thesaurus — Volume 1, Alphabetical Listing — contains all
subject terms (postable and nonpostable) approved for use in the NASA
scientific and technical information system. Included are the subject
terms of the- Preliminary Edition of the NASA Thesaurus (NASA SP-7030,
December 1967); of the NASA Thesaurus Alphabetical Update (NASA SP-7040,
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each term, as appropriate.
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